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Abstract
Solar-driven high-temperature electrolysis (HTE) and thermochemical cycles (TCC) are two
promising pathways for fuel processing and energy storage, which are considered in this
thesis. The goals of this thesis are: i) offering engineering guidelines at system level via
thermodynamic modeling frameworks for both technologies to evaluate andmaximize their
solar-to-fuel (STF) efficiencies and economic competitiveness, ii) the modeling, optimization,
and experimental demonstration of a tubular solar reactor for efficient STF generation, and
iii) investigation of a fully integrated solar reactor, which uses a tubular high-temperature
electrolyzer as the solar absorber to reduce transmission heat losses and hence to improve the
STF efficiency.
The techno-economic analysis of HTE systems is performed leading to the identification of the
hybrid approach (utilizing concentrated solar heating and photovoltaics) as the optimal choice
generating hydrogen at a high efficiency and low costs. This supports the competitiveness of
the hybrid approach for scaled solar hydrogen generation.
A thermodynamicmodeling framework for a two-step ceria-based TCC is developed analyzing
different routes for oxygen partial pressure reduction. This allows for performance comparison
between HTE and TCC. Compared with TCC systems, HTE systems work at significantly lower
temperatures and the less stringent requirement for heat recovery and low oxygen partial
pressure, while equivalent STF efficiency can be achieved indicating that HTE can be a more
promising technology for scaled-up solar fuel plants.
The design and optimization of a tubular solar receiver, a key component in HTE system, are
conducted based on an experimentally validated coupled heat andmass transfermodel for the
concurrent direct steam and CO2 generation. This integrated numerical model is composed
of a detailed 1D two-phase flowmodel in the receiver tubes, which is then incorporated into a
coupled 3D heat transfer model for tubular reactor cavity. Based on the model, design and
demonstration of a 1 kWth solar reactor are presented. The demonstrator employs a direct
steam generation solar absorber (two parallel helical tubes) directly connected to a 250 Wel
solid oxide electrolyzer stack forming a compact design to reduce the transmission heat losses
of high-temperature fluids. A solar-to-thermal efficiency of 77.8% (at a fluid temperature
of 700 K) and STF efficiency of 5.3% (with a 15% solar-to-electricity efficiency) are achieved.
The proof-of-concept demonstration leads to a promising pathway for highly efficient STF
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generation.
Further, a fully integrated solar reactor where the tubular solid oxide electrolyzer cell acts
as the absorber as well as the reactor is investigated based on a 2D multi-physics model to
further reduce the transmission heat losses and hence improving the STF efficiency.
A comprehensive investigation of HTE for solar fuel processing is presented in this thesis. The
hybrid coupling strategy between solar energy and HTE using concentrated solar heating and
photovoltaics is proven to have a high techno-economic competitiveness. This thesis provides
a detailed and powerful tool for analysis, optimization, design, and prototyping of solar driven
HTE systems and reactors. This thesis opens a new pathway toward compact solar reactor
design and engineering for highly efficient solar fuel generation.
Keywords: Solar fuel, High-temperature electrolysis, Thermochemical cycle, Techno-economic
analysis, Two-phase flow, Concentrated solar energy, Tubular solid oxide electrolyzer, Inte-
grated reactor, Concentrated photovoltaics.
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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse mittels Sonnenenergie sowie
thermochemische Zyklen betrachtet, welche zwei vielversprechende Wege darstellen, um
Brennstoffe zu verarbeiten oder Energie zu speichern. Die Ziele der Arbeit sind: i) konstruktive
Vorgaben auf Systemebenemittels eines thermodynamischenModells für beide Technologien,
um den Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Wirkungsgrad und deren ökonomische Wettbewerbsfähigkeit zu
bestimmen undmaximieren, ii) die Modellierung, Optimierung und experimentelle Vorfüh-
rung eines solaren Röhrenreaktors zur effizienten Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Erzeugung, und iii) Un-
tersuchung eines vollstufigen Solarreaktors, welcher einen röhrenförmigen Hochtemperatur-
Elektrolyseur als Absorber für Sonnenlicht verwendet, um Verluste bei der Wärmeübertragung
zu reduzieren und folglich den Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Wirkungsgrad zu verbessern.
Eine technisch-ökonomische Analyse des Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse-Systems wird durch-
geführt, um einen Kompromiss zwischen thermischer und photovoltaischer Nutzung der
konzentrierten Sonnenstrahlung zu finden, damit Wasserstoff mit einem hohenWirkungsgrad
und zu tiefen Kosten hergestellt werden kann. Dies unterstützt die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit des
hybriden Ansatzes für die Wasserstofferzeugung im industriellen Massstab.
Ein thermodynamisches Modell für einen zweistufigen thermochemischen Ceria-basierten
Zyklus wird entwickelt, welcher verschiedene Wege für die Sauerstoff-Partialdruckreduktion
analysiert. Dies ermöglicht den Leistungsvergleich zwischen Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse und
thermochemischen Zyklen. Im Vergleich mit letzteren funktioniert erstere bei viel niedrigeren
Temperaturen und unter weniger hohen Anforderungen bezüglichWärmerückgewinnung und
tief zu haltendem Sauerstoff-Partialdruck. Dabei wird ein gleichhoher Solar-zu-Brennstoff-
Wirkungsgrad erzielt, was aufzeigt, dass die Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse die vielversprechen-
dere Technologie für Anlagen im industriellen Massstab darstellt. Das Design und die Op-
timierung des röhrenförmigen Absorbers für Sonnenlicht, eine Schlüsselkomponente im
Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse-System, werden basierend auf einem experimentell validier-
ten Computermodel durchgeführt, welches Wärme- undMassentransport koppelt und die
gleichzeitige Simulation der Dampf- und CO2-Produktion ermöglicht. Das numerischeModell
umfasst ein detailliertes 1D Zweiphasen-Strömungsmodell für die Absorberröhren, welches
dann in ein 3D gekoppeltes Wärmeübertragungsmodell für die röhrenförmige Reaktorkavität
eingegliedert wird. Basierend darauf werden das Design und die experimentelle Vorführung
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eines Solarreaktors mit einer thermischen Leistung von 1 kWth gezeigt. Das Vorführmodell
verfügt über einen Dampferzeuger in Form zweier parallel angeordneter spiralförmiger Rohre
als Absorber für Sonnenlicht und einen damit direkt verbundenen Festoxid-Elektrolyseur
mit einer elektrischen Leistung von 250 Wel. Diese Konfiguration ermöglicht ein kompak-
tes Design, welches es erlaubt, die Verluste durch Wärmeübertragung zu reduzieren. Der
Solar-zu-Wärme-Wirkungsgrad beträgt 77.8% bei einer Fluidtemperatur von 700 K und einem
Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Wirkungsgrad von 5.3% (mit einem Solar-zu-Strom-Wirkungsgrad von
15%). Der Nachweis des Konzepts («proof-of-concept») zeigt einen aussichtsreichenWeg für
die hocheffiziente Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Produktion auf.
DesWeiterenwird ein vollstufiger Solarreaktor untersucht, inwelchemder Feststoff-Elektrolyseur
sowohl als Absorber als auch als Reaktor fungiert, welcher auf einem 2Dmultiphysikalischen
Modell basiert, um die Verluste durchWärmeübertragung weiter zu verringern und folglich
den Solar-zu-Brennstoff-Wirkungsgrad zu erhöhen.
Eine umfassende Untersuchung der Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse für die Verarbeitung von
solaren Brennstoffen wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit dargelegt. Hierbei wird gezeigt, dass die
hybride Kopplungsstrategie zwischen Solarenergie und Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse, wobei
die konzentrierte Sonnenstrahlung sowohl thermisch als auch photovoltaisch genutzt wird,
eine hohe technisch-ökonomische Wettbewerbsfähigkeit hat. Die Arbeit stellt ein detailliertes
und solides Werkzeug für das Design, die Analyse, die Optimierung sowie die Entwicklung von
Prototypen von Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse-Systemen und –Reaktoren dar. Hierbei wird ein
neuartiger Weg aufgezeigt, wie das Design und die Konstruktion kompakter Solarreaktoren für
die hocheffiziente Brennstoff-Produktion aussehen.
Stichwörter: Solarer Brennstoff, Hochtemperatur-Elektrolyse, thermochemischer Zyklus,
technisch-ökonomische Analyse, Zweiphasen-Strömung, konzentrierte Sonnenenergie, röh-
renförmiger Feststoff-Elektrolyseur, vollstufiger Reaktor, konzentrierte Photovoltaik.
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Introduction
The global energy consumption is largely met by fossil fuels, accounting for more than 80%
of total primary energy demand [12]. The dominance of fossil energy carriers in our current
energy economy is associated with at least three pressing challenges: i) limited and non-
renewable reserves, ii) increase in emission and environmental pollution (CO2 from fossil-fuel
accounts for 90% of energy-related emissions), and iii) supply insecurity and geopolitical
tensions. These problems can be alleviated by increasing the price-competitive renewable
energy share in the current energy market. Due to its abundant, renewable, and clean features,
solar energy is one of the top candidates to tackle energy issues related to fossil fuels (e.g.
limited reserves, pollution, and CO2 emissions). In one single day, the earth receives enough
solar energy to full fill the world’s energy requirements for twenty years (based on global
energy consumption on 2008) [12]. The processing of fuels by utilizing solar energy is one
promising pathway to compete with conventional fossil fuels. One chemical route is to
electrochemically/thermochemically split H2O and CO2 into H2 and CO, a mixture called
syngas, by using concentrated solar energy. The syngas can then be converted into liquid fuels
through a conventional Fischer-Tropsch process. Solar fuel technologies can not only produce
renewable fuels, which are environmentally uncritical but also compatible with the existing
energy infrastructure.
Figure 1 – General non-biological solar-to-fuel conversion pathways.
General non-biological routes of converting solar energy into fuels are shown in figure 1.
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High-temperature routes includes direct thermolysis of water [13], thermochemical cycles
(TCC) [14] and high-temperature electrolysis (HTE) [15] (dashed line box in figure 1 for the
latter two routes). Direct thermolysis utilizes solar energy for the direct dissociation of H2O
and CO2 (eqs.1 and 2). This is challenging since it needs temperatures above 3000K [13]
for H2O splitting and above 2700K [16] for CO2 splitting to ensure a reasonable dissociation
convergence. In addition, direct thermolysis faces the difficulty in high-temperature products
separation of a possible explosive mixture.
H2O→H2+0.5O2, (1)
CO2→CO+0.5O2. (2)
To circumvent these drawbacks, TCC have been proposed [17, 18, 19]. Particularly two-step,
non-volatilemetal oxide-based cycles show promise in avoiding gas separation issues, working
at lower temperatures compared to direct thermolysis, enabling relatively simple design and
operation, and theoretically achieving high solar-to-fuel efficiencies [20, 21, 22, 23]. Ceria
non-stoichiometric redox cycling has attracted interest due to its non-volatile characteristics
even at high operating temperature, fast kinetics causing high hydrogen generation rates, the-
oretically high solar-to-fuel efficiencies [22, 23, 24], and practical demonstration of reasonable
efficiencies (up to 5.25%) in working prototypes [25, 26, 27, 28]. The reduction step (eq. 3) of
the ceria-based two-step thermochemical cycle requires high temperature (1400 K to 2100 K)
and low partial pressure of oxygen (< 10 Pa) environment to ensure a reasonable conversion.
The reduced ceria is then oxidized exothermically (eqs. 4 and 5) with H2O and CO2 for H2 and
CO generation at typical temperature range of 700 K - 1100 K. The low partial pressure of oxy-
gen for the reduction step is usually achieved by inert gas sweeping which requires intensive
energy input for bringing the sweep gas temperature up to the reduction temperature. Heat
recovery effectiveness of 0.955 is required to achieve a solar-to-fuel efficiency of 10%. Another
widely proposed route is the use of vacuum pump to reduce the partial pressure of oxygen
in the reactor [29]. The solar-to-fuel efficiency is largely dependent on the pump electrical
efficiency (pump efficiency of 40% at 100 kPa and 5% at 1 Pa [30]). Hence, the identification of
optimal oxygen partial pressure reduction methods is important for the engineering of the
reactor for solar fuel processing.
CeO2−δox →CeO2−δred +
∆δ
2
O2, (3)
CeO2−δred +∆δH2O→CeO2−δox + ∆δH2, (4)
CeO2−δred +∆δ CO2→CeO2−δox +∆δ CO. (5)
Apart from thermochemical methods, HTE can also produce H2 and CO at high efficiency
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[31, 32, 33] while operating at significantly reduced temperature (800 K - 1100 K) and less
stringent oxygen partial pressure requirement (air can be used in the anode). Compared to
low-temperature electrolysis (e.g. proton exchange membrane electrolyzer), HTE has the
advantage of operating at reduced electrical potentials and, consequently, enhanced efficiency.
This potential reduction results from elevated temperatures which reduce the equilibrium
potential, reaction overpotential, and ohmic losses in the solid electrolyte [34]. InHTE systems,
H2O and CO2 molecules are split into H2, CO, and oxygen ions in the porous cathode (eqs. 6
and 7), oxygen ions are transported through the electrolyte to the anode and further oxidized
into O2 and electrons (eq. 8).
H2O+ 2e
−
→H2+ O
2−, (6)
CO2+2e
−
→CO+O2−, (7)
O2−→
1
2
O2+2e
−. (8)
Solar receiver is one of the key components inHTE systems significantly influencing the overall
system efficiency. In this thesis, special attention is paid to themodel, design, and optimization
of solar receivers for the direct generation of high-temperature steam for solar-driven HTE
systems. Tubular cavity receivers are the most commonly used indirectly irradiated receivers
which can withstand high pressure and can be employed with gas/liquid working fluid [35,
36, 37, 38]. Compared to the indirectly irradiated receivers with a separate chamber for fluids
heating, tubular receivers have better heat transfer, more uniform temperature distribution,
as well as being more flexible in design. Numerical models offer an effective pathway for the
characterization and quantification of the optical, thermal, and fluid flow behavior of receivers
[37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. When steam is used as the working fluid (concentrated solar power
systems) or as the reactant in high-temperature systems (for example, TCC and HTE systems),
the understanding of the complex two-phase flow boiling process inside the absorber tubes of
the direct steam generation receiver is important for identifying local hot spots, and designing
and predicting receiver performance.
This thesis is performed in the framework of the project SOPHIA (solar integrated pressurized
high-temperature electrolysis). SOPHIA project is a collaborative project involving partners
from HyGear B.V. (HYG, Netherland), HTceramix SA (HTc, Switzerland), Commissariat à
l’Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA, France), Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-
und Raumfahrt (DLR, Germany), VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT, finland),
ENGIE (ENGIE, France), and SOLIDpower S.P.A. (SP, Italy).
In this thesis, thermodynamic modeling frameworks are developed for two high-temperature
solar fuel processing routes (HTE and TCC) allowing for the quantification of systems’ perfor-
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mance under various operation conditions and system integrations as well as for the compari-
son between these two high-temperature routes. In particular, the HTE route is investigated
for its economic competitiveness considering and integrating various solar technologies for
heat and electricity supply. The solar receiver for direct steam generation for HTE systems is
modeled and optimized under various geometrical designs and operational conditions. Based
on the modeling results, a compact solar reactor is designed, fabricated, and experimentally
demonstrated which couples a double-helical tube solar absorber and a 16-cell SOEC stack
in one single reactor for the reduction of heat losses related to high-temperature reactants
transport between the solar absorber and the stack. To further reduce the transmission losses,
a novel integrated solar reactor concept by using a tubular SOEC cell, at the same time, as the
solar absorber is proposed and optimized based on an in-house multi-physics model.
In chapter 1, different strategies for the incorporation of solar energy are considered, dis-
tinguished by the use of different technologies to provide solar power and heat:i) thermal
approaches (system 1) using concentrated solar technologies to provide heat and to generate
electricity through thermodynamic cycles, ii) electrical approaches (system 2) using photo-
voltaic technologies to provide electricity and to generate heat through electrical heaters, and
iii) hybrid approaches (system 3) utilizing concentrated solar technologies and photovoltaics
to provide heat and electricity. Based on an in-house techno-economic model, the impact of
operating temperature, pressure, current density, heat recovery effectiveness, direct normal
irradiance, conversion extent, and concentration ratio were investigated and discussed. The
model can be used for qualitative techno-economic performance prediction for different solar
integration schemes under various operation conditions. Material from this chapter has been
published in [44].
In chapter 2, a thermodynamic model is developed for five thermochemical redox cycle de-
signs to investigate the effects of working conditions on the fuel production. The focus is
paid on the influence of approaches to reduce the partial pressure of oxygen in the reduc-
tion step, namely by mechanical approaches (sweep gassing or vacuum pumping), chemical
approaches (chemical scavenger), and combinations thereof. The results indicated that the
sweep gas schemes work more efficient at non-isothermal than isothermal conditions, and
efficient gas phase heat recovery and sweep gas recycling was important to ensure efficient fuel
processing. The vacuum pump scheme achieved best efficiencies at isothermal conditions,
and heat recovery was less essential at non-isothermal conditions. The use of oxygen scav-
engers combined with sweep gas and vacuum pump schemes further increased the system
efficiency. The comparison between two high-temperature solar fuel production routes (i.e.
high-temperature electrolysis vs. thermochemical redox cycle) is discussed at the end of the
chapter. This study can be used to predict the performance of solar-driven non-stoichiometric
redox cycles and further offers quantifiable guidelines for system design and operation. A
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quantified comparison between TCC and HTE technologies is presented showing that HTE
can achieve solar-to-fuel efficiency identical to TCC while operating at a reduced temperature
and less stringent oxygen partial pressure environment. Material from this chapter has been
published in [45].
In chapter 3, a coupled heat andmass transfermodel of cavity receivers with tubular absorbers
to guide the design of solar-driven direct steam generation is presented. The numerical
model consists of a detailed 1D two-phase flow model of the absorber tubes coupled to
a 3D heat transfer model of the cavity receiver. The absorber tube model simulates the
flow boiling phenomena inside the tubes by solving 1D continuity, momentum, and energy
conservation equations based on a control volume formulation. The Thome-El Hajal flow
pattern maps are used to predict liquid-gas distributions in the tubular cross-sections, and
heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop along the tubes. The heat transfer coefficient
and fluid temperature of the absorber tubes’ inner surfaces are then extrapolated to the
circumference of the tube and used in the 3D cavity receiver model. The 3D steady-state
model of the cavity receiver coupled radiative, convective, and conductive heat transfer. The
complete model is validated with experimental data and used to analyze different receiver
types and designs made of different materials and exposed to various operational conditions.
The proposed numericalmodel and the obtained results provide an engineering design tool for
cavity receivers with tubular absorbers (in terms of tube shapes, tube diameter, water-cooled
front), support the choice of best-performant operation (in terms of radiative flux, mass flow
rate, pressure), and aid in the choice of the component materials. Based on this study, a
double-helical tube reactor for HTE is designed and its thermal behavior is studied. Material
from this chapter has been published in [46].
In chapter 4, the design of a 1 kWth compact solar reactor which couples a double helical
tube solar absorber and a 16-cell SOEC stack in one single reactor is presented. The two
major components, i.e., the double helical receiver (solar absorber together with steel frame
supported insulation) and the SOEC stack are designed, fabricated, and experimentally char-
acterized separately (campaign 1 and 2). The two components are then coupled to form
the compact reactor (campaign 3). The test for the compact reactor is performed under the
high flux solar simulator (HFSS) at EPFL. Experimental setups for the three campaigns are
introduced in detail. The experimental results are reported. The solar thermal efficiency of
the solar absorber, the electrical efficiency of the stack, and the final solar-to-fuel efficiency
are quantified based on the experimental data which shows a successful demonstration for
the proof-of-concept of the compact solar reactor.
In chapter 5, an integrated solar reactor concept is presented. In this design, a tubular SOEC
is utilized as the solar absorber to further minimize transmission losses and to reduce the
system complexity. In addition, a III-V based PV cell is placed on the water-cooled reactor front
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under concentrated solar irradiation as the electricity source for the SOEC. The performance
of the proposed solar reactor is investigated based on an in-house 2D numerical model
accounting for charge transfer in the membrane-electrolyte assembly, electrochemical and
thermochemical reactions at the electrodes’ reaction sites, species and fluid flow in the fluid
channels and electrodes, and heat transfer for all reactor components. The solar-to-fuel
efficiency, carbon deposition conditions, and two PV-EC electrical coupling strategies are
discussed under various operation conditions and designs. In addition, the integrated solar
reactor shows improved performance compared to non-integrated HTE system. Material from
this chapter is in preparation for a journal publication in [47].
1 Techno-economic modeling of high-
temperature electrolysis systems1
In this chapter, a techno-economic analysis of solar-driven high-temperature electrolysis
systems used for the production of hydrogen and synthesis gas is presented. We consider
different strategies for the incorporation of solar energy, distinguished by the use of differing
technologies to provide solar power and heat: i) thermal approaches (system 1) using concen-
trated solar technologies to provide heat and to generate electricity through thermodynamic
cycles, ii) electrical approaches (system 2) using photovoltaic technologies to provide elec-
tricity and to generate heat through electrical heaters, and iii) hybrid approaches (system 3)
utilizing concentrated solar technologies and photovoltaics to provide heat and electricity.
1.1 System description
Design guidelines for optimized concentrated solar-driven HTE systems have been proposed
based on a system process model [48, 49]. These systems suffer from a high hydrogen pro-
duction price because of the high capital cost of solar concentrating systems [50]. Techno-
economic models of HTE systems coupled with concentrated solar technologies using various
coupling strategies are required to provide performance and cost estimates as well as to
provide guidance for the design and optimization of cost-competitive systems. PV power
generation is less costly and simpler (due to the absence of a solar tower and power block) than
CSP generation. The introduction of PV into HTE systems shows the potential to reduce fuel
production costs. Commercial polycrystalline Si-based PV shows solar-to-electricity efficien-
cies above 15%, and advanced PV technologies (multi-junction, III-V materials) can attain up
to 42% [51]. A techno-economic analysis has shown that a hybrid HTE system (using parabolic
trough concentrators for reactant heating and monocrystalline PV panels for electricity), with
an optimized heat recovery system, leads to cheaper hydrogen production costs compared
1Material from this chapter has been published in: M. Lin and S. Haussener, “Techno-economic modeling and
optimization of solar-driven hightemperature electrolysis systems,” Sol. Energy, vol. 155, pp. 1389–1402, 2017. [44]
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to a concentrated solar technology driven HTE system [32]. This analysis used an outlet
steam temperature for the parabolic trough concentrator of 593 K, and further heating to the
operation temperature by the electrolyzer exhaust was needed requiring exothermic opera-
tion of the electrolyzer, increasing electricity demand. No details on tradeoffs between the
benefits of electrolyzer performance and enhanced re-radiation losses in the solar receiver at
higher operating temperature were given. More sophisticated HTE system analysis is required
in order to quantify the performance and cost response of the system in varying operating
conditions and for alternative solar coupling approaches.
Two relatively mature technologies are used for the design of HTE systems: i) concentrated
solar technologies, and ii) photovoltaic technologies. Based on these technologies, three
solar-driven HTE systems are sketched , illustrated in figure 1. System 1 is based on solar
thermal input only, system 2 is based on solar electricity input only, and system 3 is based on
a hybrid of solar heat and solar electricity inputs. In system 1, concentrated solar radiation is
the source which heats and superheats the reactants, as well as heating a heat transfer fluid
to drive a thermodynamic cycle for electricity generation. Two independent receivers are
considered, differentiated by the working pressure: receiver 1 for the reactant heating (steam
generation, and steam and CO2 (super-) heating) works at low pressure (1 - 25 atm), and
receiver 2 for pressurized steam generation works at a high pressure (50 - 70 atm). Receiver
1 feeds the electrolyzer, while receiver 2 feeds a Rankine cycle with two-stage regeneration.
The feed water for receiver 1 is combined with recycled water from the cathode exhaust and
pumped into mixer 1, where it is mixed with feed CO2/H2/CO gases and recycled CO2 from
compressor 2. The mixture (H2,CO,H2O, and CO2) is preheated in heat exchanger 1 using the
recovered heat from the cathode exhaust before it enters receiver 1, where it is heated to 5 K
below the targeted operating temperature of the electrolyzer, Tel. The electrical heater 1 is
used to adjust and stabilize the fluid temperature to Tel. The reactant mixture is fed to the
electrolyzer’s cathode, where steam/CO2 is split into H2/CO with conversion extent, Wre. The
high-temperature exhaust (a mixture of H2, CO, H2O, and CO2) is recovered in heat exchanger
1, condensed in the condenser (splitting liquid water from the gases), and separated into pure
CO2 (piped into mixer 2 for recycling) and H2/CO streams. The H2/CO is further separated
into two parts: i) a small fraction of hydrogen/CO (5%/5%) is injected into mixer 1 to prevent
oxidation at the cathode electrode and to maintain an effective electrolysis reaction [52], and
ii) the remaining fraction is compressed by a two-stage compressor (storage pressure 30 atm)
before being stored in a hydrogen/synthesis gas storage tank. For the anode, a sweep gas (air)
is used to evacuate the produced oxygen. An air compressor pumps the air into heat exchanger
2 for preheating by recovering heat from the anode exhaust (air with produced oxygen). The
preheated air is heated up in receiver 1 to 5 K below Tel and then stabilized at Tel by electrical
heater 2. A Rankine cycle with two-stage regeneration is considered, driven by a direct steam
generation solar receiver (receiver 2). The Rankine cycle incorporates a boiler and superheater
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and provides the electricity to drive the electrolyzer, pumps, and compressors. The electricity
demand for the mixers and splitters is neglected.
System 2 is similar to system 1with regards to the cathode and anode fluid preheating, product
condensation, separation, storage, and electrolyzer operation. However, the reactant heating
is solely accomplished by electrical heaters driven by the electricity generated by the PV
panels. The electricity demand of the electrolyzer, pumps, and compressors is also met by PV
electricity. System 3 is also similar to system 1 with regards to the cathode and anode fluid
preheating, product condensation, separation, storage, and electrolyzer operation. However,
the reactant heating is achieved by concentrated solar heat absorbed in a receiver (similar to
system 1) and the electricity demand is met by PV panels (similar to system 2).
The scheme for the production of hydrogen only, or just CO, is obtained by removing CO2/CO
or H2O/H2 (together with the removal of the pump andmixer 1), respectively (figure 1.1).
Heat storage or electricity storage components were not considered in any of the systems.
The continuous production of fuel can be obtained with the current system designs without
any need for additional heat or electricity storage components. Namely, the produced fuels
– inherently stored energy – can be continuously released from the compressed fuel storage
tank independent of the transient and cyclical solar irradiation. Our solar HTE system stores
solar energy directly in the chemical bonds of the products, making additional storage not
compulsory for continuous fuel delivery. The use of additional storage technologies (such
as heat storage for systems 1 or 3, or electricity storage for systems 2 and 3) could result in
additional equipment investment cost. However, it is worth to mention that the thermal
storage system will become important when studying the dynamic behavior of the system.
The capacity factor can be designed at a higher value when a TES considered which could
lead to the reduced size of equipment (e.g. electrolyzer stack). Moreover, the TES can ensure a
smaller shut-down/start-up frequency of the system leading to the more reliable operation
and smaller equipment degradation rates (especially for electrolyzer stack).
For simplicity, degradation of the components were not accounted, including heliostats and
receiver(s) for system 1 and system 3, PV panels for system 2 and system 3, and electrolyzer for
all three systems. The electrolyzer will most likely suffer from the most severe degradation,
however, it will similarly affect all three systems and therefore not affect the trends and
conclusions of the study. In addition, our model only predicted the yearly-averaged system
performance in which the impact of daily irradiation variation was not discussed. These two
assumptions lead to underestimation of the hydrogen price and to loss of the dynamic plant
operational information. With all the assumptions made in this study, the use of this model
for absolute quantitative prediction and design must be carefully considered. The trend of the
system behaviors as well as the qualitative comparison among various solar energy integration
9
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strategies can be well captured which is one of the major focus of this study.
Figure 1.1 – Flowchart of the three systems, constructed with five different sub-components:
electrolyzer and auxiliaries (red block), concentrated solar heating system (purple block),
fluid connection system (green block), concentrated solar power system (black block), and PV
system (blue block). System 1 represents the thermal-only system using concentrated solar
technology to provide both heat and electricity. System 2 represents the electricity-only system
using PV technology as the only source for both heat and electricity. System 3 represents the
hybrid heat-electricity system using concentrated solar technologies and PV providing solar
heat and electricity, respectively. The black arrows indicate mass flow and energy streams,
the blue lines indicate electricity streams, and the blue colored components are electricity
consuming devices connected to the CSP or PV systems.
1.2 Governing equations and methodology
1.2.1 Electrolyzer performance model
The electrolyzer stack considered in this study is composed of planar solid oxide electrolysis
cells (SOECs) connected in parallel. A representative SOEC model is illustrated in figure 2
and includes a cathode, an anode, an electrolyte, and gas channels. In the SOEC, the gas
mixture (H2O, CO2, H2, and CO) flows into the cathode channel, while the sweep gas (air)
passes through the anode channel to remove the generated O2. In the porous cathode, H2O
and CO2 diffuse through the porous electrode toward the catalysts at the cathode-electrolyte
interface (considered the triple-phase-boundary (TPB)), where H2O and CO2 molecules are
split into H2, CO, and oxygen ions according to eqs. 6 and 7.
The produced H2 and CO are collected at the cathode gas channel outlet. The generated
oxygen ions are transported through the electrolyte to the anode for the oxidization and the
production of oxygen according to eq. 8:
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The produced oxygen is swept away by air. For the synthesis gas production, the competing
thermochemical water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) at the porous cathode is considered:
CO+H2OH2+CO2. (1.1)
Figure 1.2 – Schematic of a planar SOEC for the synthesis gas production. The reactantmixture
(H2, CO, H2O, and CO2) passes through the cathode channel and diffuses into the cathode
towards the TPB. At the anodic channel, air removes the generated O2. The x-direction is the
direction of gas diffusion in the porous electrodes, and the y-direction is the direction of flow
in the channels. The required power is provided either by CSP (system 1) or PV (systems 2 and
3).
A quasi 2-dimensional model of the species transport and mass conservation in the elec-
trolyzer cell was developed. The model solves species transport in 1D in the gas channels
(along the flow direction, y) and in the porous electrodes (transverse to the flow direction, x).
The isothermal 1D channel model for the cathode and anode sides assumes plug flow, only
considering convective transport in the flow direction, while neglecting species transport in
the axial direction and pressure drops in the channel. The continuity equation,
dn˙i
dy
=WgcNi ,CEI, i = 1−nspecies, (1.2)
is solved along the anodic and cathodic flow channels, with representing the molar flow rate
of species i (nspecies = 2 for the anode, nspecies = 4 for the cathode), Wgc the width of the gas
channel, and the flux of species i at the gas channel-electrode interface (CEI) as calculated by
the isothermal 1D porous electrode model. This model uses the dusty-gas model (DGM) for
the species transport [53, 54], and the mass conservation equation accounting for WGSR:
dNi
dx
=RWGSR, i = 1−nspecies, (1.3)
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Ni
Deff
i ,k
+
n∑
j =i
y j Ni − yi N j
Deff
i j
=−
p
RT
dyi
dx
−
yi
RTel
(
1+
B p
µDeff
i ,k
)
dp
dx
, i = 1−nspecies, (1.4)
where yi is the molar fraction of species i, ε the porosity of the electrode, RWGSR the reaction
rate of WGSR predicted by [55, 56, 57], Deff
i j
the effective binary diffusion coefficient of species i
and j, Deff
i ,k
the effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient of species i, N˙i the species flux, and B the
electrode permeability. The binary diffusion coefficients are calculated based on Chapman-
Enskog theory, the Knudsen diffusion coefficients based on the Knudsen theory, and the
diffusivities corrected by porosity-tortuosity terms to account for the porous media (effective
diffusivities). The two 1Dmodels (channel model and electrode model) are coupled through
the CEI boundary. At the cathodic TPB, themolar fluxes of the species are calculated according
to the current densities applied at this boundary:
N˙H2
∣∣
x=dc
=−
JH2
2F , N˙H2O
∣∣
x=dc
=
JH2O
2F ,
N˙CO
∣∣
x=dc
=−
JCO
2F , N˙CO2
∣∣
x=dc
=
JCO2
2F .
(1.5)
The anodic TPB provides the boundary condition for the O2 flux as:
N˙O2
∣∣
x=dc+de
=−
JCO+ JH2
4F
. (1.6)
The current densities in eqs. 1.5 – 1.6 are calculated based on the developed isothermal, quasi
1-dimensional electrochemistry model of the SOEC. This model predicts the applied potential,
Vel, under various working conditions for a given electrode current density, Jel. This model
was locally solved along the channel (y-direction) using the species concentrations calculated
by the quasi 2D species transport models, eqs. 1.2 – 1.4. In this model, the equilibrium voltage
was considered, E, and the activation and ohmic overpotentials, ηi , resulting in the required
SOEC voltage:
Vel = E +ηact,c+ηact,a+ηohmic. (1.7)
E was predicted using Nernst’s equation, considering concentration overpotentials [58]:
EH2 = E0,H2 +
RTel
2F ln
pTPBH2
(pTPBO2
)
1/2
pTPB
H2O
,
ECO = E0,CO+
RTel
2F ln
pTPBCO (p
TPB
O2
)
1/2
pTPB
CO2
.
(1.8)
where E0 are the standard potentials (E0,H2 = 1.253−2.452 ·10
−4Tel, E0,CO = 1.46713−4.527 ·
10−4Tel ), and pi
TPB the partial pressures of H2, O2, H2O, CO, and CO2 at TPB. pi
TPB were
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obtained by solving the coupled quasi 2D species transport models.
ηact,i , j =
RTel
F
sinh−1
Jel
2J0,i , j
, (1.9)
J0,i = γi , j exp(−
Eact,i , j
RTel
), (1.10)
J0,i = γi , j exp(−
Eact,i , j
RTel
), (1.11)
where i = a or c, and j = H2, CO, or O2. J0,i , j is the exchange current density, Eact,i , j the
activation energy, and γi , j the pre-exponential factor. The exchange current density at the
cathode for CO2 splittingwas taken as 40% of that of H2O splitting (J0,c,CO = 0.4J0,c,H2 ), and the
pre-exponential factors were assumed to be equal (γc,CO = γc,H2) [55]. The parameter values
used are listed in table 1.1. The ohmic overpotential was only considered for the electrolyte
since electrodes generally have much higher electrical conductivity. The ohmic overpotential
is [59]:
ηohmic = 2.99 ·10
−5 Jelte exp
(
10300
Tel
)
, (1.12)
where te is the thickness of the electrolyte.
For synthesis gas production, the two electrochemical reactions take place in parallel and,
consequently, the potential of one SOEC element under a given total current density (Jel =
Jel,CO+ Jel,H2) is determined by ensuring that the sum of E j +ηact,c, j of the H2 and CO evolution
reactions are equal.
The operational potential of the SOE stack is the electrode area-averaged potential, Vel. The
required power, P˙el, of the SOE stack is:
P˙el = Ael JelVel, (1.13)
where Ael is the area of all cells (the single cell area is the product of Lgc and Wgc). The heating
demand of the stack was evaluated as:
Q˙el = Ael Jel(Vtn−Vel), (1.14)
where Vtn is the thermoneutral voltage for a given Tel. ForVtn <Vel, Q˙el = 0 , assuming effective
electrolyzer cooling. This heat is either provided by the electrical heaters (system 2) or by the
solar receiver (systems 1 and 3).
Both the quasi 2D species transport and conservation model and the quasi 1D electrolyzer
model were solved in Matlab. The DGM equations were solved by aMatlab boundary value
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Table 1.1 – Model parameters and dimensions used in the SOECmodel.
Parameters Vaule
Pre-exponential factor for anode (γa,O2) 2.051 ·10
9 A/m2 [11]
Pre-exponential factor for cathode (γc,H2) 1.344 ·10
10 A/m2 [11]
Activation energy for anode (Eact,a,O2) 1.2 ·10
5 J/mol [11]
Activation energy for cathode (Eact,c,H2) 1.0 ·10
5 J/mol [11]
Average pore radius (rp ) 5.4 [11]
Electrode tortuosity (ξ) 1.07 µm [11]
Electrode porosity (ε) 0.48 [11]
Electrolyte thickness (te) 50 µm [3]
Cathode thickness (tc) 100 µm [3]
Anode thickness (ta) 50 µm [3]
Gas channel length (Lgc) 0.05 m [60]
Gas channel width (Wgc) 0.001 m [60]
solver (bp4c), based on a collocation numerical method [61]. Following a mesh independent
study with a relative error tolerance of 10−3 for species flux, molar fractions, and pressure,
Ten uniformmesh elements along the x-axis for each electrode, and ten uniform elements
along the y-axis for both fluid channels and electrodes were used. The electrolyzer model
was validated with experimental data in the literature and the details are in the supporting
information for hydrogen generation (figure 1.3a) and syngas production (figure 1.3b). All
reference cell parameters and properties used in the model are listed in table 1.1.
1.2.2 CSP performance model
For the CSP model, a point-concentrating solar tower system for the production of high-
temperature heat was utilized. The heliostat field’s annual optical efficiency was assumed
to be 64% based on data from the 11 MWel power tower PS10 located in Andalusia, Spain
[62]. Here two sub-models are introduced: i) a solar receiver model, and ii) a Rankine cycle
model. We consider two types of receivers: i) a receiver for the high-temperature reactant and
sweep gas heating, and ii) a receiver for high-temperature and high-pressure steam generation
for the power cycle. The receiver is a cylindrical cavity receiver with a circular aperture area
through which the concentrated solar radiation enters. The energy transferred to the fluid
(H2, CO, H2O, CO2, and air) is calculated by considering the energy balance of the receiver.
The working fluid in the power unit (H2O) and the electrolyzer (H2, CO, H2O, CO2, and air)
were directly heated by the solar receiver without considering an intermediate heat transfer
fluid (such as synthetic oil or molten salts) and a subsequent heat exchanger. This choice
was made in order to increase the efficiency and keeping system complexity low. We only
considered radiative and convective heat losses. Conductive heat losses were neglected. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3 – Model validation for the electrolyzer model with experimental data: (a) elec-
trolyzer operation potential as a function current density under three different temperatures
(solid lines are for simulated data and the symbols are for experimented data) for hydrogen
production [2] and (b) electrolyzer operation potential as a function of current density at 1073
K with inlet gas composition of 25% H2, 25% CO2, and 50% H2O [1].
energy balance of the receiver is given by:
Q˙fluid = Q˙aperture−Q˙rad−Q˙conv (1.15)
where Q˙fluid represents the sensible and latent energy transferred to the working fluid, Q˙aperture
the energy arriving at the receiver aperture, Q˙rad the radiative heat loss form the aperture,
Q˙rad = εapparentσpir
2
ap(T
4
re,av−T
4
0 ), (1.16)
and Q˙conv the combined natural and forced convection heat losses,
Q˙conv = (pir
2
ap+2pirapLre)hconv(Tre,av−T0). (1.17)
The heat transfer coefficient, hconv, was evaluated from empirical correlations considering
natural and forced convection [63, 64],. The cavity length was Lre= 3rap. The power from the
heliostat field was given as a function of the aperture radius, rap:
Q˙aperture =pir
2
ap ·DN I · C ,
C =
Aheliostat
pir 2apηoptical
,
(1.18)
where C is the effective concentration. Q˙rad was calculated by:
Q˙rad = εapparentpir
2
ap(T
4
re,av−T
4
0 ), (1.19)
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using an apparent emissivity, εapparent (a constant determined by the Lre/rap ratio and the
material emissivity) [65], and the averaged fluid temperature, Tre,av = 0.5(T f ,in+T f ,out). The
receiver’s thermal efficiency is defined as the ratio of Q˙fluid to Q˙rad . We validated our receiver
model with literature data [66]. The solar receiver thermal efficiency for our reference case for
system 1 with a mean temperature of 727 K was 82% (see section 4.2) which agreed with the
efficiency of 81.7% reported in [66] for their superheating receiver with a mean temperature of
736 K .
A Rankine cycle with two-stage regenerationwas used [67]. The inlet temperature and pressure
of the turbinewas 823 K and 70 atm, and the back pressurewas 1 atm. The two steamextraction
pressures were 30 atm and 5 atm. A separate solar receiver was used for power generation.
Solar receiver size and the additional size of the solar field were calculated according to the
aforementioned receiver model with the exception that the fluid properties were different
at the different operational pressures. The total electricity demand provided by the CSP
sub-system of systems 1, P˙total,CSP, was the sum of the demands of the electrolyzer, pumps,
compressors, and electrical heaters.
1.2.3 Photovoltaic cell array performance model
An equivalent circuit model for the individual PVmodules was used to predict module current-
voltage (I-V ) characteristics based on the data provided by the manufacturer: the open circuit
voltage, Voc, the short circuit current, Isc, the maximum power current and voltage, Imp and
Vmp, and the temperature coefficients of the open circuit voltage and short circuit current,
βV oc and αI sc. The circuit accounted for series and shunt resistances, Rs and Rsh [68]:
IPV = IL− I0(e
V+I Rs
a −1)−
VPV+ IPVRs
Rsh
, (1.20)
a =
NsnIkTPV
q
, (1.21)
TPV = T0+
(DN I +D H I )(Tnoct−T0)
(DN I0+D H I0)+6.62(v − v0)(Tnoct−T0)
, (1.22)
where IL is the light current, I0 the diode reverse saturation current, a the modified ideality
factor, Ns the number of cells in series in each PVmodule, TPV pv the cell temperature, and
nI the ideality factor. In eq. 1.22, TPV is given as a function of the nominal cell temperature,
Tnoct = 317 K, nominal direct normal irradiance, DN I0, nominal diffuse horizontal irradiance,
D H I0, nominal wind speed, v0, ambient temperature, T0, operating DNI and DHI (DHI =
0.165·DNI/(1-0.165) [69]), and operating wind speed, v [70]. The detailed calculation pro-
cedures for the parameters are detailed in [68]. A monocrystalline Si PVmodule (Sunpower
SPR-210-BLK-U) for our investigation with module characteristics from Gilman et al was
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used. [7], tabulated in table 1.2 The validation of the PV model was conducted under nominal
conditions and the comparison between the simulated data and the reference curve of the
provider shows good agreement (figure 1.4). v = 3 m/s was assumed. Two-axis tracking was
considered for the PV panels, maximizing the optical efficiency of the PV system. The total
electricity demand of the PV array, P˙total,PV, for both systems 2 and 3, was the sum of the
demands of the electrolyzer, pumps, compressors, and electrical heaters (heaters for system 2
and temperature stabilizer for system 3). Hence, the total PV panel area is given by:
APV,array =
APVP˙total,PV
IPVVPV
, (1.23)
where APV is the PVmodule area. To make use of the maximum but varying power generated
by the PVmodule arrays, the PV system used a maximum power point tracker (MPPT) with
a full sun tracking system. Additionally, a DC-DC converter was used. The efficiency of the
MPPT and the DC-DC converter were each assumed to be 95% [71].
Table 1.2 – Values for a monocrystalline PVmodule (Sunpower SPR-210-BLK-U) [7].
Parameters Vaule
Type of cell Monocrystalline silicon
Maximum power at SRC (Pmp,ref) 215.25 W
Short circuit current at SRC (Isc,ref) 5.8 A
Open circuit voltage at SRC (Voc,ref) 47.7 V
Current at maximum power point at SRC (Imp,ref) 5.3 A
Voltage at maximum power point at SRC (Vmp,ref) 41.0 V
Temperature coefficient for short circuit current (αIsc) 0.003 A/K
Open voltage temperature coefficient (βV oc) -0.142 V/K
Number of cells connected in series (Ns) 72
Energy bandgap (Eg) 1.12 eV at 25
oC
Area of the module (APV) 1.2446 m
2
Nominal wind speed (v0) 1 m/s
Nominal direct normal irradiance (DN I0) 800 W/m
2
Nominal diffuse horizontal irradiance (D H I0) 200 W/m
2
Ambient temperature (T0) 298.15 K
Shunt resistance (Rsh) 160.48Ω
Series resistance (Rs) 0.105Ω
Note: SRC=standard rating condition
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Figure 1.4 – Comparison of the simulated current and voltage characteristics (black solid line)
for a single-crystalline solar cell (Sunpower SPR-210-BLK-U) with the data provided by the
manufactory (red dashed line) under nominal conditions.
1.2.4 Auxiliary devices
Heat exchangers were modeled in a counter flowmanner with the temperature of the hot and
cold streams predicted by the energy balance equation assuming a range of heat recovery
effectiveness, εHE. For heat exchanger 1 (HE1), only the sensible heat of the exhaust stream
could be recovered. In order to calculate log mean temperature differences and required heat
exchanger surface areas of the cold streamundergoing phase change, heat transfer was divided
into subcooled, two-phase, and superheating regions. The overall heat transfer coefficient, U,
for each region was assumed to be constant (U = 500W/m2/K for liquid-liquid heat exchange,
U = 200W/m2/K for gas-gas heat exchange, andU = 2000W/m2/K for the two-phase region
[72]). The electricity demand of pumps and compressors was estimated assuming isentropic
compression with isentropic efficiencies of 0.8 andmechanical efficiencies of 0.9. The cost
of separating CO2 from the produced gases was assumed to be 10.28 $/kgCO2 [73] based on a
cheap cryogenic and distillation process which was added intoCfeed. The energy consumption
of the separation of 1 kgCO2 by such process was 0.45 MJ [73]. For a reference case with inlet
molar ratio of H2O/CO2 equals to 1, working temperature of 1000 K, and pressure of 1 atm,
the required energy power was 235 kWwhich is 19.7% of the required power for pumps and
compressors (1133 kW) and hence was not considered in our study. The separation of CO2
from gaseous products may lead to cost differences depending on different gas separation
techniques [40,41]. The cost of CO2 capture for PSA process was about 57 $/tCO2 (0.057
$/kgCO2) [74]. This cost is 31.7% of the CO2 feedstock cost (0.18 $/kgCO2) which is used in this
study. The CO2 separation cost can be furthered reduced to 10.28 $/tCO2 by using an improved
cryogenic separation and distillation processes [73]. The additional cost due to CO2 separation
cost can be reasonably neglected due to our overestimation of the CO2 feedstock cost.
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1.2.5 System efficiency definition
The overall solar-to-fuel efficiency of the system is defined as the ratio of the energy content of
the products to the overall incident solar radiation and the energy content of the fed feedstock:
ηSTF =
n˙H2 H HVH2 + n˙COH HVCO
(DN I +D H I )(APV,arrary+ Aheliostat)+ n˙H2,feedH HVH2 + n˙CO,feedH HVCO
. (1.24)
The high heating value (HHV ) of each of the products and feed streams was used.
1.2.6 Cost model of the systems
The cost model considers investment and operating cost for the major components of the
three systems. The cost of the photovoltaic system depends on the unit cost of the module,
which itself depends on the choice of module material. The price for monocrystalline Si-based
modules is $1.24/W [7]. The tracking and other auxiliary equipment cost was considered to be
40% of the total PV system cost [75], resulting in total PV cost of
CPV =
C∗
module
P˙total,PV
0.6
. (1.25)
The cost of the electrolyzer unit per unit area was $1695/m2 [76] and a similar cost value
($1555/m2) was reported by [77]. In addition, a recent paper by [78] showed that the SOFC
stack cost is expected to drop 10 times by 2030 comparedwith 2013. Here, $1695/m2 was taken
as the reference case value. The effect of the SOEC stack cost on the hydrogen production
price was investigated with a sensitivity study and the results are shown in figure 1.5. This
total electrolyzer unit cost consisted of the stack (46%), the balance of plant (21%), and the
power electronics and gas conditioning (33%) [79],
Cel =
C
′′
unitAel
0.46
. (1.26)
The cost of the concentrated solar power system consisted of four major parts: solar tower,
heliostat field, receiver, and power unit, with the heliostat field the major fraction of the cost
[80]:
Cheliostat = 3951.8A
0.7
heliostat, (1.27)
Ctower = 4785Htower−10.51Aheliostat+0.608HtowerAheliostat−82740, (1.28)
Creciever = 0.5224 Q˙
0.93
fluid, (1.29)
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Cpowerunit = 2.7164P˙
0.93
csp . (1.30)
For the hybrid system (system 3), the power unit is not present and is therefore not included.
For the thermal only system (system 1), the receiver cost is counted twice and the cost of each
receiver is calculated according to the energy delivered (Q˙fluid). The land cost of the required
PV plant and/or CSP plant areas is calculated by considering a land use factor of 0.35 and land
unit cost of $ 2/m2 [81],
Cland =
2(APV,array+ Aheliostat)
0.35
. (1.31)
Costs of the heat exchangers were derived from the total area of the heat exchanger [82],
CHE = 2.78×10
3.6788+0.4412logAHE . (1.32)
The costs of auxiliary devices such as pumps, compressors, and mixers were calculated based
on available references [81, 83]. The costs of auxiliary devices and the heat exchangers were
lumped into one term, Cother. The direct investment cost is the sum of the equipment,
Cd,total = (CPV+Cel+Cheliostat+Ctower+Creceicer+Cpowerunit+Cland+Cother). (1.33)
The indirect investment cost, Cind,total, for engineering, procurement, commissioning, and
managementwere considered to be 20%of the initial direct capital cost, except for the heliostat
costs, for which only 10% indirect investment costs were assumed [81]. Additionally, a 15%
contingency cost, Ccontingency, was added to the total investment cost. The maintenance cost,
Cm, was included, assumed as equal to 4% of the total investment cost. The feedstock costs
(feed H2O and CO2), Cfeed, were based on a specific cost for CO2) of $0.1808/kg and for H2O
of $0.001/kg [76], multiplied by the quantity required over the lifetime. The total plant cost,
Ctotal, is the sum of all the costs: investment, indirect, contingency, maintenance, and feed.
The interest rate, i, was assumed to be 6% and a life time, tlt, of 25 years was chosen. The total
annual cost including interest is
Cannual,total =
i (1+ i )tltCtotal
(1+ i )tlt −1
. (1.34)
The levelized cost of fuel was calculated considering a target daily hydrogen production,
Cfuel =
Cannual,total
365m˙fuel
. (1.35)
The plant was assumed to continuously operate for 8 hours a day, producing 400 kg H2 per
day. For synthesis gas production, a production of 400 kg H2 plus 4400 kg CO, equivalent to
a molar ratio of H2/CO = 2 was assumed. The economic model can be used for qualitative
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comparison for different systems while special attention is required for the simplifications
and assumptions made in this study when the model is used for realistic plant designs and
performance predictions.
Figure 1.5 – Hydrogen price plotted as a function of the electrolyzer cost with the reference
value marked in red.
1.3 Results and discussion
1.3.1 Reference case comparison of the three systems
A detailed performance and cost analysis for the three proposed systems under various de-
sign and operational conditions were conducted. The simulated reference parameters and
parameter ranges for the sensitivity analysis are listed in the table 1.3. The reference case here
is for water electrolysis and the production of hydrogen only. The operation temperature was
chosen based on experimental data [3, 84, 85] and was pushed to values above the typically
used 1273 K (all the way up to 1500 K), in order to explore high-temperature benefits which
can be potentially used to guide future electrolyzer development. The current density range
was chosen based on experimental data [86, 87, 88]. The reference irradiation magnitude
chosen corresponds to the yearly averaged DNI (over 8 operational hours a day) of potential
plant locations already used for commercial solar electricity production. For example, Sevilla,
Southern Spain (636 W/m2, from Helioclim-3 database) or Barstow, CA, USA (932 W/m2, from
NREL’s TMY3 datasets). As a steady-state yearly averaged performance model was utilized in
this study, the dynamic information for plants were not captured. In addition, the absence
of thermal storage system (TSE) leads to underestimation of the fuel prices predicted due to
more stringent requirement for electrolyzer under unsteady operation, larger degradation of
equipment, more frequent shut-down and start-up of the plant, and small capacity factors.
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Table 1.3 – Parameters and parameter ranges considered in the techno-economic model for
the three systems.
Parameters Vaule Reference case
Operation temperature for electrolyzer, Tel 800 - 1’500 K 1’000 K
Operation pressure for electrolyzer, pel 1 - 25 atm 10 atm
Operation current density, Jel 1’000 - 10’000 A/m
2 5’000 A/m2
Diffuse solar irradiation ratio, RHN 0.165 - 0.483 0.165
Direct normal insolation, DNI 100 - 1’000 W/m2 800 W/m2
Heat exchanger effectiveness, εHE 0.1 - 0.98 0.8
Water conversion extent, Wce 0.1 - 1 0.2
To predict more realistic techno-economic performance, the importance TSE and dynamic
behavior of the system cannot be neglected and are interesting to investigate for a better
understanding of the system design and operation.
Figure 1.6 compares the three proposed systems at the reference state in terms of energy
conversion efficiency, ηSTF, and cost, Cfuel. fel,power represents the fraction of the power of
the system used to drive the electrolyzer, fpump&comp,power is the fraction of power to drive the
pumps and compressors, fel,heat is the heating demand of the electrolyzer (under endothermal
operation), and ffluid,heat is the heating power for reactants and sweep gas. The detailed
definition of fi is given in table A.1. System 1 showed the largest efficiency (10.6%), but at
the highest hydrogen cost ($8.19/kg). This is explained by the concentrated solar power sub-
system, which is more expensive than the PV sub-system, leading tomuch higher annual costs
($1’195’212 for system 1) compared to system 2 ($1’171’393) and system 3 ($917’506). System 2
showed the lowest efficiency (6.3%), but with a lower fuel cost ($8.02/kg) compared to system
1. The low efficiency results from the low efficiency of heat produced by PV-electricity and
subsequent electrical heaters (together 13.6%) compared to the high efficiency of concentrated
solar heating (52.6% solar-to-heat efficiency in the receiver). Employing PV for heating led to a
48.5% occupation of the solar field for heating purposes, represented by ffluid,heat. System 3,
the hybrid system, exhibited both advantages: the high heating efficiency (52.6%) of system 1,
resulting in ηSTF = 9.9% , and the low cost of system 2, resulting in Cfuel = $6.28/kg. System 3 is
less expensive than system 2, resulting from a dramatically reduced energy fraction needed for
heating, ffluid,heat+ fel,heat, (48.5% for system 2 and 19.2% for system 3). This is due to the higher
heating efficiency of the concentrated solar technology compared to PV technology even with
a higher cost for concentrated solar. fel,heat is zero for the reference cases, as the operation is
exothermic. Vel is 1.31 V for all systems, which is 0.03 V larger than the thermoneutral voltage
(equals 1.28 V). The reference case results predicted competitive hydrogen prices (especially
for system 3) compared with other solar hydrogen and fuel processing technologies such as
PV and PEM electrolyzers ($9.1/kg to $12.1/kg), photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells ($11.4/kg),
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or solar thermochemical redox cycles ($8.3/kg). Note that these prices were taken from the
base case data discussed in [89] and [90].
A comparatively high STF efficiency and low levelized fuel cost provides the main rational
for utilization of the hybrid PV-CSP approach (system 3), providing a promising pathway for
scaled solar fuel processing by HTE. In order for system 1 to be competitive with system 2, the
concentrated solar power sub-component cost would need to be reduced by 2.3%.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6 – (a) Energy fraction (equivalent solar field fraction) for power and heat driving of
the components (left axis), ηSTF (right axis), and total solar field area (top axis), for the three
systems at the reference condition, and (b) fractional cost of system components (left axis),
hydrogen cost (right axis), and Cannual,totla (top axis) for the three systems at the reference
condition.
1.3.2 Effect of the diffuse irradiation ratio
Since the composition of solar irradiation (ratio RHN = DHI/(DNI+DHI)) varies according to
time, weather, and plant location, the impact on the ηSTF and Cfuel for different systems is
different depending on whether the system utilizes the DHI part of solar irradiation. A study
of the impact of RHN on system performance was carried out at the reference case condition
for each of the three proposed systems. The total solar irradiation (DNI+DHI) was held at
958 W/m2 (at the reference case) and only RHN was varied. For system 1, ηSTF reduced from
10.6%, at the reference condition, to 6.3% (equivalent to the efficiency for system 2 at the
reference condition) as RHN increased from 0.165 (reference value) to 0.499. Cfuel increased
from $8.19/kg to $9.75/kg accordingly ($5.31/kg for system 2 at reference conditions). This
illustrates that system 1 is superior to system 2 in terms of ηSTF only when RHN is smaller than
0.499, while Cfuel is always inferior for system 1. System 3 shows the same ηSTF as system
2 (ηSTF = 6.3%) when RHN = 0.783 at Cfuel = $8.09/kg. System 3 shows equivalent Cfuel with
system 2 (Cfuel = $8.02/kg) when RHN = 0.777 at ηSTF = 6.39%. As long as RHN < 0.777, system 3
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is superior to system 2 in terms of ηSTF and Cfuel.
1.3.3 Effects of electrolyzer operating temperature and pressure
The operating temperature of the electrolyzer is one of the key factors in determining the
operating voltage of the electrolyzer, which in turn determines electrolyzer heating and power
demands. Figure 1.7 shows ηSTF and Cfuel for various operating Tel and pel combinations for
the three different systems with other parameters held at reference values (table 1 and 2).
For system 1, higher Tel always leads to larger ηSTF for all studied pressures. The increase in
ηSTF with increasing Tel results from reduced Vel at high temperatures, while this increase
in ηSTF with increasing Tel is reduced as a result of increased heating demand (Q˙fluid) and
solar receiver heat losses (Q˙rad and Q˙conv). Higher pel always caused a drop in ηSTF due to
a significant increase in pumping power for the reactants and sweep gas. Similar trends
were found for Cfuel with respect to Tel and pel, where higher ηSTF led to smaller-sized CSP
sub-systems which, in turn, lowered the Cfuel .
For system 2, the optimal Tel for various pel was 1300 K. The increase in ηSTF with increasing
Tel results from the domination of reduced Vel at high temperatures. While this increase in
ηSTF is counteracted with further increase in Tel resulting from an increasing heat demand at
increased Tel, which counteracts the benefits given by reduced Vel. The penalty of increased
heat demand induced by increasing Tel is more significant for system 2 than for system 1
at the same temperature, as the former has a lower heating efficiency. For system 2 at the
same conditions, the ηSTF is significantly reduced compared to system 1. Due to this low
heat efficiency, system 2 could result in even larger Cfuel compare to system 1 (figure 4d) at
larger Tel. For example, system 2 shows slightly smaller fuel cost than system 1 at reference
conditions (in section I), while this advantage in fuel cost is counteracted when Tel is larger
than 1050K (in section II) with other parameters kept at reference conditions. In addition, the
transition Tel between section I and section II increases with increasing pel due to increase
electricity demand with increasing pel which alleviates the effect of lower heating efficiency.
System 2 showed similar trends as system 1 in terms of cost and efficiency variations with
increasing pressure.
The ηSTF of the hybrid system (system 3) showed the same variations with changing Tel and pel,
but at slightly lower values than system 1, due to the slightly lower solar-to-electricity efficiency
of system 3 (15.2%) compared to system 1 (15.8%) at the reference condition. For system 3, the
solar-to-electricity efficiency is 15.2% for the reference case, as a result of the monocrystalline
silicon PV cell used in this study. For system 1, the solar-to-electricity efficiency (15.8% for the
reference case) is a product of the solar-to-thermal efficiency (52.6% for the reference case)
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and the power unit efficiency (30%, Rankine cycle including the generator).
The trend in theCfuel of system 3 with changing Tel and pel showedmuch lower values than
system 2. This is due to the dominant benefits of the significantly enhanced solar-to-thermal
efficiency of a concentrated solar thermal system, leading to a smaller heliostat field area for
heating, and compensating the cost drawback of the CSP sub-system.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.7 – ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of electrolyzer pressure, pel, and electrolyzer working
temperature, Tel , for (a) system 1, (b) system 2, and (c) system 3. (d) The Cfuel difference
between system 1 and system 2 under various pel and Tel. The dashed line in (d) represent the
cases when the fuel price difference is zero. Other operational parameters are at the reference
state (tables 1.1 and 1.3).
1.3.4 Performance and cost sensitivity of system 3
Effect of current density
For system 3, the impact of the electrolyzer operational current density, Jel, on ηSTF and
Cfuel, for changing Tel and pel, is shown in figure 1.8a and 1.8b. Generally, larger Jel causes a
decrease in ηSTF due to increased operating cell potential (eqs. 1.9 and 1.12), which in turn
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increases power demand. At a low temperature range (800 K - 1100 K), Cfuel first decreased
to a minimum value with increasing Jel, which resulted from the reduced electrolyzer area
demand for a given plant size (400 kgH2/day), and then increased when further increasing
Jel, resulting from the dominant influence of ohmic losses. For example, at Tel = 800 K, the
Cfuel decreased from $10.35/kg to $9.85/kg when Jel increased from 1’000 A/m
2 to 2’000 A/m2,
while the other parameters were held at the reference values. However,Cfuel increased from
$9.85/kg to $10.56/kg as Jel further increased from 2’000 A/m
2 to 3’000 A/m2 as a result of
increasing ohmic overpotential. As Tel increased, the minimum Cfuel moved to larger Jel due
to the exponential reduction of ohmic overpotential (eq. 1.12) at elevated temperatures. The
minimum Cfuel was obtained at Jel > 10’000 A/m
2 (the uper limit of Jel investigated in this
study) when Tel > 1100 K. The decrease in ηSTF with increasing Jel was affected by Tel and pel:
the magnitude of the drop in ηSTF with increasing Jel decreased with increasing Tel (figure
1.8a) and increasing pel (figure 1.8b). For example, the absolute reduction of ηSTF was 5.38
percentage points at 800K, and 0.81 percentage points at 1200 K, when Jel was increased from
1000 A/m2 to 10’000 A/m2. The ηSTF was relatively insensitive to changes in Jel at higher pel.
For example, the absolute reduction in ηSTF was 2.75 percentage points at 10 atm, and 3.96
percentage points at 1 atm.
Isothermal operation was assumed in the current study, which assumes that the electrolyzer
and inlet and outlet gas temperatures are at a constant temperature. This requires additional
heating or cooling equipment for the electrolyzer depending on the difference between op-
eration voltage, , and thermoneutral voltage, Vtn. If Vel > Vtn, the electrolyzer works at an
exothermic voltage, requiring a cooling device to maintain the temperature. If Vel < Vtn, addi-
tional heating is required. Operation at thermoneutral voltage simplifies the systemdesign and
avoids the need for additional heating or cooling components. The combinations of Tel, pel,
and Jel resulting in thermoneutural voltage operation are shown in figure 1.8c. Thermoneutral
operation is achieved when simultaneously increasing Jel and Tel at pel = 10 atm, suggesting
that high efficiency and low cost can be achieved under thermoneutral electrolyzer conditions
(figure 1.8a). For example: under thermoneutral operation, ηSTF =9.95% and Cfuel = $6.29/kg
for Tel = 1000 K, pel = 10 atm, and Jel = 4’642 A/m
2, while for the same Tel and pel , either i)
the maximal ηSTF (11.4%) was achieved at Jel = 1000 A/m
2, and at a potential lower than Vtn
(0.258 V lower), or ii) the minimum Cfuel ($6.28/kg) was achieved at Jel = 6000 A/m
2, and at
a potential slightly larger than Vtn (0.022 V higher). For a fixed Tel, a decrease in pel resulted
in larger Jel at thermoneutral conditions, resulting from the reduced Nernst potential, which
in turn further reduced Cfuel. Additionally, the larger Jel reduces the electrolyzer cost, further
reducing Cfuel.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.8 – For system 3, (a) ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of Jel and Tel with pel = 10 atm, (b)
Tel = 1000 K. Symbol colors indicate the current density, and (c) Thermoneutral operational
conditions for various Tel, pel, and Jel for system 3 with other parameters held at the reference
values. In (a) and (b), the solid lines with symbols represent Tel for a) and pel for (b). Dashed
lines are for the reference case with changing Jel. Black symbols represent thermoneutral
conditions. In (c), the dashed line represents the reference pel with changing Jel.
Effect of heat exchange effectiveness
Since the electrolyzer working temperature is in the range of 800 K to 1500 K, large amounts
of heat are required for heating the reactants and the sweep gas, leading to a significant
influence of heat exchange effectiveness on system efficiency. The cost of the heat exchanger
is exponentially dependent on the heat exchanger area (eq. 1.32), which also depends on the
heat transfer coefficient (depending on the phase of the streams). As depicted in figure 1.9,
Cfuel first decreases with increasing εHE due to increasing system efficiency, and then increases
due to the dominance of the heat exchanger costs. For the selected cases shown in figure 1.9,
the minimal Cfuel at Tel = 800 K was obtained at εHE = 0.9, and εHE increased to 0.94 as Tel
increased to 1200 K. Increasing εHE beyond the minimum Cfuel point led to a sharper increase
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in Cfuel at lower Tel. The ηSTF always increased with increasing εHE due to increased heat
recovery and, consequently, reduced requirement for energy input. Increasing εHE beyond
the minimum Cfuel point led to a less steep increase in ηSTF at lower Tel. This comes from the
increased heat exchanger area required at elevated temperatures, which in turn exponentially
increases the heat exchanger cost. Efficiency increases at higher temperatures due to reduced
electrolyzer cell potential. The minimumCfuel at Tel = 1000 K was obtained at a constant εHE =
0.93 for different pel since the increase in the heat exchanger cost starts to dominate the cost
reduction due to decreasing Aheliostat.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.9 – For system 3, ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of εHE and (a) Tel with pel = 10 atm, and
(b) pel with Tel = 1000 K. Symbol colors indicate εHE. The solid lines with symbols represent
Tel for (a), and pel for (b). Dashed lines are for the reference case with changing εHE.
Effect of solar irradiation
The impact of direct normal irradiance, DNI, on ηSTF and Cfuel for system 3 under various Tel
and pel is shown in figure 1.10a and 1.10b. Changes in DNI result from variation in location,
and seasonal and daily changes. For the concentrated solar system, only the direct part of the
solar irradiation can be utilized, while both the direct and diffuse parts can be harvested by
the photovoltaic system. For comparison reasons, both DHI and DNI were considered in solar
irradiation, assuming DHI only depends on DNI, calculated with the equation introduced
in section 1.2.3. Generally, ηSTF increases and Cfuel decreases with increasing DNI due to
increasing solar receiver efficiency and PV system efficiency. The increasing temperature of
the PV reduces the efficiency (eqs. 1.21 and 1.22), and this effect starts to be dominant at DNI
> 700 W/m2 at the reference condition. The optimal DNI in terms of ηSTF is always 700 W/m
2
for various Tel and pel with other parameters at reference conditions. However, the increased
DNI always leads to reduced solar field areas, which in turn leads to lower investment cost.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.10 – For system 3, ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of DNI and (a) Tel for pel = 10 atm, or
(b) pel and Tel = 1000 K. (c) ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of CR and DNI for pel = 10 atm and Tel
= 1000 K. In (a) and (b), symbol colors indicate the DNI. The solid lines with symbols represent
Tel for (a) and pel for (b). Dashed lines are for the reference case with varying DNI. In (c),
symbols represent varying CR, and hollow symbols are for reference cases with changing DNI.
Effect of concentration ratio
The concentration ratio, CR, is defined as the ratio between the solar power intensity at the
cavity receiver aperture and the DNI. Variation in CR affects the aperture size of the receiver at
a constant input power, resulting in changing the thermal performance of the cavity receiver.
The ratio of cavity length to aperture radius was held constant at 3, and the surface emissivity
at 0.88. For system 3, the effect of CR on ηSTF andCfuel for various DNI is shown in figure 1.10c.
A range of CR between 500 and 2000 was chosen, representing typical values for solar tower
concentrating technologies. For system 3, the larger the CR, the larger the ηSTF and the lower
the Cfuel reference conditions for all DNI. The increase of ηSTF and decrease of Cfuel is more
pronounced at lower DNI. The increase of CR, effectively reducing the aperture radius, leads
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to decreased re-radiation losses. This effect was less pronounced at elevated DNI, which can
be explained by the already reduced re-radiation losses for increasing DNI, diluting the effect
of CR. This suggests that CR is not the limiting factor for high ηSTF and low Cfuel when the DNI
of the chosen location is larger than 300 W/m2.
Effect of water conversion extent
For system 3, the effect of water conversion extent, WCE, on ηSTF and Cfuel for varying Tel
and pel is shown in figure 1.11. The increase of WCE can lead to three contradictory effects:
i) a reduced energy need for heating the water to the required operational temperature (i.e.
the total fluid heating demand was 1974.1 kW at the reference conditions, and decreased
to 514.9 kW for WCE = 1), ii) mass transport limitations in the porous cathode increasing
the Nernst potential (i.e. 0.954 V at the reference conditions, increased to 1.037 V for WCE =
1), which in turn leads to an increased electrolyzer electricity demand (i.e. total electricity
demand for the electrolyzer was 1750 kW at the reference conditions, increased to 1861 kW for
WCE = 1), and iii) reduced requirements for pumping of the fluid (i.e. total pumping power
demandwas 374.4 kW at the reference conditions, decreased to 74.9 kW forWCE = 1). As shown
in figure 1.11, the increase of WCE always benefits ηSTF and Cfuel, dominantly coming from
the effects of reduced heating and pumping demands compared to the increased electricity
demand of the electrolyzer (due to increasing Nernst potential). Generally, an increase in
WCE leads to increasing ηSTF and decreasing Cfuel. However, lower pel may result in mass
transport limitations of the water in the cathode. For example at pel = 1atm, an increase of
WCE above 0.85 reduced ηSTF, which results primarily from the potential increase effects over
the benefit of pumping and heating demand reduction. At a constant WCE, a reduction in
pressure reduces Cfuel because of reduced compression demand.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.11 – For system 3, ηSTF and Cfuel as a function of WCE and (a) Tel for pel = 10 atm, or
(b) pel for Tel = 1000 K. Symbol colors indicate WCE. The solid lines with symbols represent Tel
for (a) and pel for (b). Dashed lines are for the reference case with changing WCE.
1.3.5 Synthesis gas production in system 3
In the context of synthesis gas production, the desired molar ratio of H2 and CO in synthesis
gas varies according to the targeted liquid fuel. For example, a H2/CO ratio of 2:1 is required
for the synthesis of methanol [91]. In this study, focus was paid on a particular H2 production
ratio, as an example, of 2, and the effects of the working conditions on ηSTF and Cfuel, and the
required cathode inlet gas composition at the reference conditions were investigated.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.12 – (a) H2 to CO molar ratio of synthesis gas as a function of cathode inlet molar
ratio of CO2 to H2O for varying Tel and pel (solid lines for 1 atm and dashed lines for 10 atm),
and (b) ηSTF as a function of cathode inlet molar ratio of CO2 to H2O for various Tel and pel.
Symbols in (b) represent cases that result in a molar ratio of H2 to CO equal to 2, with the
number indicating the corresponding fuel cost.
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Figure 1.12 reveals the impact of Tel, pel, and cathode CO2/H2O inlet ratios on the product
molar ratio of H2 to CO. In general, the molar H2/CO ratio decreases with increasing CO2/H2O
inlet molar ratio for a given Tel. This is due to the reduction in RWGSR (figure 1.13b) and the
reduction in the concentration overpotential for CO2 splitting, leading to increased current
occupation for CO2 splitting and consequently to larger CO generation.
A higher Tel resulted in lower H2/COmolar ratios for CO2/H2O inlet ratios larger than 2 (pel =
1 atmwith other parameters held at reference values), primarily due to the reverse WGSR. This
reverse WGSR rate (-RWGSR) was drastically increased with increasing Tel, leading to decreases
in H2/COmolar ratios. At smaller CO2/H2Omolar inlet ratios (< 2), the resulting H2/COmolar
ratios are mostly driven by the following effects: i) the decreasing difference between the
equilibrium potential of H2O and CO2 with increasing Tel (figure 1.14), which leads to an
increase in JCO, ii) the increase of RWGSR with initial increase in Tel (Tel < 1009 K) and the
sharp decrease of RWGSR with further increase in Tel (Tel > 1009 K) (figure 1.13a), and iii) the
steeper decrease of RWGSR with CO2/H2Omolar inlet ratios at increasing Tel (figure 1.13b). The
aforementioned factors lead to complex behavior of the H2/COmolar ratios. As Tel increases
from 800 K to 1000 K, the increase in RWGSR dominated, which provoked an increase in the
H2/COmolar ratio. Accordingly, the required CO2/H2Omolar inlet ratios for a H2/COmolar
ratio of 2 increased from 0.104 to 0.454 as Tel increased from 900 K to 1000 K, both at pel = 1
atm. As Tel further increased from 1000 K to 1200 K, the equilibrium potential of CO2 became
smaller than that of H2O (figure 1.14) leading to a significant increase in JCO. Furthermore,
the sharp decrease in RWGSR at high Tel (>1009 K) further reduced the production of H2. These
two effects lead to a decrease in the H2/COmolar ratios. To maintain a H2/CO product ratio
of 2 at Tel = 1200 K, a reduction in the H2O and CO2 molar inlet ratio was required (0.357 at Tel
= 1200 K).
The influence of pel on the product ratio (H2 to CO) is shown in figure 1.12a. To produce
synthesis gas at a H2/CO product ratio of 2, the required CO2/H2Omolar inlet ratio must be
increased, compared to the pel = 1 atm case, in order to counteract the increase of RWGSR with
increasing pel . For example, the corresponding CO2/H2Omolar inlet ratio at 1000 K was 0.104
at pel = 1 atm and increased to 1.046 at pel = 5 atm.
Figure 1.12b shows ηSTF as a function of CO2/H2O molar inlet ratio for varying Tel and pel.
Generally, working at lower pel and higherTel leads to higher ηSTF. For cases with a H2/CO
molar product ratio of 2, high ηSTF (12.7%) and low Cfuel ($1.09/kg) were achieved at elevated
Tel (1200 K) and low pel (1 atm).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.13 – (a) the effect of Tel and pel on the reaction rate of the reversible water-gas shift
reaction with molar ratio of CO2 to H2O equals to 1 and other parameters kept at reference
values, and (b) the reversible water-gas shift reaction rate as a function of Tel and molar ration
of CO2 to H2O at the cathode inlet with pel = 10 atm and other parameters at reference value.
Figure 1.14 – Equilibrium potential as a function of Tel for both CO2 and H2/CO splitting
1.4 Summary and conclusions
Amethodology for the techno-economic assessment of solar-driven HTE of water and CO2
to hydrogen and CO was developed in order to compare the performance and cost of three
different solar integration schemes at various working conditions. The three solar integration
schemes incorporated concentrated solar technology (system 1), photovoltaic technology
(system 2), and the combination thereof (system 3) for the production of power and heat
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needed in the process. The impact of operating temperature, pressure, current density, heat
recovery effectiveness, direct normal irradiance, conversion extent, and concentration ratio
were investigated and discussed. The model can be used for qualitative techno-economic
performance evaluation prediction for different solar integration schemes under various
operation conditions.
System1, utilizing only concentrated solar technology for the production of heat and electricity,
is able to work at high efficiency, but exhibits large fuel costs resulting from the expensive
concentrated solar heat and power technologies. System 2, utilizing only PV technology,
allowed for the production of hydrogen at a reduced levelized cost of $8.02/kg at the reference
condition. This resulted from the smaller costs of PV technologies compared to concentrated
solar power (CSP) technologies. System 3 provides a superior andmore competitive techno-
economic performance compared to systems 1 and 2 individually. The predicted hydrogen
price (especially for system 3) is competitive with other solar hydrogen and fuel processing
technologies.
Higher operating temperature is always favorable for solar-to-fuel efficiency in system 1 and 3.
There exists an optimal electrolyzer operating temperature for system 2 (1300 K) which allows
to achieve the highest solar-to-fuel efficiency. Further increase in temperature leads to larger
heating demand, resulting in reduced efficiency. The system 2 shows higher fuel cost at high
temperature (>1050 K at 10 atm) and this transition temperature increases with increasing
pressure. Working at ambient pressure shows the best performance in terms of efficiency and
fuel price.
The system can be optimized by tuning the operational temperature and pressure in order
to achieve a current density which results in minimum efficiency drop andmaximized cost
reduction. Operation at thermoneutral voltage is suggested to simplify the heat management
of the electrolyzer and shows to be close to the cost and efficiency-optimum case for large
temperatures and small pressures. Optimized temperature and current density combinations
for thermoneutral operation were predicted, resulting in high efficiency and low fuel cost.
A high heat exchanger effectiveness leads to higher efficiency due to increased heat recovery.
However, large heat exchanger effectiveness requires a larger heat exchanger area, leading
to exponentially increased heat exchanger cost. Consequently, an optimal effectiveness for
minimized fuel price is observed (around 90 %). This optimal effectiveness value needs to be
chosen for each system design and operating condition.
Larger DNI results in lower fuel cost due to reduced needed solar field area in the concentrated
solar system (the dominating cost of systems 1 and 3) and due to reduced receiver heat losses
owing to decreased receiver aperture. For system 2, initially PV efficiency increases with
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increasing DNI. However, the solar-to-fuel efficiency was affected at high DNI (>700 W/m2)
due to increased PV cell temperature, reducing solar-to-electricity efficiency. Consequently,
plant location and local irradiation conditions need to be carefully considered for system 2,
while systems 1 and 3 should be built at locations with largest possible DNI.
Generally, larger water conversion results in larger efficiency and lower fuel cost. However, at
large conversion rates, mass transport limits increased the Nernst potential which, in turn,
counteracts the benefit of the reduced heating and pumping energy. Consequently, water
conversion needs to be carefully tailored to the system and operating conditions for optimal
system techno-economic performance.
In the context of synthesis gas production, the effects of temperature and pressure on fuel price
and efficiency are similar to the hydrogen production cases. Due to the concurrent electrolysis
and water-gas shift reactions, a smart combination of inlet CO2/H2Omolar fraction, Tel and
pel is required to produce a syngas product with a desired molar ratio of H2 to CO (here
illustrated with a H2/CO ratio of 2). Lower pel and higher Tel favors high efficiency and low
cost syngas production with a H2/CO ratio of 2. The system proposed allows to flexibly adjust
the product composition by adjusting the inlet reactants compositions, or the operational
temperature or pressure. Consequently, such a plant can be combined with a variety of
downstream processes, which may require different product composition as an input.
In sum, a complete, detailed, and flexible simulation framework for the evaluation of the per-
formance and cost of three conceptually different solar-driven high-temperature electrolysis
systems is presented in this chapter. Three systems are differentiated by the utilization of
different solar technologies for solar integration (concentrated solar or photovoltaics). The
sensitivity of the performance and cost metrics towards operational conditions (temperature,
pressure, current density, heat exchanger effectiveness, irradiation, concentration ratio) was
quantified and provide guidance for operational conditions which maximize efficiency and
minimize cost. Our assessment and comparison of these three competing solar integration
approaches predict that the hybrid system proposed in this chapter exhibits an efficiency
and cost advantage compared to the others and should be considered a promising scalable
approach to large-scale solar fuel processing.
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2 Thermodynamic analysis on ceria-
based thermochemical cycles1
In this chapter, a competing high-temperature route, ceria-based two-step thermochemical
cycles, for solar fuel processing is introduced and analysis with a detailed thermodynamic
model. The evaluations for optimal operating conditions (system pressure, oxygen partial
pressure, reduction temperature, oxidation temperature, heat recovery, and irradiation con-
centration ratio) for various system configurations of non-stoichiometric cycling of ceria
using concentrated solar irradiation are presented in detail. Particularly, this study focuses
on the reduction step and on the incorporation of alternative methods – mechanical and
chemical – for reducing the oxygen partial pressure. The understanding of the influence of
working conditions, component choices, and system configurations on system performance
is required for the determination of the optimal operation conditions and design of practical
system configurations for increased solar fuels processing efficiencies. A comparison between
solar-driven high-temperature electrolysis and the two-step thermochemical cycles is pre-
sented at the end of this chapter based on the results obtained from chapter 1 and chapter
2.
2.1 System description and model development
Thermodynamic evaluations of the performance of ceria redox cycling has been reported in
[92, 29, 23, 24, 93]. Panlener et al. studied the reaction enthalpy of non-stoichiometric ceria
in a large range of temperatures and pressures by thermo gravimetric measurements [94].
Riess et al. [95] investigated the specific heat of ceria by an adiabatic temperature scanning
calorimeter. Lapp et al. [23] performed a parametric thermodynamic analysis of a ceria-based
cycling scheme using an ideal mixing model and sweep gassing to maintain a low oxygen
1Material from this chapter has been published in: M. Lin and S. Haussener, “Solar fuel processing efficiency for
ceria redox cycling using alternative oxygen partial pressure reduction methods,” Energy, vol. 88, pp. 667–679,
2015. [45]
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concentration atmosphere for the reduction step. They found that effective solid phase heat
recovery was crucial in achieving STF efficiencies above 10%. Bader et al. [29] demonstrated
numerically that isothermal cycling of ceria was possible at the expense of reduced system
performance. Sweep gas was used to reduce the oxygen partial pressure in the reduction
chamber, gas phase heat recovery was assumed, and plug flow reactor models in counter flow
arrangements were employed in both chambers. Gas phase heat recovery with effectiveness
above 95.5% was required for STF efficiencies above 10%. The energy penalty introduced
through the use of immense amounts of sweep gas pointed to the need for alternativemethods
to reduce the oxygen partial pressure during the reduction reaction. Ermanoski et al. [24]
showed for the non-isothermal cycling of ceria using ideal mixing in both reaction chambers
that the efficiency of the process could be increased by using vacuum pumping schemes for
the reduction of the oxygen partial pressure. It is unclear whether this conclusion applies
to isothermal operation and whether a further decrease of the oxygen partial pressure in
the reduction chamber through non-mechanical methods is required for competitive STF
efficiencies provided the use of solid-solid and gas-gas heat recovery components with realistic
heat exchange effectiveness.
2.1.1 System description
The five thermochemical fuel production systems investigated are depicted in figure B.1. They
differed in their approach to reduce the oxygen partial pressure in the reduction chamber,
namely: three mechanical schemes using i) sweep gas (scheme a) [23, 96], ii) vacuum pump
(scheme b) [25], and iii) the combination thereof (scheme d); and two combined mechanical-
chemical schemes using i) sweep gas and a chemical scavenger (scheme c), and ii) using
the combination of sweep gas, vacuum pump, and a chemical scavenger (scheme e). All
five systems used two continuously and simultaneously operating reaction chambers for the
separated reduction and oxidation reactions. The systems incorporated two heat exchanges
to recover the heat from the exhaust (sweep gas and products). Solid phase heat recovery was
incorporated between the reduced and oxidized ceria streams.
In scheme (a) inert gas was used to sweep away the produced oxygen during the reduction
and correspondingly maintaining a desired oxygen partial pressure at the entrance (process
3-4). The sweep gas flow and the ceria flow was considered in a counterflow arrangement [29],
i.e. the pressure and temperature will stay constant while the concentration of oxygen and
the δ of ceria vary only in axial direction. Compared to the ideal mixing flow design used in
[96, 25], the counterflow arrangement maximized the pO2 in the sweep gas at the outlet of the
reduction chamber andminimized the pO2 at the outlet of the oxidation chamber, resulting
in a reduced sweep gas demand and reactant input. The inert gas was preheated in a heat
exchanger and further heated by concentrated solar energy to the reduction temperature, Tred,
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before entering the reduction chamber. The states 5 to 8 described a full, closed ceria cycle.
The ceria was cooled to the oxidation temperature, Tox, in the process 5-6 while rejecting Q˙ceria
(not needed for isothermal operation), and isothermally reacted with the oxidizing agents
(H2O, CO2) in the oxidation chamber during the process 6-7. Finally, the ceria temperature
was heated to Tred (process 7-8) and then isothermally reduced in the reduction chamber
(process 8-5). The oxidizer was preheated in the heat exchanger by effluent and further heated
to Tred by concentrated solar energy (process 10-11). Since the oxidation reaction was an
exothermic process, the energy needed to heat the oxidizer from T10 to T11 may be less than
the heat released by the reaction and hence a heat changer was used for further exhaust
cooling after heat recovery (process 13-14).
The processes of scheme (b) was similar to the processes in scheme (a) concerning the oxida-
tion process and the ceria cycling process. However, the oxygen generated in the reduction
chamber was not swept away by inert gas. Instead a vacuum pump was employed continu-
ously removing the produced oxygen during the reduction andmaintaining a desired oxygen
partial pressure in the chamber.
In scheme (c), sweep gassing was combined with a chemical oxygen scavenger (process 1’-2’)
inwhich the oxygen in the sweep gas is reactedwith an activemetal (e.g. magnesium) to further
reduce the oxygen partial pressure. Magnesium has been reported to be an alloying element
in metals industries acting an important chemical oxygen scavenger which is widely used is
large scale metal alloy production [97, 98]. Magnesium oxide can be recycled through various
thermochemical and electrochemical processes which are commonly used for industrial
magnesium production [99] .
Scheme (d) was a combination of both mechanical approaches, namely sweep gassing and
vacuum pump. Scheme (e) combined scheme (d) with the chemical scavenger.
Additional assumptions used in the model were: i) the system was evaluated at steady state,
ii.a) for scheme (a), counterflow arrangement was assumed for both reduction and oxidation
chamber, ii.b) for scheme (b), counterflowarrangementwas assumed in the oxidation chamber
and the oxygen was uniformly distributed in the reduction chamber, iii) gases were modeled
as ideal gases, and iv) temperatures of the reactants in the reduction and oxidation chambers
were considered constant and uniform.
Additionally, ideal mixing models were used for the reduction and oxidation chambers to ac-
count for a less favorable reaction chamber design configuration. The ideal mixing model con-
sidered the equilibrium that was created by thewater atTox, influencing the non-stoichiometry
at oxidation. In this case, the in the oxidation chamber was determined by optimizing it for
largest cycle efficiency while ensuring it was smaller than of water dissociation at Tox.
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Figure 2.1 – Schematic of the five ceria-based thermochemical cycling schemes modeled
(a to e), which are combinations of four different sub-components: oxidation chamber and
auxiliaries (blue), reduction chamber and sweep gas connections (purple), chemical scavenger
(red), and reduction chamber and vacuum pump (green). The five schemes differ in the
methods used for the oxygen partial pressure reduction in the reduction chamber, namely:
using inert sweep gas, a vacuum pump, a chemical scavenger, or combinations thereof.
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2.1.2 Model development
The steady state energy balance for the modeled system was given by
Q˙solar = Q˙heat loss+Q˙react+Q˙gas,red+Q˙gas,ox
+Q˙cool,ox+Q˙cool,red+Q˙ceria+Q˙pump+Q˙recylcing+Q˙scavenger. (2.1)
Q˙solar was the solar energy incident on a blackbody receiver with a certain aperture area for
concentrated solar irradiation (Aap ·C R ·DN I ). Note that the last three terms on the right
hand side (Q˙pump, Q˙recycling, and Q˙scavenger) are not all concurrently required for all schemes,
as detailed below. The heat losses accounted for the radiation heat loss from the aperture,
and conduction and convection losses through the cavity walls. The latter were assumed to
be a constant fraction, f, of the total solar energy captured by the cavity and assumed 20%
according to experimental observations [30]. Hence, the heat losses were given by
Q˙heat loss = Q˙rad+ f (Q˙solar−Q˙rad)= (1− f )AapσT
4
red+ f Q˙solar. (2.2)
The power utilized for the chemical reaction was the sum of the chemical reactions in the
reduction and oxidation chambers,
Q˙react = Q˙react,ox+Q˙react,red = n˙H2∆hH2O,react(Tox), (2.3)
where Q˙react,red =−Q˙react,ox =
n˙ceria
2
∫δred
δox
∆hO2(δ)dδ. The investigations in this chapter focused
on the splitting of water. Nevertheless, the splitting of CO2 or a combination of water and CO2
can be studied analogously and selected results are presented in the supporting information.
In scheme (a), the sweep gas was preheated in a heat exchanger (with recovery effectiveness,
εg ) by heat of the effluent,
Q˙gas,red = (1−εg ) n˙N2,1
[
hN2(Tred)−hN2(T0)
]
+ (1−εg )n˙O2,1
[
hO2(Tred)−hO2(T0)
]
, (2.4)
before entering the reduction chamber where the final Tred was achieved through part of
the solar irradiation. n˙O2,1 was the molar flow of oxygen in the inert gas before entering the
reduction chamber. Q˙gas,red = 0 in scheme (b) since no sweep gaswas introduced. However, the
oxygen produced in the ceria reduction process was continuously pumped out by a vacuum
pump and, for practical reasons, has to be cooled before entering the pump. The energy loss
due to cooling is calculated as
Q˙cool,red = (n˙O2,4− n˙O2,1)
[
hO2(Tred)−hO2(T0)
]
. (2.5)
Similarly, the energy required for the heating of the oxidizer was given as
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Q˙gas,ox = (n˙H2O,9−εg n˙H2O,12)
[
hH2O(Tox)−hH2O(T0)
]
−
εg n˙H2,12
[
hH2(Tox)−hH2(T0)
]
−εg n˙O2,12
[
hO2(Tox)−hO2(T0)
]
. (2.6)
The oxidation reaction was slightly endothermic which can lead to excessive heat in the
oxidation chamber. In this case cooling was considered in the energy balance by
Q˙cool,ox = Q˙react,ox−Q˙gas,ox. (2.7)
For non-isothermal operation, ceria needed to be heated from the oxidation to the reduction
temperature,
Q˙ceria = n˙ceria
∫Tred
Tox
cp,ceriadT . (2.8)
Similarly, the ceria needed to be cooled from the reduction to the oxidation temperature
when exiting the reduction chamber. Potentially, the rejected heat during this cooling step
can be partially recovered in a solid-solid heat exchanger (with a effectiveness, εs) in order to
minimize the required for the solid heating step (eq. 2.8).
The pumping work for the cycling of the gas and solid reactants and products in both reaction
chambers and through the piping was neglected in all schemes. The pumping work required
in scheme (b) to remove the generated oxygen in the reduction process was calculated by
Q˙pump =
Wpump
ηTTEηpump
=
n˙O2,1RT0
ηtηpump
ln
p0
pO2,1
, (2.9)
where Wpump was the pumping work for moving the oxygen stream out of reduction cham-
ber, ηTTE was the heat-to-electricity efficiency, ηpump was the electricity-to-pumping work
efficiency, p0 was the ambient pressure, and pO2 was the partial pressure of oxygen in the
reduction chamber.
The energy for recycling the sweep gas, Q˙recycling, occupied less than 1% of the total solar
energy input [29] and was neglected in the current study. The recycling energy of the chemical
scavenger is given by
Q˙scavenger =
n˙N2,1′(pO2,2′ −pO2,1′)
p0
Q˙Mg,pr (2.10)
where the Q˙Mg,pr was the total energy need to produce one mole of magnesium, which was
obtained from industrial databases [100].
The molar flow rates of all streams at each state were obtained by solving the mass balance in
both chambers considering chemical equilibrium, counterflow or ideal mixing arrangement,
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respectively, and a two-step oxidation reaction including the water thermolysis and oxidation
of reduced ceria by oxygen [29]. δred was determined by the pO2 and Tred at the inlet of the
reduction chamber, and δred was obtained according to the pO2 and Tox at the inlet of the
oxidation chamber. pO2 at the inlet of the oxidation chamber only depended on Tox and hence
also δox was only a function of Tox.
The non-stoichiometry coefficient, δ, for the undoped ceria reduction and oxidation reaction
under various conditions was determined using the experimental data of Panlener et al. [94],
in which experiments for oxygen partial pressures and temperatures ranging from 10−22 atm
to 10−2 atm and 1023 K to 1774 K, respectively, with δ varying from 0.00107 to 0.27 were
performed. The values of δwere calculated for given temperatures and pO2 by,
∆gO2(δ,T )=∆hO2(δ)−T∆sO2(δ)=RT ln
pO2
p0
. (2.11)
The specific heat of nonstoichiometric ceria was estimated by the specific heat of cerium
dioxide without considering the impact of phase transformations [95].
2.1.3 Performance definition
Three performance indicators were used in this study: i) the solar-to-fuel (STF) efficiency, ii)
water utilization factor, and iii) hydrogen productivity. The STF efficiency, ηSTF, was defined
as
ηSTF =
n˙H2,12HHVH2
Q˙solar
. (2.12)
The water utilization factor, fw, was the ratio between the amount of hydrogen produced and
the total water input into the oxidation chamber,
fw =
n˙H2,12
n˙H2O,9
. (2.13)
fw indicated the efficiency of input water usage which can be maximized when the water
input needs to be minimized (e.g. when water resources are scarce). Note that n˙H2O,9 was
determined by the reaction’s thermodynamic equilibrium at state points 11 and 12, which was
not randomly chosen but requires the oxygen partial pressure at the outlet to match pO2,12.
The hydrogen productivity, χH2 , was the ratio between the production rate of hydrogen at 1kW
solar power input and the solid metal oxide rate required for the cycling,
χH2 =
n˙H2,12
n˙ceria,5
. (2.14)
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It quantified the efficiency of metal oxide utilization and indicated the amount of ceria which
has to be moved in such a system.
All the aforementioned definitions are analogous when evaluating the CO2 dissociation for
the CO production.
2.2 Results and discussion
2.2.1 Operational feasibility for ceria-based fuel processing cycles
The operational feasibility and limitation of the proposed ceria based thermochemical cycle
schemes were given by two conditions: i) δred > δox to ensure a net fuel production, and ii)
for scheme (a) only, pO2,1 ≤ pO2,4 ≤ psystem . The combinations of Tred , ∆T = Tred−Tox, and
pO2,4 for which condition i) is met are depicted in figure 2.2a. The combinations for which
condition ii) is met (only required for scheme (a)) are depicted in figure 2.2b.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2 – Feasibility of ceria-based thermochemical cycling under various operation condi-
tions: (a) the non-stoichiometric coefficient of ceria at various temperatures and pO2,4 , and
(b) pO2,4 as a function of ∆T for various Tred.
For isothermal operation (∆T = 0 and pO2,4 = pO2,11), condition ii) was fulfilled for all Tred
investigated (1400 K < Tred < 2100 K) at a system pressures of 1 atm. A system pressure as
low as 6 mbar could be tolerated. At psystem = 1 atm, isothermal operation was feasible once
the condition δred > δox is met, which required for Tred > 1800 K (see figure 2.2a). The higher
pO2,4 the higher Tred required for a positive net fuel production. The maximum pO2,4 that
was possible for isothermal operation was about 460 Pa for Tred > 1400 K. For non-isothermal
operation (∆T = 0), the largest possible∆T was about 250 K for psystem = 1 atm and Tred = 2100
K. The increase in ∆T from 0 K (isothermal) to 300 K enlarged the range of feasible operational
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conditions that still ensured Tred (see figure 2.2a), but also increased , eventually requiring
an increased system pressure for feasibility. An increase in psystem increased the range of
possible operational conditions, i.e. allows for larger ∆T .
2.2.2 Effects of temperature swing and oxygen partial pressure
The Tred, Tox (or∆T ), and psystem were themost significant operational parameters. Large Tred
led to increased heat losses (see eq. 2.2), but increased δred, which increased the potential to
produce hydrogen. Large ∆T resulted in increased hydrogen production due to the decreased
δox, while introducing an increased solid phase heat loss (see eq. 2.8) if solid heat recovery
was not practical or efficient. A smaller pO2,1 required higher flow rates of sweep gas and
correspondingly more energy to heat up the sweep gas, or more pumping work for the vacuum
pump. Nevertheless, small pO2,1 increased δred and provided a larger hydrogen production
potential. A reference case was defined (see table 2.1) for the subsequent optimization. Partic-
ularly, ∆T was optimized for maximum STF efficiency at a particular combination of Tred and
pO2,1.
Table 2.1 – Reference case parameters used for the comparison of the five different models of
the ceria cycling.
Parameters Vaule
Direct normal irradiance, I 1000 W/m2
Solar concentration ratio, CR 3000
System pressure, psystem 1 atm
Heat loss factor, f 0.2 [100]
Heat-to-electricity efficiency, ηt 0.4
Electricity-to-pumping efficiency, ηpump 0.4 [101]
Reduction temperature, Tred 1400 K to 2100 K
Temperature swing, ∆T 0 K to 300 K
Oxygen partial pressure in the sweep gas for scheme (a), pO2,1 0.1 Pa to 20000 Pa
Oxygen partial pressure in the sweep gas for scheme (b), pO2,1 0.1 Pa to 20000 Pa
Ambient temperature, T0 298 K
Heat recovery effectiveness for gases, εg 0.955 [102]
Heat recovery effectiveness for solid, εs 0
Figure 2.3 shows the calculated largest possible efficiencies for various combinations of Tred
and pO2,1, indicating the corresponding optimized ∆T , for scheme (a) and (b). This efficiency
is called optimal efficiency. Additionally, the efficiency for the same Tred and pO2,red combina-
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tions at isothermal operation (∆T= 0) are shown. The corresponding energy distribution is
depicted in figures 2.4 and 2.5 for scheme (a) and (b), respectively.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3 – Optimal ηSTF (dotted lines) and corresponding ∆T for various Tred and pO2,1
combinations for (a) scheme (a), and (b) scheme (b). The solid lines indicate the efficiency at
corresponding Tred and pO2,1 for isothermal operation (∆T = 0).
For scheme (a), the best performing cases for all combinations of Tred and pO2,1 operated
non-isothermally (∆T > 0). The optimal ηSTF increased with increasing Tred due to decreasing
Q˙gas,ox, and increasing ∆δ, until Q˙heat loss started to dominate the energy balance resulting
in a decreasing ηSTF (see figure 2.4d). The impact of Tred on ηSTF at isothermal operation
is illustrated in figures 2.4a and revealed that initially Q˙gas,red, Q˙gas,ox, and Q˙heat loss were
dominating. The latter was continuously increasing with increasing Tred, while the former two
were monotonically decreasing at a faster rate.
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Compared to the isothermal operation, a small ∆T led to a significantly higher ηSTF, i.e. the
STF efficiency for pO2,1 = 0.1Pa, Tred = 1800K was 11% for isothermal operation and 31% at
∆T = 135 K. The increase of ∆T , while increasing Q˙solid, resulted in a significant drop of δox
which results in an increase in the hydrogen production due to the increasing (see figure 2.4c).
The amount of inert sweep gas required decreased with increasing ∆T due to significantly
increasing pO2,4 and consequently reduced sweep gas amount hence reduced Q˙gas,red. At ∆T
> 150 K, appeared and increased with Q˙cool,ox reducing the efficiency gain brought by the
decrease of Q˙gas,red (figure 2.4c). This indicates that a temperature swing will largely increase
the system performance compared to isothermal operation and there exist an optimal ∆T for
the best performance which is in the rage of 125 K.
Figure 2.4 – Energy balance for scheme (a) at 1 kW solar power input under various working
conditions: a) isothermal cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred, (b) optimal cases at Tred = 1800
K for varying pO2,1 , (c) cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa and Tred = 1800 K for varying ∆T , and (d) optimal
cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred
Lowering pO2,1 always causes an increase in ηSTF for a given Tred due to the significant increase
in δred. The Tred for optimal ηSTF moved to higher values as pO2,1 increased while requiring
larger ∆T (see figure 2.3a). For very large pO2,1, the low ∆δ is the reason for low efficiencies.
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This can be alleviated by operating at larger ∆T .
Small δred resulted at low Tred and large pO2,1. These combinations required a large ∆T (often
unfeasible, see figure 2.2b) for reasonable efficiencies and comparatively higher ∆δ. As Tred
increased, δred increased gradually leading to a dominating and corresponding required a
decrease in ∆T , for optimal ηSTF (see figure 2.3a). For pO2,1 > 100 Pa, ∆T was always restricted
by the feasibility conditions and consequently the activity of the reduction of ceria is hindered
at large pO2,1. A slight increase in ∆T was detected for pO2,1 = 0.1 Pa and 1 Pa at 1700 K and
1800 K, respectively. This is due to the appearance of Q˙cool,ox at high temperatures which can
partly be compensated by a larger ∆T .
The results for scheme (b) revealed that the optimal ηSTF under various given Tred and pO2,1
tend to work at lower ∆T which favored isothermal operation compared to scheme (a). This
trend was especially pronounced at higher temperatures (Tred ≥ 1800 K). This was caused by
the increase in ∆δ and decrease in Q˙pump and Q˙gas,ox with increasing ∆T and Tred, which was
overcompensated by the increasing Q˙cool,ox and Q˙ceria (see figure 2.5c and 2.5d).
Similar trends in the optimal ηSTF (i.e. at non-isothermal conditions, ∆T = 0) were observed
for scheme (b) and scheme (a). Increasing pO2,1 led to a significant reduction in pO2,1 for the
whole range of pO2,1 studied (0.1 Pa to 20000 Pa) for Tred < 1700 K. For Tred > 1700 K, pO2,1 > 0.1
Pa showed larger optimal ηSTFthan ( ηSTF = 30% for pO2,1 = 0.1 Pa , and ηSTF = 31% for pO2,1 =
1 Pa at Tred = 2000 K) due to the decrease in Q˙pump, Q˙cool,ox, and Q˙cool,red at high Tred (figure
2.5b and 2.5d) which overruled the decrease of ∆δ .
The efficiencies of the system for CO2 splitting (eqs. 3 and 5) showed similar trends as the
ones described for water splitting in schemes (a) and (b) with generally higher efficiencies
due to larger equilibrium constants for the oxidation reaction in the CO2 splitting system. The
efficiency variations for solar thermochemical ceria-based CO2 splitting for varying Tred, pO2,1,
and ∆T are shown in figures B.1.
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Figure 2.5 – Energy balance for scheme (b) at 1kW solar power input under various working
conditions: (a) pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred, (b) optimal cases at Tred = 1800 K for varying pO2,1,
(c) pO2,1 = 1 Pa and Tred = 1800 K for varying ∆T , and (d) optimal cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for
varying Tred.
2.2.3 Hydrogen productivity
In addition to an optimized STF efficiency, the hydrogen productivity should be maximized
in order to minimize the amount of metal oxide which needs to be cycled (pumping require-
ments), bought and refilled (economic investment), andmined and recycled (sustainability
issue).
χH2 is shown in figure 2.6 exemplary for a practicalTred of 1800 K.χH2 increasedwith increasing
∆T and decreasing pO2,1. The two zones shown in figure 2.6 distinguished the accessibility of
∆T for scheme (a) and scheme (b) as discussed in section 2.2.1. For scheme (a), the ∆T was
limited by pO2,4 and the operation is only possible in zone 1. For scheme (b), the operation
was not confined by pO2,4 and hence zone 1 and zone 2 were accessible. The increase in
∆T effected a lower δox resulting in a larger ∆δ and correspondingly larger χH2 . Generally,
the optimal efficiencies of scheme (a) were situated at ∆T > 0 and correspondingly higher
hydrogen productivities were achieved (indicated by the hollow dots in figure 2.6) compared
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to the optimal efficiencies of scheme (b), which usually were isothermal or at low ∆T (for
pO2,1 < 100 Pa). For pO2,1 ≥ 100 Pa, large χH2 were achieved in scheme (b), however, ηSTF was
significantly limited by low ∆δ. Generally, operating at optimal efficiencies and low required
more ceria per produced hydrogen for vacuum pumping approach (scheme (b)) compared
to sweep gassing (scheme (a)). Since the sensitivity of the efficiency with the variation of ∆δ
for scheme (b) at 1800 K is small (see figure 2.5c), it is possible to optimize the operational
conditions for scheme (b) by operating at a small ∆T (within 150 K) to achieve both high
STF efficiency (28% at Tred = 1800 K, pO2,1 = 1 Pa, and ∆T = 120 K) and comparatively larger
hydrogen productivity.
Figure 2.6 – H2 productivity as a function of ∆T for different pO2,1 at Tred = 1800 K for scheme
(a) (Zone 1) and scheme (b) (Zones 1 and 2). Dots indicate the optimal efficiency at the
corresponding conditions (∆T and pO2,1 ) for scheme (a) (hollow dots) and scheme (b) (filled
dots).
2.2.4 Water utilization factor
Figure 2.7 exemplary shows fw for schemes (a) and (b) at Tred = 1800 K for varying pO2,1 and∆T .
Generally, lower pO2,1 and higher∆T led to larger fw. δred increases and correspondingly pO2,12
decreased with decreasing pO2,1 hence requiring a smaller water input. The enhancement in
fw with increasing ∆T was more pronounced at lower pO2,1 in accordance with a larger ∆δ at
these conditions and more efficient water use. The increase in fw with increasing ∆T resulted
from the lower pO2,1 at higher ∆T .
Similar as for χH2 , scheme (a) worked at higher efficiency when∆T = 0, which in turn resulted
in larger fw. For scheme (b), isothermal operation led to higher ηSTF while unfavorably reduc-
ing the hydrogen productivity and fw, which increased the consumption of input materials
(water and ceria).
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Figure 2.7 – fw as a function of ∆T for different pO2,1 at Tred = 1800 K for scheme (a) (Zone 1)
and scheme (b) (Zones 1 and 2). Dots indicate the optimal efficiency at the corresponding
conditions (pO2,1 and ∆T ) for scheme (a) (hollow dots) and scheme (b) (filled dots).
2.2.5 Pump efficiency
The electricity-to-pump efficiency, ηpump, for scheme (b) was assumed constant (40%) but
practical vacuum pumps (rotary vane, piston, scroll, or roots pumps) show non-constant
efficiencies changing with working conditions (pressure and flow rate). The effect of the de-
creasing pump efficiency with decreasing pO2,1 is depicted in figure 2.8a for a turbo molecular
vacuum pump system of Pfeiffer Vacuumwith a pump efficiency estimated as [30],
ηpump = 0.4+0.07log
pO2,1
p0
. (2.15)
The optimal ηwas significant affected by ηpump at low pO2,1 due to the decrease in ηpump with
decreasing pO2,1 . The increased power required for reducing the oxygen partial pressure is
offset through an increase in Tred.
The optimal ηSTF was achieved at isothermal operation at low pO2,1 , supporting the previous
conclusion that vacuumpumping is themethod of choice to lower the at isothermal conditions.
The effect of ηpump on the optimal ηSTF under different pO2,1 is depicted in figure 8.b and
exhibits that ηpump of 40% is required to overcome the limitations posed by the pumping
work. Further increase in ηpump showed no significant increase in the STF efficiency. These
investigations provide guidelines for the choice of the vacuum pump technology and quality.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 – (a) Optimal ηSTF for variousTred and for scheme (b)with changing ηpump according
to eq. 2.15, and (b) optimal ηSTF as a function of ηpump for three different pO2,1 (1Pa, 10Pa, and
100Pa).
2.2.6 Heat recovery effectiveness
Gas phase heat recovery effectiveness
Gas phase heat recovery is crucial in dictating a large ηSTF [29]. As depicted in figure 2.9a,
the larger εg the larger ηSTF at isothermal condition for scheme (a). εg as high as 0.975 was
required for ηSTF > 10% at Tred = 1700 K. The increase in ηSTF was more pronounced at larger
εg and with increasing Tred , further suggesting that the requirements on the high-temperature
heat exchanger manufacturing and maintenance were stringent when considering isothermal
operation. The requirements on the heat exchanger can be relaxed through the use of a
temperature swing as depicted in figure 2.9b. At εg < 0.9, the maximum ηSTF appeared at the
largest possible ∆T , where ∆T was limited by the operational feasibility (see section 2.2.1).
For ηSTF > 0.9, the highest STF efficiency was observed at an optimized ∆T which maximized
the ∆δwhile limiting Q˙ceria.
For scheme (b), increasing εg at isothermal operation led to a significant increase in ηSTF
at lower Tred (Tred < 1800K), while a less pronounced effect was exhibited at high Tred (see
figure 2.9c) due to the exhibited dominance of Q˙heat loss (see figure 2.5). Compared to scheme
(a), the requirements on the heat exchanger were less stringent and already a εg of 0.85 was
sufficient to reach ηSTF > 10% at Tred = 1700 K. The requirements on the heat exchanger can
be further relaxed when operating non-isothermally, as depicted in figure 2.9d. At ∆T = 300 K,
ηSTF was equal for εg = 0.5 and 0.975. An optimal ∆T for maximized optimal efficiency was
observed for εg < 0.9. This results from a tradeoff between decreasing Q˙gas,ox and increasing
Q˙ceria and Q˙cool,ox as ∆T increases. For εg > 0.9, the decrease in with increasing ∆T was not
observable as Q˙ceria and Q˙cool,ox dominate the losses already ∆T = 0 and further increase
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with increasing ∆T . Consequently, for εg > 0.9, isothermal operation results in the best
performing STF efficiency. This feature of the scheme (b) indicates that εg ≥ 0.9 is required to
ensure that isothermal operation results in the highest STF efficiency for a certain Tred and
pO2,1 combination. Nevertheless, the introduction of a small ∆T can significantly reduce the
requirements on the heat exchanger at a reasonable penalty in STF efficiency, i.e. introducing
a ∆T of 50 K reduced the STF efficiency by 5.2% at εg = 0.975.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.9 – STF efficiency at isothermal conditions for pO2,1 = 1 Pa and varying Tred and εg , for
(a) scheme (a), and (c) scheme (b); and non-isothermal conditions at pO2,1 = 1 Pa and Tred =
1800 K for varying ∆T and εg, for (b) scheme (a), and (d) scheme (b). The maximal efficiencies
for each εg are marked by the dots.
For εg = 1, the STF efficiency solely decreased with increasing Tred for isothermal operation
of schemes (a) and (b), e.g. the efficiency of scheme (a) decreased from 50.8% to 36.4%
as Tred increased from 1400 K to 2100 K. This was explained by the fact that the usually
dominating Q˙gas,red and Q˙gas,ox (see figures 2.4 and 2.5) were significantly reduced and the
energy balance was then dominated by the monotonically increasing Q˙heat loss. The STF
efficiency was significantly increased at perfect gas heat recovery: the STF efficiency increased
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up to 50% at Tred = 1400 K when εg increases from 0.975 to 1 for scheme (a). Similar behavior
was observed for the non-isothermal operation of scheme (a) at εg = 1, namely solely a decrease
in STF efficiency with increasing ∆T , which could again be explained by the reduction of the
otherwise domainting Q˙gas,red and Q˙gas,ox.
Solid phase heat recovery effectiveness
Effects of εs on ηSTF for varying ∆T are exemplary depicted in figure 2.10 at Tred = 1800 K
and pO2,red = 1Pa. Generally, ηSTF increased with increasing εs. This enhancement was more
pronounced for larger ∆T due to the increased recuperation of Q˙solid. For scheme (a), a
significant raise in the maximal optimal ηSTF of absolute 5% was observed when raising εs
from 0 to 0.5. The optimal ∆T increased for maximal optimal ηSTF with increasing εs due to
reduction in Q˙solid. Q˙solid became less significant when εs increased above 0.5 and therefore
the benefit of an increasing ∆δ at higher ∆T dominated over the increased Q˙solid and Q˙cool,ox.
As shown in figure 2.10b, scheme (b) displayed the maximal ηSTF at isothermal operation.
ηSTF decreased with increasing ∆T at εs < 0.9 due to increase in Q˙solid and Q˙cool,ox, which
counteracted the decrease in Q˙pump and increase in ∆δ. At εs ≥ 0.9, a small ∆T of about
10 K led to increased ηSTF due to the increase of ∆δ while the increase in Q˙solid and Q˙cool,ox
were insignificant. As ∆T increased further, the benefit of increased ∆δ became insignificant
compared to the increasing losses.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10 – STF efficiency as a function of ∆T for varying εs at pO2,1 = 1 Pa and Tred = 1800 K
for (a) scheme (a), and (b) scheme (b). The maximal efficiencies for each εs are marked by the
dots.
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2.2.7 Concentration ratio
The impact of concentration ratio, CR, on ηSTF for schemes (a) and (b) is shown in figure 2.11.
The CR of a solar concentration system was determined by the type of the concentrator used
and chosen from 1000 to 10000 according to the feasibility of solar tower and dish systems
[103].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.11 – ηSTF as a function of Tred for various C at pO2,1 = 1 Pa at isothermal operation for
(a) scheme (a), and (c) scheme (b). ηSTF as a function of ∆T for various C at pO2,1 = 1 Pa and
Tred = 1800 K for (b) scheme (a), and (d) scheme (b). The maximal efficiencies for each C are
marked by the dots.
Generally, higher CR led to higher ηSTF, although the increase in ηSTF became small for CR >
5000. For isothermal operation, ηSTF increased with Tred due to increasing ∆δ and decreased
due to the dominance of Q˙heat loss at high Tred. The decrease in ηSTF was reduced at increased
CR as the aperture was reduced and correspondingly the losses were relatively reduced (see eq.
2.2). The optimal Tred for maximal ηSTF increased for the isothermal cases in schemes (a) and
(b) due to the beneficial higher ∆δ. For the selected cases at Tred = 1800 K, the optimal ∆T for
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maximal optimal ηSTF was always at 120 K for scheme (a) and 0 K for scheme (b), respectively.
2.2.8 Combined mechanical and mechanical-chemical approaches
Reduction in pO2,1 significantly increased the STF efficiency. In order to further decrease the
oxygen partial pressure while circumventing low pumping efficiencies, high pumping power
requirements, or significant sensible heat losses required to heat the inert gas, a combination
of mechanical and chemical techniques to reduce the oxygen partial pressure were proposed.
Specifically, scheme (a) in combinationwith a chemical oxygen scavengermade ofmagnesium
(scheme (c)) was investigated. The magnesium acted as reducing agent and reacts with the
oxygen before it enters the reduction chamber. Magnesium is a strong reducing agent and is
able to reduce the partial pressure of oxygen in sweep gas to values lower than 10−17 atm [101].
The calculated efficiencies of scheme (c) under different pO2,1 are shown in figure 2.12a. The
energy penalty introduced for MgO recycling was 3600 kJ/mol assumingMgO reduction by
the Bolzano process [100]. The chemical reduction of pO2,1 in the sweep gas led to higher ηSTF
for the optimal cases because of a further reduction in the required sweep gas. For isothermal
operation, the use of an oxygen scavenger showed no increase in ηSTF as the energy penalty
caused by the large amount of magnesium required to scavenger the oxygen of the large
amount of sweep gas traded off the increase in efficiency due by lower pO2,1 .
The effect of Q˙Mg,pr on the STF efficiency of the system is depicted in figure 2.12a and showed
no significant efficiency penalty for the selected values of Q˙Mg,pr between 0 to 9000 kJ/mol,
which corresponded to free MgO recycling andMgO recycling by the Pidgeion process [100].
A combination of sweep gassing, vacuum pumping, and chemical scavenger (scheme e)
allowed for a further increase in efficiency due to a decrease in system pressure. The basic
idea of this combination was to reduce pO2,1 in the sweep gas from the baseline value (1 Pa),
to a target value (0.1 Pa) through the oxygen scavenger. The vacuum pump was then used
to further reduce the pO2,1 in reduction chamber by reducing the system pressure, psystem.
Figure 2.13 depicts the change of ηSTF with different psystem for both optimal and isothermal
operations when varying psystem between 1 atm and 0.1 atm. For isothermal operation, a
minimum in ηSTF was observed when decreasing psystem from 1 atm to 0.1 atm. The maximal
ηSTF was observed at psystem = 1 atm as the gain in efficiency with decreasing δred at low oxygen
partial pressure was overruled by the large pumping work due to the large amount of sweep
gas needed in isothermal operation. For the optimal cases, a reduction in psystem increased
the efficiency. This effect was less pronounced at higher temperatures as the amount of sweep
gas required was higher at higher Tred which makes pumping work costly.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12 – (a) ηSTF as a function of Tred at various pO2,1 for Q˙Mg,pr = 3600 kJ/mol for optimal
and isothermal cases. (b) ηSTF as a function of Q˙Mg,pr for various of pO2,1 at Tred = 1800 K for
optimal and isothermal cases.
The use of vacuum pumping to lower the system pressure indicated less improvement in
efficiency compared to the use of an oxygen scavenger in combination with sweep gassing
(figure 2.12). This conclusion also held for the combination of themechanical methods (sweep
gassing + vacuum pumping, scheme (d)), where the same behavior as indicated in figure 2.13
was observed.
Figure 2.13 – ηSTF as a function of psystem for various Tred at Q˙Mg,pr = 3600 kJ/mol for both
optimal and isothermal cases for scheme (c).
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2.2.9 Counterflow versus ideal mixing reactor configurations
A counterflow arrangement represents a counter-current flow between ceria and the gases
which assumes that the gases are well mixed in the radial direction and only vary in the
axial direction. The ideal mixing arrangement models a well-mixed reactor, resulting in no
spatial variation of temperature, pressure, and species concentrations [102]. Compared to
the counter-flow arrangement, the ideal mixing arrangement required enormous amounts of
sweep gas due to the need to maintain the whole reduction chamber at a low pO2,1. Owing to
the large amount of sweep gas input, the previous studies utilizing ideal mixing arrangements
[23, 24] predicted that larger pO2,1 (of about 1000 Pa) favor larger efficiencies and operation at
large ∆T (to ensure a complete oxidation of ceria).
The efficiencies of schemes (a) and (b) at various operating conditions for an ideal mixing
arrangement are shown in figures B.2 to B.6 . Scheme (a) always worked at low efficiencies
(ηSTF < 15%) and favored isothermal operation. The small efficiencies were caused by the
large sweep gas and water input flow rates, respectively, which dominated the energy demand
(figure B.3). Scheme (b) showed efficiencies significantly larger than for scheme (a) due to
a large decrease in the energy consumption to keep the pO2,1 in the reduction chamber low.
Compared to the counterflow arrangement, the ideal mixing model tended to inefficiently
use the water inflow and requires more sweep gas input, all of which led to significant lower
efficiencies. The effect of changing εg on the system performance is shown in figure B.5.
As for the counterflow arrangement, for scheme (a) at isothermal conditions and in ideal
mixing arrangement, larger εg resulted in larger efficiencies. This increase became more
significant for εg > 0.9. Isothermal operation was favored in the ideal mixing arrangement as
the reduction in Q˙gas,red with increasing ∆T was to small to overcome the increase in Q˙ceria
and Q˙gas,ox (figure B.3c). Similar behavior in efficiency variation was observed for scheme
(b) for the ideal mixing arrangement. However, scheme (b) could achieve larger efficiencies
than scheme (a) as vacuum pumping required less energy than sweep gassing to maintain a
low-oxygen atmosphere in the reaction chamber.
The influence εs on the solar-to fuel efficiency is shown in figure B.6a, and indicated negligible
impact on scheme (a) in an ideal mixing arrangement due to the extremely low ceria flow rates.
For scheme (b), the increase of εs led to higher efficiencies. However, this increase was small
for large ∆T (figure B.6b) due to the decreasing Q˙ceria resulting from the decreasing ceria flow
rate.
Generally, the ideal mixing arrangement is inferior to counterflow arrangement for schemes
(a) and (b) because of significantly lower water utilization and the requirement of extremely
large rates of sweep gas.
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Figure 2.14 – ηSTF as a function of T for high temperature electrolysis systems (solid lines,
system 1,2, and 3 with ambient pressure), and thermochemical cycles (dashed lines, scheme a,
b, and c with selected po2,1). The arrow indicates the STF efficiency drop for schema a when
εg decreased from 0.955 to 0.8.
2.3 High temperature electrolysis vs. thermochemical cycles
Two high-temperature routes for solar fuel production are compared in this section in terms
of ηSTF based on the studies from chapter 1 and 2. The ηSTF definitions for thermochemical
cycles and high-temperature electrolysis systems are different in two aspects: i) the optical
efficiency of the solar concentrator, and ii) the diffuse part of the solar irradiance were not
considered in thermochemical cycles’ analysis (eq. 1.12). For a direct comparison between two
routes, we unified the ηSTF for two high-temperature routes by adapting the ηSTF definition
in eq. 1.12 consistent with eq. 1.24 considering an optical efficiency of solar concentrator
(solar tower) of 0.64 and RHN of 0.165. The results under ηSTF for i) thermochemical cycles
with inert gas sweep, vacuum pump, and chemical scavenger schemes for selected pO2,1 levels
and reduction temperature range of 1400 K to 2100 K, and ii) high-temperature electrolysis
systems at 1 atm and a operation temperature range of 800 K to 1400 K are shown in figure
2.14. For high-temperature electrolysis systems, the STF efficiencies are plotted as a function
of electrolyzer operation temperature at 1 atm with other parameters kept at reference values
(see table 1.3). For thermochemical cycles, i) the optimal ηSTF for scheme (a) under pO2,1= 1 Pa
(the pO2= 1 Pa can be achieved by industrial N2 with purity of 99.999% [104]), ii) the optimal
ηSTF for scheme (b) under pO2,1= 10 Pa with realistic vacuum efficiency (best performance
according to figure 2.8a), and iii) scheme (c) under pO2,1 = 0.001 Pa (the best performing case
according to figure 2.12a) with other parameters at reference conditions are selected.
In general, the two high-temperature solar fuel production routes showed comparable achiev-
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able efficiency ranges (3% to 17% for high-temperature electrolysis systems, and 2% to 19% for
thermochemical cycles), while operating at distinctly temperature ranges (800 K to 1500 K for
high-temperature electrolysis systems, and 1400 K to 2100 K for thermochemical cycles). Note
that the heat exchanger effectiveness for high-temperature electrolysis systems was 0.8, while
0.955 for thermochemical cycles in figure 2.14. Due to much higher operation temperature of
thermochemical cycles, the requirement for gas phase recovery is more stringent. For example,
the ηSTF for scheme (a) at pO2,1= 1 Pa, Tred = 1800 K, and εg = 0.955 was 14.8% and dropped to
8.4% at εg = 0.8 (see figure 2.14 the black filled dots to the unfilled circle). The thermochemical
cycles’ efficiency were also sensitive to the variation in pO2,1 at reduction step, the lower the
pressure, the higher the system effciency (see figure 2.14). In this thesis, special focus was paid
to the high-temperature electrolysis systems due to its lower temperature requirement, less
stringent partial pressure of oxygen environment, and highly efficient gas phase heat recovery.
In addition, high-temperature electrolysis systems are operation in a continuous one-step
manner which simplifies the reactor design compared to the two-step thermochemical cycles
where high-temperature solid material cycling [24, 105] or multiple reactor chambers/chan-
nels with alternative reduction/oxidation operations [106] for a continuous fuel production.
This thesis focuses on improving the efficiency of solar-driven high-temperature electrolysis
systems via integrated solar reactor design coupling solar absorber and solid oxide electrolyzer
into one reactor to reduce the heat losses related to high-temperature fluids transportation.
2.4 Summary and conclusions
A thermodynamic analysis was developed based on [29, 23, 24] to evaluate the solar fuel
processing performance of a ceria-based thermochemical cycling scheme at various working
conditions. Mechanical and chemical methods for the decrease of the oxygen partial pressure
in the reduction chamber were proposed, compared, and combined. The impact of flow
arrangement in the reactors (counterflow versus ideal mixing), temperature, pressure, solid
and gas heat recovery effectiveness, and concentration ratio were discussed. Both isothermal
and non-isothermal operation for ceria based redox cycles were studied to find the optimal
configurations for best STF efficiency. For the scheme using sweep gassing to reduce (scheme
(a)), the non-isothermal operation predicted significant higher efficiency than isothermal
operation even without solid phase heat recover. The optimal temperature difference between
the reduction and oxidation temperature was in the range of 100K to 150K and this slight
temperature difference between reduction and oxidation reactions ensured a high STF effi-
ciency trading off the energy consumption caused by solid phase heating and recycling of
large amounts of sweep gas.
For the scheme using vacuum pumping to reduce (scheme (b)), the optimal efficiencies were
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obtained at isothermal operation, indicating a promising way to conduct isothermal operation
bearing both high efficiency as well as simple design and operation. The efficiency of the
vacuum pump was crucial in dictating a high efficiency and was predicted to be around 40%
throughout the operational range.
The gas phase heat recovery significantly increased the efficiency for sweep gassing and
vacuum pumping schemes. A minimum εg of 0.9 was required for efficiencies of 25% for
both scheme (a) and scheme (b), working at conditions leading to the optimal efficiency. The
requirement for εg could be relaxed by imposing a small ∆T (of around 100 – 200 K) with
minimal efficiency reduction (below 3% when reducing εg from 0.975 to 0.9) for scheme (a)
and scheme (b). The addition of solid phase heat recovery could further increase the efficiency.
However, the absence of solid heat recovery didn’t show a detrimental effect on the efficiency
(efficiency reduction of 13.9% (scheme (a)) and 0.4% (scheme (b)) when changing εs from 1 to
0 at Tred = 1800 K and pO2,1 = 1 Pa).
A high irradiation concentration led to lower radiation heat losses due to a reduced aperture
area at the same solar energy input. The heat losses were dominating at large working tem-
peratures due to the rapid increase of the radiation loss. The enhancement of the efficiency
by increasing the concentration ratio became insignificant for concentrations above 5000. A
novel scheme combining mechanical approaches (sweep gassing) and chemical approaches
(chemical scavenger) to reduce the oxygen partial pressures showed promise in further in-
creasing the system efficiency at non-isothermal conditions. The energy penalty caused by
using active metal was in a reasonable range (below 0.5% of input energy for optimal cases of
scheme (c)) as the amount of required sweep gas was minimized at non-isothermal condi-
tions. Consequently, the combination of sweep gassing with a chemical scavenger provided
a significant jump in efficiency from 28% to 36% for optimal cases at 1800 K. For isothermal
operation, the combinedmechanical-chemical approach showed no enhancement effected by
the large amount of required sweep gas. The combination of sweep gas, vacuumpumping, and
a chemical oxygen scavenger could further improve the system efficiency, but less efficiently
as solely combining sweep gassing with an oxygen scavenger.
The counterflow and ideal mixing arrangement for fluid flow in reactor were implemented
and compared. Generally speaking, the ideal mixing model is inferior to counterflow due to
its inefficient use of sweep gas leading to extreme energy consumption in sweep gas heating,
i.e. the maximum STF efficiency achieved for counter flow and ideal mixing arrangement was
18.2% and 4.3%, respectively, at Tred = 1800 K and pO2,1 = 10 Pa.
The developed thermodynamic model of ceria-based cycling for solar fuel processing offers
guidelines for the design and operation of redox cycles for solar fuel processing and can
straightforward be applied to other promising redox materials such as perovskites[107, 108,
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109].
The two high-temperature routes (HTE and TCC) were compared and discussed. It was found
that the two technologies lied in similar achievable solar-to-efficiency ranges while operating
at two distinct temperature ranges. The solar-driven HTE systems are of special interest
due its less stringent requirements for operation temperature, low partial pressure of oxygen
environment, and highly efficient gas phase heat recovery.
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3 Tubular solar receiver for direct steam
generation1
In this chapter, a coupled heat and mass transfer model of cavity receivers with tubular
absorbers is developed to guide the design of solar-driven direct steam generation.Indirectly
irradiated solar receiver designs utilizing tubular absorbers enclosed by a cavity are possible
candidates for direct steam generation to feed the high-temperature electrolysis cell(stack),
allowing for design flexibility and high solar thermal efficiency. The numericalmodel consisted
of a detailed 1D two-phase flow model of the absorber tubes coupled to a 3D heat transfer
model of the cavity receiver. The absorber tube model simulated the flow boiling phenomena
inside the tubes by solving 1D continuity, momentum, and energy conservation equations
based on a control volume formulation. The Thome-El Hajal flow pattern maps were used to
predict liquid-gas distributions in the tubular cross-sections, and heat transfer coefficients
and pressure drop along the tubes. The heat transfer coefficient and fluid temperature of
the absorber tubes’ inner surfaces were then extrapolated to the circumferential of the tube
and input to the 3D cavity receiver model. The 3D steady state model of the cavity receiver
coupled radiative, convective, and conductive heat transfer. The model was validated with
experimental data and used to analyze different receiver types and designs made of different
materials and exposed to various operational conditions. The proposed numerical model
and the obtained results provide an engineering design tool for cavity receivers with tubular
absorbers (in terms of tube shapes, tube diameter, and water-cooled front), support the choice
of best-performant operation (in terms of radiative flux, mass flow rate, and pressure), and aid
in the choice of the component materials. The model allows for an in-depth understanding of
the coupled heat andmass transfer in the solar receiver for direct steam generation and can
be exploited to quantify the optimization potential of such solar receivers.
1Material from this chapter has been submitted for publication as: M. Lin, J. Reinhold, N. Monnerie, and S.
Haussener, “Modeling and design guidelines for direct steam generation solar receivers,” Appl. Energy, vol. 216, pp.
761–776, 2018. [46]
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3.1 Receiver model development
The development of a full 3D mechanistic model of the flow boiling process is challenging
[110] due to the complex nature of the processes involved (activation of nucleation sites,
bubble dynamics, and interfacial heat transfers) and the computational needs required for
the solution of the direct numerical problem incorporating a large number of bubbles and
surfaces with complex geometries [111, 112]. To overcome this challenge, semi-mechanistic
approaches are proposed [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118]. For example, Kurul and Podowski
developed a 3D model which couples an Euler-Euler two-phase flow model (for bulk fluid
flow) with a wall boiling model. The wall boiling model partitioned the heat flux between the
tube wall and the fluid into three parts: liquid phase convective heat flux, quenching heat flux,
and evaporation heat flux (wall boiling phenomena), predicting each heat flux by empirical
andmechanistic correlations. Due to the numerical instability and large computational cost of
the wall boilingmodel, a bulk boilingmodel was used instead and coupled with an Euler-Euler
two-phase flow model in the modeling of a PWR nuclear steam generator [119]. The bulk
boiling model agreed well with the experimental data. In the engineering design of evapo-
rators and steam generators, the wall-fluid heat transfer is more important in determining
the thermal performance than the detailed in-tube liquid-vapor interfacial heat and mass
transfer. Hence less computationally expensive 1D two-fluid (separated or homogeneous)
two-phase flowmodels with empirical correlations (single equation correlations [120, 121]
and flow pattern based correlations [122, 123]) for the wall-fluid heat transfer coefficients
are commonly employed [124, 125, 126] without resolving the local non-uniformity of the
wall-liquid heat transfer. An obvious disadvantage of a simplified 1D two-phase model with
empirical correlations is that the local heat transfer and temperature distribution cannot be
accurately captured. However, this might be extremely important for the determination of the
critical point. Oliet et al. [126] proposed an integrated model for a fin-and-tube evaporator
by linking a fin-and-tube solid core 2D heat transfer model and an 1D in-tube separated
two-phase flowmodel. They showed accurate and computationally cost effective predictions
for fin-and-tube local temperature distributions, based on calculated non-uniform wall-fluid
heat transfer coefficients captured by using advanced flow patternmaps based on wall wetting
conditions for different flow regimes [127].
The modeling efforts for solar-driven tubular cavity receivers and reactors have been exten-
sively reported [37, 128, 38, 129, 130, 131]. Martinek et al. [37, 38] developed a 3D steady-state
model for a multi-tubular solar reactor for steam gasification of carbon using a hybrid Monte
Carlo/Finite Volumemethod for radiative heat transfer and a single-phase fluid flowmodel
with volume-averagedmixture properties. However, 3Dmodels cannot be directly used for
accurate modeling of a tubular cavity solar receiver for direct steam generation since the
3D direct numerical simulation of two-phase boiling flow is difficult and computational
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expensive.
Inspired by the two-phase flow modeling methods for the conventional steam generator
and evaporator and of the solar receiver modeling community, a solar receiver model for
direct steam generation considering the in-tube two-phase flow phenomena is presented here.
The approach is the following: a 1D two-phase flowmodel for the in-tube two-phase flow is
coupled to a 3D heat transfer model of the receiver cavity, providing a simplified but accurate
and computationally efficient model. A similar approach has been used by Zapata el al. [132],
one of the view reported modeling studies for solar-driven steam generation [132, 133, 134].
They used a 3Dmulti-model receiver model, however, they solved only a homogeneous two-
phase 1Dmodel inside the absorber tube utilizing empirical correlations to predict the heat
transfer between the tube surface and the working fluid without resolving the circumferential
variations in the heat transfer coefficient. However, the non-uniform heat transfer together
with the non-uniform solar irradiation will potentially lead to large temperature gradients in
the absorber tube and is responsible for hot spots. Circumferentially resolved heat transfer
is required to accurately identify hot spots. Here, specially attention was paid to hot spots
induced by the dryout of the in-tube two-phase flow where the temperature gradients are
large (temperature jump between two mesh elements larger than 100 K) and therefore worked
with a method that allows for the resolution of the non-uniform heat transfer, also in the
circumferential direction of the tube.
These issues can be addressed by utilizing a 1D two-phase flow absorber tube model and
couple it to flow pattern maps to accurately account for and extrapolate for the circumferen-
tially varying heat transfer behavior in the tube. The schematic of the two types of receivers
investigated and the calculation domains (consisting of insulation, cavity, and tubes) are
shown in figure 3.1. The heat transfer and fluid flow inside the absorber tubes are analyzed
by a separated 1D two-phase flow model considering continuity, energy, and momentum
equations (the conservation equations are solved for the combined flow while the veloci-
ties are different for the two phases [133]) to calculate the fluid temperature, phase velocity,
liquid-vapor velocity slip, and heat transfer coefficient in the absorber tubes based the on the
absorbed radiation calculated from the 3D heat transfer model in the cavity. The fluid tem-
perature and the heat transfer coefficient obtained by the 1D two-phase flowmodel are then
extrapolated to a 3D temperature and heat transfer coefficient profile utilizing two-phase flow
pattern maps. The obtained temperature and heat transfer coefficient at the inner absorber
tube provide a convective boundary condition to the heat transfer model in the cavity.
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Figure 3.1 – Schematic of the two investigated types of cavity receivers with tubular absorber
tubes, receiver 1 utilizing a helical absorber tube: (a) and (b), and receiver 2 utilizing multiple
connected straight absorber tubes: (c) and (d).
3.1.1 Cavity model
Radiation model
Solar flux characteristics at the receiver aperture boundary
The spatial distribution of the solar irradiation magnitude at the aperture of the cavity was
approximated by a Gaussian distribution [134]. The angular distribution was assumed to be
diffuse. This assumption was made in order to ensure a broader applicability of the results
as the angular distribution of concentrating solar facilities is highly dependent on the design
of the primary concentrator and position of the receiver. The receiver aperture boundary
was treated as a high-temperature black body emitting into the receiver at an equivalent
temperature described by:
T effi =
(
qsolar,i +σT
4
amb
σ
) 1
4
, (3.1)
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qsolar,i = qpeak exp
(
−
(xi −x0)
2
2δx
−
(yi − y0)
2
2δy
)
. (3.2)
where T eff
i
is the effective temperature for surface element i at the aperture, δx and δy are
the standard deviations of the Gaussian flux approximation for the x-and y-axis (equal in our
case as the profile is symmetric), xi and yi are the location at the aperture, x0 and y0 are the
coordinates of the aperture center, qsolar,i is the local solar irradiation at the aperture surface
element i, qpeak is the peak flux density, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Figure C.1
shows the sensitivity of the results with respect to the exact choice of δx , indicating that the
impact of δx on the thermal performance of both receiver types (receiver 1 and 2) is negligible.
Radiative heat transfer inside the receiver cavity
The surfaces inside the receiver cavity were assumed grey and diffuse, and the air inside the
cavity was treated as a radiatively nonparticipating medium. The heat conduction and fluid
flow inside the cavity was not numerically computed. Instead a surface heat sink was used
with a semi-empirical heat transfer coefficient (see section 3.1.1). The radiative heat transfer
within the receiver cavity was described by a surface-to-surface radiation model,
Ji = Ei +ρi
N∑
j=1
Fi j J j , (3.3)
Fi j =
1
Ai
∫
Ai
∫
A j
cosθi cosθ j
piri j 2
δi jdAidA j . (3.4)
where Ji epresents the radiosity of surface i, Ei is the emissive power, N is the total number of
surfaces, Fi j is the view factor between surfaces i and j, A is the surface area, ri j is the distance
between two area-centroids of two surfaces, θ is the angle between the surface normal and the
vector connecting area centers i and j, and δi j is a dirac function determined by the visibility
of surface i and j (δi j =1 if dA j is visible to dAi and 0 otherwise). The radiative heat transfer
model was applied to all inner cavity surfaces and the aperture. The re-radiation loss, Q˙rerad,
was defined as the total emitted power from the inner cavity surfaces toward the aperture.
Natural convection model
The convective heat loss through the cavity receiver aperture was quantified by utilizing
an empirical correlation. This correlation has been based on 3D numerical heat and flow
simulations adjusted by considering experimentally measured heat transfer rates reported in
[135]. The total natural convection heat loss from the aperture was given as:
Q˙nc = Acav,inhnc(T¯cav,in−Tamb), (3.5)
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NuL = 0.0196Ra
0.41
L
0.13
Pr , (3.6)
L =
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i=1
ai cos(φ+ϕi )
bi Li
∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.7)
where Acav, in is the total inner surface area of the receiver cavity, the Rayleigh number is given
by RaL =
gβ(T¯cav,in−Tamb)L
3
νatd
[72], atd the thermal diffusivity, and L the ensemble length. L was
calculated using the cavity receiver tilt angle ϕ (considered to be θ0 in this study), the cavity
inner diameter L1, the cavity depth L2, the cavity open aperture diameter L3, and the fitting
coefficients ai , bi , and φi (the schematic representation of the cavity and the coefficients’
values are given in [135]). T¯cav,in is the average temperature of the cavity’s inner surfaces,
including the absorber tubes’ surfaces. An averaged heat transfer coefficient, h¯nc, of the
absorber tube surfaces was defined in order to estimate the local cooling effect by natural
convection:
h¯nc =
Q˙nc
Atube(T¯tube−Tamb)
, (3.8)
where Atube is the total absorber tube area, and T¯tube is the tube surface-averaged temperature.
A boundary heat sink term was calculated and applied to the tube surfaces using a thin wall
conduction model (twall was 10
−6 m, the results were not sensitive to twall, see figure C.2):
q ′′′nc,sink =−h¯nc(Ti ,tube−Tamb)/twall. (3.9)
The convective heat loss, Q˙conv, was the integration of the heat sink term over the tubes’ thin
walls and was – by definition – equals to Q˙nc. This correlation-based natural convection
model can reasonably well predict the overall heat losses due to natural convection at a low
computational cost as there is no need for a numerical solution of the heat transfer and
fluid flow within the cavity inner and ambient air domains [38, 129]. However, this global
approach can lead to inaccuracies in predicting the local flux as the local natural convection
heat flux is only a function of the local surface temperature, neglecting any effects from locally
present flow zones (main flow, stagnant zone, and the couterflow zone [136]). This may lead
to inaccuracy in predicting the local surface temperature which in turn leads to inaccuracy in
predicting the hot spots. However, the dominating effect for hot spots is the sharp decrease
in the in-tube wall-fluid heat transfer coefficient while the natural convection heat transfer
coefficient played only a minor role. For example, the heat transfer coefficient reduced from
11000W/m2/K to 1000W/m2/K at the dryout point for the receiver 1 at the reference condition,
while the predicted natural convection heat transfer coefficient was only around 4W/m2/K.
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Conduction model
The energy conservation for solid domains of the receiver (insulation and tubes’ walls) was
described by,
∇· (k∇T )= 0 (3.10)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the solid material. The boundary condition for the
tubes’ outer surfaces was the net surface energy flux by natural convection and radiation. The
inner tubes’ surface boundary condition was set as the convection boundary, coupling the 3D
receiver model to the 1D tube model (see section 3.1.2). A combined radiation and convection
boundary condition was applied at the outer surfaces of the insulation with the ambient
temperature 298 K, surface emissivity of 0.8, and heat transfer coefficient of 5 W/m2/K (a
reasonable estimation for natural convection from external cavity walls [137]). The conductive
heat loss, Q˙cond, was the total heat transfer from the cavity inner surface wall to the outer
surface wall trough conduction.
3.1.2 Tube model
Two-phase flow model inside tubes
The two-phase flow phenomena were modeled by a steady state 1D separated two-phase
flowmodel [124, 133] which assumed the same pressure and temperature in each phase at
any cross section of the tube while allowing for a slip velocity between the liquid and vapor
phases. Compared to a homogenous flowmodel, a separated flowmodel can capture – while
simple in formulation – more accurately the physical flow behavior with each phase having
different properties and velocities. A two fluids model could alternatively be used to predict
more precisely the flow behavior by separately solving the conservation equations for two
phases without needing empirical correlations for the prediction of the void fraction. However
at the expense of significant computational costs and potentially numerical instability. Here,
the separated flowmodel was chosen as a good comprise between computational cost and
model accuracy.
The two-phase continuity equation,
d
dz
[
ρgvgεg+ρlvl(1−εg)
]
= 0, (3.11)
was solved, where ρg and ρl are the density of the gas and liquid phases, vg and vl are the
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velocities, and εg is the void fraction of the gas phase. The momentum equation,
−
dp
dz
=
d
dz
[
ρgv
2
gεg+ρlv
2
l (1−εg)
]
+ gρ cosθ+
τw P
Atube,in
, (3.12)
was solved, where p is the pressure, ρ = (1−εg)ρl+εgρg is the volume-averaged density, P
is the tubes’ inner circumferences, Atube,in = pid
2
tube,in
/4 is the cross sectional area of tube,
τw = ( f /4)(m˙
2/2ρA2
tube,cross
) is the wall shear stress, and θ is the inclination angle of the tube.
θ was determined locally for each tube segment according to the tube orientation. The first
term on the right side of eq. 3.12 is the momentum pressure drop, the second term represents
the static pressure change, and the third term is the frictional pressure drop. The friction factor,
f, was estimated by empirical correlations. In the single phase flow region, f was predicted
by the Blasius equation [28]. In the two-phase flow region, f was predicted by the Friedel
correction [138], implemented by utilizing a two-phase multiplier on the liquid phase friction
factor.
The energy equation,
d
dz
[
ρgvgεg(hg+
v2g
2
+ g z cosθ)+ρlvl(1−εg)(hl+
v2
l
2
+ g z cosθ)
]
=
P qw
Atube,in
, (3.13)
was solved, where hg and hl are the enthalpy of gas and liquid phases evaluated based on local
temperature and pressure, and qw is the heat flux at the tube inner wall which was obtained
by the calculation of a surface-averaged heat flux obtained from the cavity receiver 3D heat
transfer model.
The fluid properties were evaluated by using the open-access thermodynamic properties
database, Coolprop [139]. If an incondensable gas was additionally injected into the liquid
water in the tube (for example CO2), the gas phases were assumed well mixed with properties
calculated based on themolar fractions. Solving the separated flowmodel requires information
on the cross-sectional void fraction, εg , which was predicted by using an empirical correlation
[140]:
εg =
xg
ρg
[
(1+0.12(1−xg))(
xg
ρg
+
1−xg
ρl
)+
1.18(1−xg)(gσt(ρl−ρg))
0.25
m˙′′ρ0.5
l
]−1
, (3.14)
where xg is the vapor quality in cases when there is no gas injection (i.e. the injection of
CO2 for concurrent heating of H2O and CO2 for HTE syngas generation) or the gas quality
(ratio of the total gas mass to the total fluid mass) in cases when there is gas injection. σt is
the temperature-dependent surface tension (obtained from Coolprop) and m˙′′ is the total
mass flux. This correlation is the Steiner version of the Rouhani–Axelsson drift flux model,
originally proposed for horizontal tubes [141]. It is easy to implement because the void
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fraction is expressed as an explicit function of the total mass flux. It has been shown that the
Steiner version of the Rouhani–Axelsson drift flux model can also be used to estimate the void
fraction for inclined and vertical flows with reasonable accuracy (capturing > 80% date points
with < 15% error) [142]. The Steiner version of the Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux model was
consequently an accurate model to flexibly investigate either horizontal, inclined or vertical
configurations. Only few other models provide the same flexibility.
Non-uniform heat transfer coefficients at the inner tube surface
The heat transfer coefficient between the two-phase mixture and the tube wall were obtained
by empirical correlations. The liquid-vapor distribution within the tube has to be known
for this and suitable heat transfer coefficient correlations were used for the wetted and non-
wetted surfaces. For horizontal tubes, the Thome-El Hajal flow pattern map [8] was used to
locally determine the liquid-vapor distribution, i.e. the local flow regimes. This flow pattern
map is a modification of the Kattan-Thome-Favrat map [127] which was developed based on
Taitel-Dukler map [143]. The Taitel-Dukler map was developed based on water but adiabatic
boundary conditions. The Thome-El Hajal flow pattern map was developed based on exper-
imental data for several refrigerants (R-22, R-410A, R-134A, R407C, etc.) for tube diameters
from 8 to 14 mm, fluid mass fluxes from 16 to 700 kg/m2/s, and heat fluxes from 440 to 57’500
W/m2. The Thome-El Hajal flow pattern map was used for the various heat fluxes, assuming
it is also valid for water. The accuracy of this assumption was validated and confirmed by
predicting the water-steam flow regimes in a parabolic trough solar collector for direct steam
generation (see section 3.2.1). The results showed agreement with the experiments with a
maximum relative error of 1.2% for temperature results and 2.2% for pressure results [144].
The same extrapolation approach was then used for our receiver as the operational conditions
were in similar conditions with relatively similar tube geometries and arrangements.
For vertical tubes, the Gungor-Winterton correlation [145] was used to predict the heat transfer
before dryout region, and the Groeneveld method [146] in the dryout region. In the 1D
two-phase flow model, averaged heat transfer coefficients between the wall and the two-
phase fluid were used based on the circumference ratio covered by gas and liquid. The 3D
inner tube surface heat transfer coefficient profiles (varying in axial and azimuthal direction)
were generated by assigning different heat transfer coefficient values (dry or wet) locally for
each azimuthal segment. 3D free stream temperature profiles were obtained by assuming a
constant temperature within each axial tube segment and, hence, also a constant temperature
in azimuthal direction. The heat transfer coefficient and free stream temperature profiles
generated from the 1D tube model were then used as the convective boundary conditions at
the inner tube wall in the 3D cavity heat transfer model.
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Flow pattern maps and heat transfer coefficient for horizontal tubes
The Thome-El Hajal maps predict five flow regimes: stratified flow, stratified wavy flow, in-
termittent flow, annular flow, andmist flow. The mass flux, m˙′′strat, of the fluids, the heat flux,
qw , and the vapor quality, xg, are required for the determination of the flow regime. The
transitions between different flow regimes are summarized below.
Stratified flow to stratified wavy flow was defined as:
m˙′′strat =
[
226.32AgA
2
l
ρg(ρl−ρg)vl g
xg2(1−xg)pi3d
6
tube,in
]1/3
, (3.15)
where Ag and Al are the corresponding cross-sectional areas for gas and liquid.
Stratified wavy flow to annular and intermittent flows was defined as:
m˙′′wavy =


16A3g gρgρl
xg2pi2d
5
tube,in
[1− ( 2hl
dtube,in
−1)
2
]
0.5
[
pi2d2
tube,in
25h2
l
(1−x)− f1(
q)(
Wel
Frl
)− f2(q)
]

0.5
+50−75e
−
(xg
2−0.97)
2
xg(1−xg) , (3.16)
where hl is the liquid level, Wel =
m˙
′′2
l
dtube,in
ρlσt
the Weber number for the liquid phase, and
Frl=
m˙
′′2
l
gρ2
l
dtube,in
the Froude number for the liquid phase. f1(q) and f2(q) are two empirical
exponents accounting for the effect of the heat flux on the onset of dryout of the annular film,
f1(q)= 646
(
qw
qDNB
)2
+64.8
qw
qDNB
,
f2(q)= 18.8
(
qw
qDNB
)2
+1.023,
(3.17)
where qDNB = 0.131ρghlg
[
g
(
ρg−ρl
)]0.25
is the heat flux of departure from nucleate boiling. If
the mass flux is larger than eq. 3.16, it is either in an intermittent or annular flow regime.
Intermittent flow to annular flow was differentiated by:
xg,IA =
[
0.2914(
ρg
ρl
)
−1/1.75
(
vl
vg
)
−1/7
]−1
. (3.18)
Annular flow to mist flow was defined as:
m˙′′mist =
(
7680A2g gρgρlvlFrl
xg2pi2d
3
tube,in
ξphWel
)0.5
, (3.19)
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Table 3.1 – Summary of θdry and δlf for different flow patterns in horizontal tube [8]
Flow pattern Sub-regions θdry δlf
Stratified None θdry
pidtube,in(1−ε)
2(2pi−θdry)Stratified wavy
xg < xmax θstrat
m˙′′wavy(xg)−m˙
′′
m˙′′wavy(xg)−m˙
′′
strat(xg)
xg > xmax (2pi−θmax)
xg−xmax
1−xmax
+θmax
Annular and Intermittent None 0
Mist None 2pi 0
Note: if δlf > 0.5dtube,in, δlf = 0.5dtube,in.
where ξph = [1.138+2log
(
pid2
tube,in
1.5Al
)
]−2 is the liquid-vapor interfacial friction factor. The transi-
tion boundary was adapted by finding the vapor quality, xmist,min, that minimized the mass
flux, m˙′′mist,min, of the mist flow transition curve while enforcing m˙
′′
mist = m˙
′′
mist,min when xg >
xmist,min.
Once the flow regime is identified, it is able to estimate howmuch of the tube area was wetted
utilizing the dry angle, θdry, defined by the ratio of the dry perimeter to the tube radius. For
convenience, the liquid quantity was assumed to be uniformly distributed along the wetting
wall by forming a film with a mean thickness, δlf. The detailed definition for θdry and δlf
for the different flow patterns in horizontal tubes are summarized in table 3.1. xmax is the
intersection point between m˙′′wavy and m˙
′′
mist . In stratified wavy flow and for xg < xmax, a linear
interpolation between m˙′′wavy and m˙
′′
mist was used to predict θdry for a given m˙. For xg ≥ xmax,
the θdry increased linearly from θmax to 2piwith increasing xg. By using an explicit expression
of εg as a function of m˙ and an approximated geometrical expression for the stratified angle
(θstrat , the θdry for stratified flow) in terms of ε [147], the iterative method in the Taitel-Dukler
map for the evaluation of ε and θstrat was avoided.
The heat transfer coefficients between the two-phase fluid and tube wall surface for dry, hdry,
and wet, hwet, areas were separately calculated using empirical correlations. For hdry, the
Dittus-Boelter correlation [148] was used:
hdry = 0.023
(
m˙′′xgdtube,in
εgµg
)0.8(cpgµg
kg
)0.4 kg
dtube,in
, (3.20)
where cpg is the heat capacity of the gas phase, kg is the gas phase thermal conductivity,
and µg is the dynamic viscosity of the gas phase. hwet was obtained from an asymptotic
expression (hwet = (h
3
nb
+h3
cb
)1/3 ) that combines the nucleate boiling, hnb, and convective
boiling, hcb , using an exponent of three, indicating the transition range between the nucleate
and convection components. hnb was determined by an empirical correlation of Cooper [145],
hnb = 55p
0.12
r (− logpr)
−0.55M−0.5H2O qw
0.67, (3.21)
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where pr is the reduced pressure (ratio between fluid pressure and the critical pressure) and
MH2O is the molar weight of water. hcb [149] was predicted as,
hcb = 0.0133
[
4m˙′′(1−xg)δlf
(1−εg)µl
]0.69(
cplµl
kl
)0.4 kl
δlf
, (3.22)
where cpl is the heat capacity of the liquid phase, kl is the liquid phase thermal conductivity,
and µl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase.
Flow pattern maps and heat transfer coefficient for vertical tubes
The flow patterns for flow boiling inside vertical tubes can be classified as bubbly flow, churn
flow, annular flow, andmist flow. The dry angle before dryout (mist flow) can be considered
as 0 and directly turns into 2pi at the presence of mist flow. Here, we paid attention to the
transition from the annular flow to the mist flow while the flow patterns were not specifically
identified. The transition from annular flow to mist flow was defined by the critical vapor
quality, xcrit, which was predicted by an empirical correlation [150] giving a relation between
xcrit andmass flux, pressure, heat flux, and tube diameter:
xg,crit = 10.795qw
−0.125m˙′′−0.333(1000dtube,in)
−0.07e1715p . (3.23)
This correlation is valid for p < 30 bar. When xg,crit > 0.9, xg,crit was enforced to be 0.9. The
Gungor-Winterton correlation [151] was used to predict the heat transfer coefficient, hwet,
before dryout, being the sum of convective heat transfer of the liquid phase, hcb, using the
Dittus-Boelter correlation and nucleate pool boiling, hnb, from the Coop correlation [145]:
hwet = Etcmhcb+Sbsfhnb, (3.24)
where Etcm is the two-phase convection multiplier which is a function of the Martinelli param-
eter, heat flux, and Sbsf, which is the boiling suppression factor based on Etcm and Reynold
number of the liquid phase. The heat transfer coefficient of the dryout region, hdry, was
predicted by the Groeneveld method [146].
Heat transfer coefficient in titled and helical tubes
Since the reported flow pattern maps for the flow boiling phenomena in titled and helical
tubes are very limited, approximations and interpolations were used based on the horizontal
and vertical flowmaps and correlations to predict the heat transfer coefficient. The horizontal
flow was considered when the control volume has an inclination angle in the range of 0 to
30◦. The flow was treated as vertical flow when the inclination angle was between 60◦ and
90◦. A linear interpolation of heat transfer coefficient between horizontal and vertical flows
was implemented for the control volumes with inclination angle between 30◦ and 60◦. In the
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curved helical tube, slower moving fluid elements move toward the inner wall of the curved
tube as a result of the momentum balance between the momentum change caused by the
centrifugal force and the momentum change induced by the pressure gradient. This drift
leads to the occurrence of secondary flows in the flowing fluid [152]. Secondary flows, in
turn, lead to an augmentation in heat transfer with the magnitude of this increase depending
on the coil curvature (dtube,in and rturn). Here, the secondary flow was not considered in
the fluid flowmodel. However, the enhancement due to secondary flow was considered in
helical tube by correcting the heat transfer coefficient based on the helical turning radius and
the tube radius. Two heat transfer enhancement factors (1+1.77dtube,in/rturn for gas phase
and 1+10.3
(
dtube,in/rturn
)3
for liquid phase) [153] were considered for helical tube receivers,
accounting for heat transfer enhancement induced by secondary flows.
Heat transfer in single phase flow region
The local heat transfer coefficients for the liquid single phase flow region was predicted using
an empirical correlation proposed by Liu et al. [121] considering both forced convective
contribution and subcooled boiling (based on temperature differences between tube wall and
bulk fluid as well as tube wall and saturation temperature). The heat transfer coefficient for
gas single phase flow region was simply predicted by the Dittus-Boelter correlation (eq. 3.20).
3.1.3 Model coupling
The 3D receiver cavity heat transfer model and the 1D tube fluid flow model were solved
iteratively using a simulation flow as shown in figure 3.2. The calculation started with the
1D tube model using the input parameters (i.e. m˙, p, and Tinlet) and an initial guess for the
heat flux, qw,ini. A 3D heat transfer coefficient profile and a 3D fluid temperature profile along
the tube inner wall surface were generated based on the model described in section 3.1.2.
These two profiles were then applied to the 3D receiver cavity model as a convective boundary
condition at the inner tube wall. The results of the 3D receiver cavity model provided a 1D
heat flux profile to the 1D tube model by azimuthal-averaging the heat flux calculated from
the 3D cavity model for each axial tube segment and applying it to the inner tube surfaces. The
overall convergence was controlled by the relative error in the temperature (T j , temperature
for each node j) between two iterations (i.e. between iteration i and i-1) with a tolerance of
10−3 to ensure an overall energy imbalance smaller than 0.5%.
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic of the coupling between the 1D tube model and the 3D - receiver cavity
heat transfer model.
3.1.4 Numerical solution
The numerical discretization of the 1D tube model for the two-phase flow inside the receiver
tubes relied on the control volume formulation, solvedwith an implicit step-by-stepmethod in
the flow direction [124, 125]. The convergence criterion in each control volume for continuity,
momentum, and energy equations were set to 10−8. The 3D receiver cavity heat transfer
model was implement with a commercial solver, ANSYS FLUENT version 17.2 [154]. The
surface-to-surface radiation model was solved with a residual of 10−8. The energy equation
was discretized by a second order upwind scheme with a residual value of 10−7. The global
convergence criterion of the coupled 1D and 3Dmodel was the fluid temperature between two
successive global iterations, where the convergence criterion was set to 10−3. All convergences
criterion values were chosen to ensure an energy imbalance for all studied cases smaller than
0.5%.
A workstation with 24GB RAM and 10 cores was utilized to compute the coupled model. A
mesh independence study showed that a reasonable meshing scheme for the tubes consisted
of 1000 uniform elements (330 elements per meter) in flow direction (keping the same for the
1D fluid flowmodel) and 30 uniform elements in azimuthal direction (30 elements over 360°),
resulting in a total mesh element number of about 1 million cells for the 3D heat transfer
model. Further increase in the mesh element number resulted in less than 1 K difference for
the predicted outlet fluid temperature. For the receiver 1 at the reference conditions, it took 4
hours to have the final convergence (16 iterations between the receiver cavity heat transfer
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model and the tube fluid flowmodel). For receiver 2 at the reference conditions, it took 4.5
hours for a complete convergence (17 iterations between cavity model and the tube model).
The computational time for cases with varying operational and geometrical conditions took a
similar amount of time (for each calculation).
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Model validation
Comparison to parabolic trough concentrator
Due to lack of reported experimental data for direct steam generation receiver demonstrations
in solar point-focusing concentrating facilities (towers and dishes), experimental data was
utilized for direct steam generation in a parabolic trough solar collector for the validation of
our two-phase flowmodel and for checking if our flow pattern map extrapolation approach
(see section 3.1.2) was accurate. The geometrical data and operational conditions were set to
be identical to what has been reported by Lobon et al. [2]. The validation with their example
case 1 is shown in figure 3.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3 – (a) Experimentally measured fluid temperature and pressure profiles along the
absorber tube given for case 1 in [2] compared with our numerical model results, and (b) the
calculated flow pattern evolution for case 1 at qw = 12.3 kW/m
2 (calculated peak flux was up
to 25.7 kW/m2).
The detailed parameters used for the model validation are summarized in table 3.2. Our
model accurately predicted the evolution of the temperature, pressure, and heat transfer
coefficient (averaged value over azimuthal direction for each axial segment) along the flow
direction. A slight over estimation in the temperature and underestimation in the pressure in
the superheated region were observed (figure 3.3a).
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This agreement led us to conclude that the flow pattern maps can indeed be used for diabatic
watersteam flows. The discrepancy between experimental data and the predicted value was
associated with the inaccurate heat loss data from reference [2] in the superheating region.
Our model was then used to predict the flow pattern evolution along the flow direction,
information inaccessible in an actual experiment. 82.9% of the tube length was exposed
to two-phase flow. As shown in figure 3.3a, the two-phase flow started with stratified wavy
flow (26.8% of two-phase flow region or tube length) and switched to intermittent (6.2% of
two-phase flow region or tube length) and to annular flow (64.7% of two-phase flow region
or tube length) when the vapor quality reached 0.27. The flow started to dry out at a critical
vapor quality of 0.98 for the last 2% of the tube length.
Table 3.2 – Parameters and conditions used in Lobon et al. [2] case 1
Parameters Vaule
Inner diameter of the absorber 0.05 m
Outer diameter of the absorber 0.07 m
Total length of the absorber 510 m
Pressure at inlet 3.42 MPa
Temperature at inlet 205 oC
Direct normal insolation 822 W/m2
Flux concentration ratio 45
Optical efficiency 0.632
Heat loss in preheating collectors 1278 W/m2
Heat loss in boiling collectors 1828 W/m2
Heat loss in superheating collectors 2323 W/m2
Comparison to DLR receiver experiment utilizing a high-flux solar simulator
The temperaturemeasurements for a helical tube receiver from the experimental campaigns at
DLR in the high-flux solar simulator in Cologne were used for the helical tubemodel validation.
A helical tube with height, Hhelical, of 310 mm, tube outer diameter, dtube,out, of 10 mm, tube
thickness of 1 mm, and turning radius, rturn, of 75 mm was used. The major components
of the experimental setup at DLR are shown in figure 3.4a. The inlet water mass flow was
controlled by a mass flow controller with an accuracy of ± 0.4%. The pump was connected
to an independent, closed-loop water system to guarantee a constant pressure level (6 bar)
at the flow inlet. A steam separator was used to separate liquid water and vapor in the outlet
fluids. The vapor flow was then condensed in a water-cooled condenser. Three pressure
transducers were used to measure the inlet (one transducer) and outlet (two transducers: one
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for the pressure before the steam generator, and one for the vapor pressure after the steam
generator) fluid pressures with an accuracy of ± 0.2%. K-type thermocouples were welded
to the helical tube surface for the measurement of the tube surface temperatures. K-type
thermocouples inserted into T-connectors were used to measure the inlet and outlet fluid
temperatures. The thermocouples were calibrated by a Klasmeier thermocouple calibrator
and showed an accuracy of±1 K. Figure 3.5a shows a side view of the helical tube indicating the
positions of the thermocouples used for the temperature measurements. Their exact positions
are listed in table 3.3. A conically shaped diffuser was added in the receiver with a bottom
diameter of 100 mm and a height of 260 mmwith the purpose of achieving a more uniform
temperature distribution on the helical tube. Measured temperatures and inlet pressures over
time are shown in figure 3.5b with an inflow of liquid water of 3 kg/h at an inlet temperature of
416 K, inlet pressure of 4.4 bar, and 1.51 kW solar power input (peak irradiation at aperture
750 kW/m2, predicted local peak heat flux on tube surface is 47.6 kW/m2, which is within the
upper limit for the flow pattern map).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4 – (a) Schematics and main components of the experimental receiver setup at DLR’s
high-flux solar simulator (HFSS), and (b) comparison of the simulated temperatures and the
measured values along the helical tube (at positions indicated in figure 3.5a). The positions 1
and 16 stand for the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures, respectively. Other positions represent
surface temperatures of the absorber tube. Red symbols indicate experimental data and the
black symbols indicate the simulated data. Error bars for the simulated data indicate the
position uncertainties of thermocouples (± 1 mm) and errors bars for experiment data result
from the standard deviation over the steady state testing time of 2 hours
Figure 3.4 compares our calculated temperatures with the experimental data. In general,
the model accurately predicted the tube surface temperatures. The deviation between the
simulated and experimental data in the front (positions 2 to 6) are associated with a non-
diffuse irradiation in the experiment and the detachment of one thermocouple from the
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surface (position 13). The measured fluid outlet temperature was 417 K with vapor quality of
0.57. The model accurately predicted the outlet fluid conditions with relative deviations of
0.65% and 7% for the temperature (predicted value: 420 K) and vapor quality (predicted value:
0.61), respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5 – (a) Side view of the helical tube indicating the locations of the thermocouples
used for the temperature measurements, and (b) recorded temperature measurements during
the experimental run at DLR. The time (12:15 to 14:00) was selected as steady state period for
the model validation. This steady state was defined by ensuring that the standard deviation of
the measured temperatures (T1 - T16) was within 0.5 K during the selected period.
Table 3.3 – Locations of the thermocouples for the solar receiver tested at DLR.
Thermocouple Location Thermocouple Location
1 0 m 9 6.59 m
2 0.5 m 10 6.83 m
3 0.94 m 11 8.48 m
4 1.18 m 12 8.24 m
5 2.83 m 13 9.69 m
6 2.59 m 14 10.36 m
7 4 m 15 11.07 m
8 4.71 m 16 11.78 m
Note: The locations of thermocouples are shown schematically in
figure 3.3a.
3.2.2 Reference cases results
One reference case for two types of receivers was defined (see table 3.4). The number of tubes
in receiver 2 was determined by approximating closely the same total tube length as the helical
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tube in receiver 1 (3.02 m for receiver 1, and 3.04 m for receiver 2). The fluid inlet was assumed
to be at the rear of the cavity (see figure C.1) for receiver 1. The tubes in receiver 2 were
connected in series with the outlet of one tube connected to the inlet of the successive tube.
The fluid temperature profiles along the tube and the pressure for the two receivers under
reference conditions are shown in figure 3.6a and the detailed energy balance are presented
in figure 3.6b. The local heat flux along the tube length is shown in figure 3.12 indicating the
maximum heat flux may exceed 90 kW/m2, a flux magnitude beyond the validated heat flux
for the flow pattern map. The extrapolation of the map to these heat fluxes was not validated.
Under reference conditions with 1.5 kW incident solar power at the aperture, the receiver 1
(80.3%) showed better solar-to-thermal efficiency, ηSTT, than receiver 2 (78.6%). The Tfluid,out,
for receiver 1 was 1068 K, and 1029 K for receiver 2. The pressure drop for receiver 2 was
higher compared to receiver 1 due to a longer, higher velocity superheating region. Receiver 1
showed higher Q˙rerad (8.4%) than receiver 2 (7.9%) due to higher surface temperatures close to
the aperture (see figure 3.6c and 3.6d). Receiver 2 showed larger Q˙conv and Q˙cond compared
to receiver 1 (see figure 3.6b) due to a larger averaged tube surface temperature (741 K for
receiver 2, and 609 K for receiver 1).
A larger input power scenario of Q˙solar = 10 kW was created for which an increased flow rate of
0.0021 kg/s was used. This flow rate was determined by multiplying the 0.0003 kg/s (reference
value at Q˙solar = 1.5 kW) with the solar power ratio and artificially increasing it by 5% to ensure
that the outlet temperature was smaller than 1200 K (an upper temperature considered safe
for stainless steel tubes). ηSTT of both receivers increased (91.5% for receiver 1 and 90.5%
for receiver 2) for the larger input power scenario. The increase of ηSTT was attributed to
the increasing average concentration ratio (increased from 764 to 5093 for receivers 1 and
2) and increasing surface-averaged heat transfer coefficients (increased from 3022 W/m2/K
to 8567 W/m2/K for receiver 1, and from 882 W/m2/K to 4825 W/m2/K for receiver 2) when
Q˙solar increased from 1.5 kW to 10 kW. The Q˙rerad dominated the heat losses at Q˙solar = 10 kW
due to increased average tube surface temperature (666 K for receiver 1 and 780 K receiver
2). However, the efficiency of receiver 2 was still inferior to the one of receiver 1 due to much
higher Q˙cond which counteracted the benefit from lower Q˙rerad (figure 3.6b). This efficiency
difference was reduced at larger Q˙solar due to increased difference in Q˙rerad . For instance, the
absolute efficiency difference between receiver 1 and receiver 2 was 1.7% at Q˙solar = 1.5 kW
and 1% at Q˙solar = 10 kW.
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Table 3.4 – Reference case parameters used for the comparison of the five different models of
the ceria cycling.
Parameters Value
Cavity inner diameter, dcav 0.09 m
Cavity length, Lcav 0.09 m
Aperture outer diameter, dap 0.05 m
Aperture inner diameter, dap,in 0.07 m
Insulation diameter, dinsu 0.18 m
Insulation length, Linsu 0.14 m
Height of helical tube (receiver 1), Hhelical 0.08 m
Helical turning radius (receiver 1), rturn 0.04 m
Length of helical tube (receiver 1), Ltube,1 3.02 m
Length of single tube (receiver 2), Ltube,2 0.08 m
Number of tubes (receiver 1), Ntube,1 1
Number of tubes (receiver 2), Ntube,2 38
Tube outer diameter, dtube,out 0.006 m
Tube inner diameter, dtube,in 0.005 m
Surface emissivity of insulation, εinsu 0.5
Surface emissivity of tube, εtube 0.9
Fluid inlet temperature, Tfluid,in 303.15 K
Fluid inlet pressure, pfluid,in 5 bar
Inlet flow rate, m˙tube,in 3 ·10
−4 kg/s
Incident solar power at aperture, Q˙solar 1.5 kW and 10 kW
Standard deviation of flux distribution, δx 0.026 m
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6 – (a) Computed fluid temperature (solid lines) and fluid pressure (dashed lines)
along the absorber tube, (b) the fractions of energy losses due to convection, conduction,
and re-radiation from the receiver, (c) tube surface temperature for receiver 1 at reference
conditions with solar energy input of 1.5 kW, and (d) tube surface temperature for receiver
2 at reference conditions with solar energy input of 1.5 kW. In (a), the thick lines represent
the reference case with input solar energy of 1.5 kW and water flow rate of 0.0003 kg/s, and
the thin lines stand for the reference case with input solar energy of 10 kW and flow rate of
0.0021kg/s. Inlet and outlet positions and directions for receiver 1 and receiver 2 are indicated
with arrows. Tube connection sequence for receiver 2 is indicated by tube numbers (from 1 -
38).
This model can also be used for the concurrent heating of a water and CO2 mixture, a scenario
interesting for studying syngas production in HTE applications. The corresponding reference
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case results are shown in figure 3.7 with the CO2 molar fraction varying from 0 to 1 while
other parameters were kept at the reference condition. In general, the ηSTT decreases with
an increasing inlet molar fraction of CO2 resulting from higher fluid outlet temperatures for
the same solar input (see figure 3.7), which led to higher averaged tube surface temperatures
and, correspondingly, higher heat losses. The increase in the fluid outlet temperature with
increasing inlet molar fraction of CO2 resulted from the reduced (latent) heat demand with
the decreasing water flow at the inlet. The addition of CO2 to the water led to two competing
effects in terms of heat transfer: i) its increase in the subcooled region due to the higher fluid
velocity, and ii) its decrease due to the reduced length of the two-phase flow region. At a small
inlet molar fraction of CO2 (10 - 20%), the decrease in ηSTT due to reduced heating demand is
minor while the heat transfer coefficient enhancement in the subcooled region is significant
leading to a more efficiency mixture heating than individual heating of water and CO2.
Figure 3.7 – Heat losses (bar), solar-to-thermal efficiency (solid line, decreasing), and fluid
outlet temperature (dashed line, increasing) as a function of molar fraction of CO2 at the inlet.
The three bar types represent convection, conduction, and re-radiation losses.
3.2.3 Flow rates
The outlet fluid temperature Tfluid,out, ηSTT, and outlet vapor quality, xout, are shown as a
function of the fluid flow rate, m˙H2O,in, in figure 3.8a. As m˙H2O,in increased from 0.3 g/s to
1 g/s, for receiver 1, Tfluid,out decreased from 1068 K to 425 K, ηSTT decreases from 80.4% to
89.3%, and xout decreased from 1 (superheated steam) to 0.39. The significant increase in ηSTT
with increasing m˙H2O,in can be attributed to significant decrease of Q˙rerad (Q˙rerad was 161.1 W
at 0.3 g/s and 57.2 W at 1 g/s, see figure 3.8b). Receiver 2 showed similar behavior as receiver 1
in a flow rate range of 0.3 g/s to 1 g/s. The increase in ηSTT reduced when m˙H2O,in was larger
than 0.45 g/s for receiver 1 and 0.41 g/s for receiver 2 (see figure 3.8a), respectively, both due
to the reduced benefit from the decreasing re-radiation losses with increasing flow rate. Note
that receiver 1 and receiver 2 were not able to produce superheated steam when the flow rate
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was above 0.55 g/s and 0.5 g/s, respectively, both at reference conditions.
As m˙H2O,in further increased from 1 g/s to 1.6 g/s, ηSTT of receiver 1 continued to increase from
89.3 to 89.5% while for receiver 2 it decreased from 87.0% to 86.3%. This further increase of
ηSTT for receiver 1 with increasing flow rate was mostly due to a decrease of Q˙conv (from 33.6
W to 30.7 W) and Q˙cond (from 74.1 W to 73.1 W). As for receiver 2, the decrease in ηSTT resulted
from the increase in all three heat loss terms (see figure 3.8b), attributed to the reduction in
heat transfer coefficient resulting from reduced tubular length in the two-phase flow region
(xout = 0.38 at 1 g/s and xout = 0.14 at 1.6 g/s).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8 – (a) Fluid outlet temperature, solar-to-thermal efficiency, and vapor quality as a
function of the flow rate for both receiver types, and (b) composition of the different heat loss
terms as a function of the flow rate for receiver 1 (black frame) and receiver 2 (red frame).
The receiver’s thermal performance with varying flow rates offers useful information for
designing direct steam generation solar receivers with a desired outlet temperature. For
example, for a desired fluid outlet temperature of 950 K, receiver 2 is the more reasonable
choice as both receiver have identical ηSTT while receiver 2 exhibits less stringent temperature
gradients (see figure 3.6c and 3.6d).
3.2.4 Pressure
The fluid inlet pressurewas varied from1 to 25 bar. The corresponding fluid outlet temperature
and solar-to-thermal efficiency are shown in figure 3.9, and the heat loss compositions in
figure 3.9b. When the fluid inlet pressure increased from 1 to 10 bar, the solar-to-thermal
efficiency slightly decreased for receiver 1 (from 80.3% to 80.1%) while it stayed constant for
receiver 2 (78.6%). The decrease in efficiency for receiver 1 was attributed to the increasing
conductive and convective heat losses (see figure 3.9b). It is interesting to note that the
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outlet temperature increased from 1065 K to 1070 K although the efficiency decreased under
reference conditions. This resulted from the decreased enthalpy difference with increasing
pressure required to achieve the same temperature. When pressure was further increased
from 10 bar to 15 bar, receiver 1 showed a decrease in the solar-to-thermal efficiency (80.4% to
79.5%) due to the higher saturation temperatures at higher pressure and the corresponding
increase in the average surface temperature (620 K to 640 K), which dominated and increased
the heat losses (see figure 3.9b). For pressures above 15 bars, the solar-to-thermal efficiency
was constant for receiver 1 as the benefit from the increased enthalpy difference counteracted
the disadvantage in heat transfer losses. The performance of receiver 2 was not sensitive to
changes in pressure as the temperature was more uniformly distributed in the receiver.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9 – (a) Fluid outlet temperatures (black lines) and solar-to-thermal efficiencies (red
lines) as a function of inlet fluid pressure, and (b) composition of heat losses, both for receiver
1 (solid lines) and receiver 2 (dotted lines).
3.2.5 Surface emissivity
The fluid outlet temperature and solar-to-thermal efficiency as a function of the tube surface
emissivity are shown in figure 3.10a. The emissivity of the receiver cavity inner surfaces was
kept at our reference value of 0.5. In general, the solar-to-thermal efficiency and the fluid
outlet temperature increased with increasing surface emissivity (see figure 8a), resulting from
sharply reduced re-radiation losses (see figure 3.10b). Receiver 2 showed larger solar-to-
thermal efficiencies than receiver 1, in the case when εtube was smaller than 0.58. This was due
lower re-radiation losses for receiver 2 compared to receiver 1 (i.e. Q˙rerad = 505 W for receiver
1 and 437 W for receiver 2 at εtube = 0.1), which compensated the higher conductive and
convective losses for receiver 2. At εtube = 0.58, both receiver types show identical performance.
Further increase of εtube (above 0.58) led to higher performance for receiver 1, caused by a
reduced difference in the re-radiation losses due to better absorption behavior.
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These results provide guidance for the best surface emissivity and correspondingly guide the
choice of coating materials (emissivities above 0.8 increase the efficiency only minimal, by
less than 0.5%). In addition, the receiver selection (helical tube or multi-tube) can be adapted
depending on the choice or availability of the emissivity of the solar absorber surfaces.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10 – (a) Fluid outlet temperatures (black lines) and solar-to-thermal efficiencies (red
lines) as a function of tube surface emissivity, and (b) composition of the heat losses, both for
receiver 1 (solid lines) and receiver 2 (dotted lines).
3.2.6 Effect of fluid inlet position
The effect of the fluid inlet position on the performance of receiver 1 is shown in figure
3.11. The fluid inlet position was assumed to be at the rear in the reference case. This inlet
configuration showed better ηSTT at Q˙solar = 1.5 kW (ηSTT = 80.3%) than the case with inlet
position at the front (co-located with the solar irradiation position) of the receiver (ηSTT =
78.6%). This advantage in ηSTT led to higher outlet fluid temperature (1068 K at rear vs. 1030
K front). The inlet position at the front led to longer sub-cooled and two-phase flow regions
than the case with the inlet position at the rear, which led to a lower average tube surface
temperature (610 K at front vs. 816 K rear). This in turn resulted in lower Q˙conv and Q˙cond with
a front inlet. Q˙conv and Q˙cond dominated the heat losses at Q˙solar = 1.5 kW (see figure 3.11)
which favored the rear inlet case. However, the front inlet case showed lower re-radiation heat
losses because of the better heat transfer near the aperture which, in turn, led to lower tube
surface temperatures near the aperture. Compared to the front inlet case, the decrease of Q˙conv
and Q˙cond with the inlet position at the rear counteracted the increase of Q˙rerad, which caused
a decrease in ηSTT. When the increased from 1.5 kW to 10 kW, the front inlet position showed
larger ηSTT (92.3%) than the rear inlet position (91.4%). This was due to the domination of
Q˙rerad (see figure 3.11b) at higher Q˙solar and the advantage of having smaller Q˙rerad (498 W) for
the front inlet case (633 W) than the rear inlet case, which overshadowed the larger convective
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and conductive heat losses for the front inlet case (Q˙conv + Q˙cond = 223 W for rear inlet case,
and 269 W for front inlet case). Consequently, a smart choice of the flow inlet position can
boost the receiver’s performance, however dependent on the solar input power magnitude, i.e.
the receiver size.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.11 – (a) Fluid temperature along the tube for receiver 1 with inlet position at front
(solid lines) and rear (dashed lines) and for input solar energy input of 1.5 kW (red lines) and 10
kW (blue lines), (b) composition of heat losses for receiver 1 with front and rear inlet positions
and for solar energy input of 1.5 kW (red frame) and 10 kW (blue frame), and (c) averaged
inner tube wall temperature along the tube (from inlet to outlet) for inlet at rear (blue line)
and front (black line) for receiver 1 and for receiver 2 (red line). The dashed line boxes are for
the indication of dryout point.
The hot spots due to the dryout of two-phase can be identified based on the predicted tube
surface temperature. The tube surface temperature evaluations along the tube length from
the inlet to the outlet for receiver 1 with inlet from the front and rear as well as for receiver 2,
both at Q˙solar = 1.5 kW, is shown in figure 3.11c. Receiver 2 showed the highest temperature
jump at the dryout point (from 475 K - 775 K) due to the horizontally positioned absorber
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tubes, leading to lower heat transfer coefficient than the helical tube absorber (which can
be treated as a combination of horizontal and vertical tubes). The hot spots due to dryout
can be used as an indicator for the critical point where thermo-mechanical stresses might be
high given by the large temperature gradient. In addition to a large temperature jump at the
dryout point, receiver 2 showed a wave-like behavior in the tube inner surface temperature for
each tube, given by the configuration of the fluid passing through the receiver from rear to
front (or front to rear) with a large heat flux difference (figure 3.12 shows the heat flux profile).
In contrast, receiver 1 showed smaller temperature variation in both the subcooled region
and the superheated region due to smoother heat flux profiles (figure 3.12). The two cases
with fluid inlet from the front and from the rear had very similar temperature jumps at the
dryout hot spot (430 K - 635 K for inlet from the rear and 438 K - 637 K for inlet from the front).
However, the case with the fluid inlet from the front had less stringent temperature gradients
in the dryout hot spot superheated region than the case with inlet from rear (see figure 3.11c),
which can potentially lead to smaller thermal stresses.
Figure 3.12 – Averaged inner tube wall net heat flux along the tube (from inlet to outlet) for
inlet at rear (blue line) and front (black line) for receiver 1, and for receiver 2 (red line).
3.2.7 Tube diameter
The effect of different tube diameters, dtube,in, on the receiver thermal performance were
investigated which can be used to guide the choice of optimal tube diameter. The tube inner
diameters were varied from 4mm to 12 mm, details on the position are indicated in table 3.5.
The cavity size was kept to be unchanged, resulting in a decrease in the total tube length with
increasing tube diameter. In general, the total tube length for receiver 1 and receiver 2 were
close (within 8 cm formost of the cases and is changing due to the use of integer tube numbers
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Table 3.5 – Tube configurations for changing tube diameters, for receiver 1 and receiver 2
dtube,in (mm) 4 5 8 10 12
Receiver 1
Total length (m) 3.52 3.01 2.01 1.5 1.26
Tube number 45 38 25 19 16
Receiver 2 Total length (m) 3.6 3.04 2 1.52 1.28
only for receiver 2). For receiver 1 and receiver 2, the tubes were placed close to the cavity
walls, with 1mm distance between the tube wall and cavity wall. This was done in order to
avoid direct contact of the absorber tubes with the insulation and benefit from the low thermal
conductivity of air. For receiver 2, the tubes were uniformly arranged inside the cavity with 0.5
mm distance between two neighboring tubes. In general, receiver 1 and receiver 2 showed
decreasing solar-to-thermal efficiency with increasing dtube,in, due to reduced absorbing
surface area and fluid residence time in the tubes. Receiver 1 showed better solar-to-thermal
efficiency than receiver 2 when dtube,in was smaller than 7.5 mm (figure 3.13a). Receiver 1
benefited from lower convective heat losses (Q˙conv = 71.8 W for receiver 1 and Q˙conv = 96.5 W
for receiver 2 at dtube,in = 4mm) at lower tube diameters. At larger dtube,in (larger than 7.5 mm),
the lower convective losses were counteracted by the dominating Q˙rerad , caused by increasing
average tube surface temperature at large inner tube diameter (see figure 3.13b), similar as for
the emissivity variation investigation (see section 3.2.5)
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13 – (a) Fluid outlet temperatures (left y-axis in black) and solar-to-thermal efficiencies
(right y-axis in red) plotted as a function of tube inner diameter at reference conditions, and
(b) composition of the heat losses plotted as a function of tube inner diameter at reference
conditions. The solid lines are for receiver 1 and dotted lines are for receiver 2.
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3.2.8 Shape of the helical tube
Two conical shaped helical tubes (shape 1 and shape 2, see figure 3.14) for receiver 1 were
investigated with Hhelical kept at the reference condition (0.08 m). For shape 1, the bottom
turning radius was 0.02 m and the top turning radius was 0.04 m. For shape 2, the top and
bottom turning radius was reversed, compared to shape 1. Compared with shape 1 and
shape 2, the reference shape showed larger solar-to-thermal efficiency, independent of the
magnitude of the solar irradiation input power at the aperture (figure 3.14). For example,
shape 1 receiver exhibited a solar-to-thermal efficiency of 79.7% and shape 2 receiver showed
an efficiency of only 73.2%, while the reference shape reached an efficiency of 80.3%, all at
reference conditions. Shape 1 showed slightly higher conductive (76.9 W for Shape 1 and
71.2 W for reference shape) and re-radiative (128.9 W for Shape 1 and 126.1 W for reference
shape) heat losses than the reference shape. The significantly lower efficiency of the shape
2 receiver resulted frommuch higher re-radiation losses (292.6 W) compared to the shape 1
and reference shape receivers. This disadvantage in the re-radiation losses was even more
significant at larger solar irradiation input power. For example, when Q˙solar = 10 kW, shape 1
and reference shape receivers reached efficiencies as high as 91.1% and 91.5%, respectively,
while shape 2 reached only 73.4%. Based on our analysis, it is reasonable to choose the
cylindrically shaped helical tube. Receivers with this tube shape achieve high efficiency and
are reasonably simple to manufacture.
Figure 3.14 – Heat losses, STT efficiency, and fluid outlet temperature for the three difference
shapes of helical tubes (shape 1, shape 2, and reference case) and two different solar irradiation
energies at the aperture (1.5 kW and 10 kW). The different shapes are illustrated in the top left
corner. The solid lines with square symbols indicate the solar-to-thermal efficiency. The fluid
outlet temperatures are shown on top of each bar.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15 – Heat losses, STT efficiency, and fluid outlet temperature for receivers with and
without a water-cooled front and for two different solar irradiation magnitudes (1.5 kW and
10 kW). (a) shows the results for receiver 1, and (b) for receiver 2. The solid lines with square
symbols indicate solar-to-thermal efficiency. The fluid outlet temperatures are shown on top
of each bar.
3.2.9 Cooled receiver front
In a practical implementation of the receiver, a water-cooled receiver front is usually employed
to avoid overheating and damage caused by spillage irradiation at the receiver front. To
simulate the effect of the water-cooled receiver front, a fixed temperature boundary condition
was used at the receiver front surface (Tfront = 300 K) instead of the mixed convective and
radiation boundary (see section 2.1.4 ). In figure 3.15, the effect of using a cooled front on
the solar-to-thermal efficiency at two solar irradiation conditions (1.5 kW and 10 kW) was
investigated. In general, the utilization of water-cooled receiver fronts leads to an increase in
conductive heat losses from the front, decreasing the solar-to-thermal efficiency of the receiver.
For example, the conductive heat loss for receiver 1 at Q˙solar = 1.5 kWwas 99.5W and increased
to 142.1 W when a water-cooled front was used. Consequently, a temperature decrease of 33 K
in the fluid outlet temperature was observed and the solar-to-thermal efficiency decreased
from 80.3% to 79.7% (figure 3.15a). For Q˙solar = 10 kW, the conductive heat losses increased
from 124.7 W to 203.2 W leading to 12 K decrease in the outlet fluid temperature and an
0.4% decrease in efficiency. This indicates that the increase of the incidence solar irradiance
could reduce the negative impact of the water-cooled front on the receiver efficiency. Similar
behavior was observed for receiver 2. The introduction of the cooled front led to a reduced
fluid outlet temperature of 9 K and a reduction in solar-to-thermal efficiency by absolute 0.5%.
Similar effects of the cooled front on the thermal performance of receiver 2 was found (figure
3.15b).
The introduction of a water-cooled receiver front, protecting the receiver from spillage irradi-
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ation, is accompanied by large heat losses. However, this heat loss becomes less significant
when the receiver is scaled.
3.2.10 Double helical tube receiver
In the application of solar-driven high temperature electrolysis, two high temperature streams
are generally required to feed the SOEC stack: i) feed water vapor for the cathode, and ii)
sweep gas (air/N2/Ar) for anode product (i.e. O2 ) remove. Here a double helical tube configu-
ration was proposed using two parallel helical tubes for high temperature water vapor and N2
generation separately. The geometrical parameters designed for this solar receiver are given
in tabel 3.6. The front inlet positions were chosen for both tubes and the fluid temperature
evolutions along each tube in the fluid flow directions are shown in figure 3.16. The outlet
temperature of fluids are found to be 1024 K for water vapor and 1033 K for nitrogen with
temperature difference of 9 K. This small temperature difference between two fluid outlets
could guarantee a small temperature gradient at the SOEC stack inlet. For example, by assum-
ing the two fluid inlets have a gap of 2 cm, the inlet temperature gradient is 4.5 K/cmwhich
is well within the required temperature gradient (10 K/cm reported by Aguiar et al. [155]).
Figure 3.16b shows the surfaces temperature profiles for two helical tubes with longer blue
region (low temperature region, T < 400 K) for the water tube compared to the nitrogen tube
due to the presence of two-phase boiling region (corresponding to the flat region for water
fluid temperature in figure 3.16a). Based on the modeling efforts presented in this chapter, a
compact solar reactor coupling a double helical tube receiver and a SOEC stack was designed,
fabricated, and tested which is discussed in the next chapter.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16 – (a) Fluids’ temperature as a function of tube length. (b)Temperature profiles for
the outer surfaces of two helical tubes.
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Table 3.6 – Parameters used for the duoble helical tube receiver modeling
Parameters Value
Cavity inner diameter, dcav 0.11 m
Cavity length, Lcav 0.11 m
Aperture, dap 0.04 m
Insulation diameter, dinsu 0.3 m
Insulation length, Linsu 0.3 m
Height of single helical tube, Hhelical 0.08 m
Helical turning radius, rturn 0.05 m
Length of single helical tube,Ltube,1 2.2 m
Tube outer diameter, dtube,out 0.0055 m
Tube inner diameter, dtube,in 0.005 m
Fluid inlet temperature, Tfluid,in 303.15 K
Fluid inlet pressure, pfluid,in 1 atm
Inlet flow rate of water 0.2 g/s
Inlet flow rate of nitrogen 0.46 g/s
Incident solar power at aperture, Q˙solar 1.5 kW
3.3 Summary and conclusions
Under reference conditions, receiver 1 exhibited larger re-radiation heat losses and smaller
conductive and convective heat losses compared to receiver 2. The STT efficiency was always
higher for receiver 1 than receiver 2 due to higher conductive and convective heat losses. This
inferiority in solar-to-thermal efficiency for receiver 2 could be alleviated when a larger solar
power was applied, resulting from the dominance of re-radiation heat losses.
The flow rate had a significant effect on the STT efficiency and the fluid outlet conditions. In
general, the efficiency increased with the increasing flow rate for receiver 1 and this increase
reduced when the flow rate was larger than 0.55 g/s under reference conditions. Receiver
2 showed an increasing efficiency with flow rate when the flow rate was smaller than 1 g/s.
Further increase in flow rate lead to a light decrease in solar-to-thermal efficiency resulted
from increased heat losses.
Receiver 1 was more sensitive to the variation in pressure than receiver 2. In general, the
solar-to-thermal efficiency decreases with increasing inlet fluid pressure. Under reference
conditions, there existed a pressure region (10 bar-15 bar) where the decrease in efficiency
was more prominent. Higher tube surface emissivity always favored higher solar-to-thermal
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efficiency. Receiver 2 showed larger solar-to-thermal efficiency than receiver 1 when εtube
was smaller than 0.58. This offers a guideline to choose receiver designs and tube materials.
Additionally, receiver 2 might be the choice in cases where pressure variations are not well
tolerated in downstream applications.
For receiver 1, the fluid inlet position played an important role in determining the solar-
to-thermal efficiency of the receiver. When the re-radiation heat loss dominated (at large
input solar power, 10 kW in this study), the rear inlet case showed better performance as the
re-radiation reduced when cold fluid passed through tube parts close to aperture. The front
inlet is recommended in cases where the conductive and convective heat losses dominate (at
small input solar power, 1.5 kW in this study).
Smaller tube diameters always led to higher efficiency of the receivers. Receiver 1 had better
efficiency than receiver 2 under reference conditions when the inner tube diameter was
smaller than 7.5 mm. While receiver 2 showed larger efficiency at inner tube diameter larger
than 7.5 mm. This transition resulted from the smaller Q˙rerad for receiver 2 which dominated
the heat losses. The reference shape (cylindrical) of helical tube for receiver 1 exhibited a
higher solar-to-thermal efficiency than two conical shapes of the helical tube (shape 1 and
shape 2). Shape 1 showed very close performance to the reference case and the difference was
further reduced by larger solar power input. A significant reduction in efficiency was found
in the case with shape 2, resulting from very high re-radiation losses which were evenmore
prominent at higher solar power input.
The use of a water-cooled front can protect the receiver front from overheating caused by
spillage irradiation. The introduction of a water-cooled front led to higher conductive heat
losses which, in turn, resulted in lower solar-to-thermal efficiency, in the range of 0.5%-1.5%.
This decrease in efficiency could be reduced by going to higher solar power input, favoring
scaled-up designs of the receiver.
For the scaled receiver, the inlet flow rate will be significantly larger which will lead to a bypass-
ing or reduction of the stratified flow/stratified-wavy flow while elongating the annular flow
region in horizontal tubes (see figure 3.3b as an example). This may lead to further enhance-
ment in the thermal efficiency given by the improved in-tube heat transfer. Consequently, a
scale-up of the receiver might generally show enhanced efficiencies.
Here, the development of a comprehensive and computationally-effective solar receivermodel
is reported with special focus on the modeling of the two-phase flow in the solar-driven direct
steam generation systems. The thermal efficiency and each heat loss mechanism for two types
of tubular receivers were quantified under various operational conditions, material properties,
and tube geometries. Results showed that receiver designs achieving high performance in the
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direct steam generation are possible when carefully considering tube types (multiple tubes
and helical tube), surface emissivity, fluid inlet position, target operation temperature, flow
rates, and incoming solar power which offers practical design guidelines for direct steam
generation solar receiver.
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4 A compact solar reactor design and
experimentation
In this chapter, the design for a 1 kWth compact solar reactor which couples a double helical
tube solar absorber and a 16-cell SOEC stack in one single reactor is presented. The integration
of two components is expected to reduce heat losses in high-temperature fluids transportation.
The double helical tube, serving as the solar absorber, is comprised of two parallel placed
helical tubes for heating up of N2/Air for anode sweeping and feeding reactants (H2O and
H2) for the cathode, respectively, to the required operation temperature (in the range of 550
oC to 700 oC). The outlets of the double helical tubes were directly connected to a SOEC
stack mounted on the back of the double helical tubes (avoiding direct illumination by solar
irradiation) to feed the cathode and anode sides for the H2 production via electrochemical
reactions in the stack. The design of the compact solar reactor was based on our numerical
model (detailed in chapter 3). The two major components, namely the double helical receiver
(solar absorber together with steel frame supported insulation) and the SOEC stack, were
designed, fabricated, and experimentally characterized separately (campaign 1 and 2). The
two components were then coupled to form the compact reactor (campaign 3). The tests for
the compact reactor were performed with the high-flux solar simulator (HFSS) at EPFL.
4.1 Reactor design
A schematic of the compact 1 kWth solar reactor configuration is shown in figure 4.1. It consists
of a cylindrical cavity with a double helical tube (tube inner diameter 4 mm, outer diameter
6 mm, helical turning radius 40 mm, and the pitch of each helix 12.2 mmmade of Inconel
600) mounted close to the reactor aperture (cone top diameter of 40 mm, and cone bottom
diameter 72 mm). The aperture is an open-cavity (windowless) allowing for the direct entering
of the incoming irradiation. A 45o cone was design to extend the aperture towards the inner
reactor cavity to minimize the irradiation block by water-cooled front (30 mm). The cone
angle (45o) of the aperture was chosen to be equal (or larger) than the cone angle of the
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incident solar irradiation at the focal plane from the source (HFSS at LRESE, EPFL) [156]. To
avoid the potential overheating by spillage incident irradiation at the aperture, the reactor
front was water-cooled by internal channels (see figure D.1 for the technical drawing for the
water-cooled reactor front designs, the water-cooled front temperature can be well controlled
within 30 oC). On the back of the solar absorber, a 16-cell SOEC stack was mounted with
its inlets (cathode and anode) directly connected to the outlets of the double helical tube
for directly feeding by the solar absorber (cathode: helical tube 1 (H2O and H2), and anode:
helical tube 2 (Air or N2)). The SOEC stack was composed of 16 square cathode-supported
SOEC cells. Each SOEC has a size of 36 cm2 and an active of 27 cm2. Cells were stacked in a
series sequence electrically connected by bipolar plates (see figure D.2 for the bipolar plate
design). The cathode of the SOEC cell was made of Ni-cermet with a thickness of 250 µm.
The YSZ with a thickness of 13 µm acted as the solid electrolyte for ion transportation. The
anode was made of LSM with a thickness of 50 µm. The stack was designed to operate at a
temperature range from 550 oC to 700 oC.
Figure 4.1 – Schematic of the novel compact solar reactor with a double helical tubes solar
absorber and a 16-cell SOEC stack directly connected on the back of the solar absorber.
Air or otherwise N2, representing the anode flow, and liquid water premixed with H2, rep-
resenting the cathode flow, are separately piped at ambient temperature and 1 atm to the
two inlets of the solar absorber and heated up by in coming solar irradiation to the operation
temperature of the SOEC stack. The high temperature fluids from the two outlets of the
double helical tube entered the cathode inlet (indicated by small unfilled dots) and anode
inlet (indicated by small black filled dots). The water vapor in the stack cathode was then
electrochemically reduced into H2 with electrical power externally supplied to the SOEC stack.
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The products (H2 from the cathode, and O2 from the anode) collected at the two stack outlets.
The solar absorber-SOEC stack assembly was thermally insulated by alumina fiber paper
(Kaowool 1600, thermal conductivity: -0.02923 + 0.0001568T (W/m/K), thickness: 7.5 cm)
which filled the gap between the assembly and the reactor shell (steel frame). The voids
between the double helical tube and the stack, and from the stack back to the reactor back
were filled with Kaowool pellets.
4.2 Performance definitions
The electrical electrolysis efficiency, ηel,electric, was defined by the ratio between the HHV of
the hydrogen (fuel) produced by electrolysis and the electrical power consumed by the stack:
ηel,electric =
n˙H2∆hH2
IopVop
, (4.1)
where Iop and Vop are the operation current and voltage of the stack. ∆h is the enthalpy
difference of the water splitting reaction and n˙H2 the hydrogen production rate. The Faradic
efficiency for water splitting is assumed to be 100% resulting in n˙H2∆hH2 = IopVtn, where Vtn
is the thermoneutral voltage (1.3 V [157]). Hence, ηel,electric can be defined as: 1.3/ Vop.
The solar thermal efficiency, ηSTT, of the compact solar reactor (without SOEC stack, hence no
reactions considered) was the ratio between the enthalpy gain of the fluids and the incident
solar irradiation at the reactor aperture:
ηSTT =
∑
i
n˙i ,outhi ,out−
∑
i
n˙i ,inhi ,in
Q˙solar
, (4.2)
where n˙i are the molar flow rate of fluid i, hi the enthalpy of fluid i, and Q˙solar the solar power
at the aperture without considering the optical efficiency of the concentrator.
The solar-to-fuel efficiency, ηSTF , was defined as
ηSTF =
n˙H2 H HVH2
IV
ηSTEηDC−DC
+Q˙solar
, (4.3)
where ηSTE is the solar-to-electrical efficiency, and ηDC−DC the electrical efficiency (0.93 in this
study) of the DC-DC converter. The ηSTE varies with different solar electricity technologies
and the effect of which will be discussed in section 4.3.3.
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4.3 Experimentation
Three experimental campaigns were carried out at GEM of EPFL Sion (campaign 1) and at
LRESE of EPFL Lausanne (campaign 2 and campaign 3). Campaign 1 was the testing of the
16-cell SOEC stack under controlled conditions, campaign 2 was the characterization of the
thermal performance of the solar receiver without the stack, and campaign 3 was the testing
for the compact reactor (receiver + SOEC stack).
Figure 4.2 – Schematic of the test setup for the SOEC stack under controlled condition at
EPFL Sion (campaign 1). The MFC represents mass flow controller and the GC represents gas
chromatography.
4.3.1 Characterization of the SOEC stack (campaign 1)
The test setup for the SOEC stack is shown in figure 4.2. The stack was mounted in a bell-
furnace (Rohde, D). An electrical steam generator (in-house) was used for liquid water evapo-
ration which was thenmix with 10% (molar fraction) H2. H2 was used to avoid re-oxidation
of the Ni cathode catalyst. The anode was swept by air. The gas flows were controlled by
Red-y mass flow controllers and the liquid water supply to the steam generator was regulated
by a dosing pump (KNF). A voltage source (24V, TDK) connected in series with an electrical
active load (Agilent) enabled the function for the required current supply to the stack. Two
K-type thermocouples were used for the measurement of the stack center temperatures. Two
thermocouples were inserted into the center holes at the stack (figure 4.3c).
The SOEC stackwas tested under three inlet flow conditions: 4Nml/min/cm2, 8Nml/min/cm2,
and 12 Nml/min/cm2 (defined by the cathode, i.e. cathode area and cathode inlet flow rates
were used to calculate these values). The stack was operated at 1 atm with the inlets for
cathode and anode having the identical molar flow rates. The total active area of the stack was
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16 · 27 cm2 = 432 cm2. Hence, the inlet flow rates for the flow condition of 4 Nml/min/cm2 (as
an example) are: 172.8 ml/min H2 (cathode inlet), 1.555 g/min H2O (cathode inlet), and 1728
ml/min air (anode inlet). Three temperature levels (600 oC, 650 oC, and 700 oC) were tested
for each flow condition with the J-V and stack center average temperature curves shown in
figure 4.4.
The OCV decreased with increasing temperature. For example, the OCV reduced from 14.2
V to 13.4 V (for cell: 0.89 V to 0.84 V) when the stack temperature increased from 600 to 700
K at 8 Nml/min/cm2. The increase in the inlet flow rate led to increased OCV (e.g. stack
OCV increased from 13.4 V to 13.7 V when the inlet flow increased from 4 Nml/min/cm2 to 8
Nml/min/cm2).
The J-V curves showed very close behavior at temperatures of 600 oC and 650 oC all three
inlet flow rates due to dominating of large ohmic overpotentials at low temperature due to low
ionic conductivity of the YSZ electrolyte. At 700 oC, the cell potential increased with increasing
flow rate. For example, from 4 Nml/min/cm2 to 12 Nml/min/cm2 due to the increased Nernst
potential (OCV from 13.4 V to 13.7 V) and the slightly decreased stack temperature (699.2 oC
to 696.1 oC). This indicates that a flow rate of 4 Nml/min/cm2 is preferred for less electrical
power consumption at high temperature (e.g. 700 oC) and less heating demand (smaller flow
rate).
ηel,electric = 1 when the operation voltage for the stack is at 20.8 V (1.3 V per cell, see figure 4.4
the dashed lines). Larger operation voltage leads to reduction in ηel,electric, and lower operation
voltage leads to increased ηel,electric (higher even than 1). For solar-driven high-temperature
electrolysis systems, the solar thermal efficiency can be much higher than solar electrical
efficiency, favoring higher ηel,electric which minimized the electrical demand andmaximized
the heat demand. In this regard, 4 Nml/min/cm2 is still good choice as it has larger range of
operation current for ηel,electric > 1. For example, 10.4 A is the maximum operation current to
ensure ηel,electric ≥ 1 which is larger than for the flow rate of 8 Nml/min/cm
2 (10.1 A) and 12
Nml/min/cm2 (8.5 A).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.3 – Schematic and photography of the SOEC stack tested in this study: (a) The
photography of the 16-cell SOEC stack, (b) the lateral view schematic for the stack, and (c)
the top view of the stack showing four holes for install thermocouples. Two filled dots were
inserted with thermocouples during our tests, while two unfilled dots were left unused.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.4 – J-V characterization curves of the SOEC stack at 600 oC, 650 oC, and 700 oC with
gas flows: (a) 4 Nml/min/cm2, (b) 8 Nml/min/cm2, and (c) 12 Nml/min/cm2. The colored
dots are the current-voltage data. The solid lines are the average temperature at the stack
center (y-axis). The stack voltage and the average cell potential (over 16 cells) are shown in left
y-axis. The bottom x-axis is the stack operation current and the top x-axis is the cell current
density correspondingly. The dashed lines represent the cell potential of 1.3 V (20.8 V for the
stack).
4.3.2 Thermal performance of the receiver (campaign 2)
Campaign 2 was performed under the HFSS at LRESE, EPFL for the thermal performance of
the solar reactor without coupling the SOEC stack. Different temperature levels were achieved
by tuning the incoming irradiation and fluids inlet flow rates.
High flux solar simulator
The HFSS is depicted in figure 4.5 and comprises an array of 18 × 2.5 kWel high-pressure xenon
arcs arranged in two concentric circles, each closely coupled with truncated ellipsoidal specu-
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lar reflectors of common focus. It provides an external source of intense thermal radiation
(radiative power > 7.5 kW, power flux > 20 kW/m2) that mimics the heat transfer behaviors of
high concentration solar systems, such as solar towers, dishes and furnaces. Meanwhile, it
allows experimental work under controlled steady (or artificially created unsteady) conditions
for reproducible measurements and model validation [158]. The radiative flux was calibrated
as a function of the arc current by a flux gage (Vatell Corporation, TG1000 - 0, colloidal graphite
coated, range 0 – 10 MW/m2, active area 1.82 mm2, repeatability < 3%) placed at the focal
point. The radiative flux distribution is measured by using an Al2O3-plasma-coated Lamber-
tian target (Haueter Engineering GmbH, 350 × 350 mm, water-cooled aluminum body, plasma
spray-coated with alumina) by a CCD camera (Basler scA 1400 -17 gm, 1.5 MP, 12 bit pixel
depth) equipped with a manual zoom lens (Computar M6Z1212, f = 12.5 – 75 mm, Fujinon
HE20 - 1, 2 × extender) and neutral density filters (Midwest ND400, optical density 4), and
calibrated by the flux gauge. The mismatch of the typical HFSS spectrum and the one the flux
gauge has been calibrated leads to an assumed uncertainty of 10% for the flux measurements
[159]. The solar cavity-receiver is positioned at the focal plane of the HFSS. Radiative power
entering into the receiver/reactor was computed by integrating the radiative flux over the
reactor’s aperture based on the flux measurement. The flux calibration was conducted for
lamps 1, 3, 5 and lamps 2, 4, 6 with current supply for each lamp in the range of 70 A to 100 A.
Thermal measurements
In the campaign 2, the reactor was tested without electrolyzer, only producing superheated
steam and nitrogen (see figure 4.7). N2 flow rates ranging from 0.16 L/min to 0.7 L/min were
controlled using an electronic flow controller (Bronkhorst F-201CV, range 0-2 L/min). The
liquid water flow rates ranging from 2.25 g/min to 10.8 g/min were ensured by a dosing pump
(KNF SIMDOS 02, range 30 µL/min–20 ml/min, repeatability 1%). The two fluids are released
to the vent after being heated up in the solar absorber. 6 K-type thermocouples (Material:
Chromel – Alumel, tip shell: Inconnel 600 1 mm, accuracy -40oC < T < +375oC, accuracy = ±
1.5oC; 375oC < T < +1000oC, accuracy = ±0.004T) were used to monitor temperatures up to
around 1000 K for the water tube (T1, T2, T3 for front, middle, and bottom) and the sweep gas
tube (N2; T4, T5, T6 for front, middle, and bottom ) at the outer surface of the tubes in the solar
absorber (see figure 4.6). Four additional K-type thermocouples were used to measure the
inlet temperatures (Tin,water and Tin,N2) and outlet temperatures (Tout,water and Tout,N2) for the
solar absorber.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.5 – (a) Photograph of the solar reactor operating at the HFSS of EPFL, (b) incident
power at the reactor aperture under lamps 1, 3, and 5 and lamps 2, 4, and 6 with various
current supplies, and (c) the flux map at the reactor aperture with lamps 1, 3, and 5 at 85 A
current for each lamp. The red circle in (c) is the reactor aperture.
Figure 4.6 – Thermal couple positions on the double helical tube solar absorber.
6 experimental runs with different flow rates combinations of water and N2 are shown in
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figure 4.8b (see figure 4.8a for more detailed experimental data sets). Solar thermal efficiency
and outlet temperatures for 6 combinations of water and N2 flow rates are shown. In general,
the solar thermal efficiency (range between 15.8% and 77.8%) increases and the outlet fluid
temperature decreases (water outlet temperature in the range of 938 K to 736 K, and N2 outlet
temperature in the range of 910 to 666 K) with increasing flow rates (water flow rate in range of
2.25 g/min to 12.6 g/min, and N2 flow rate in range of 0.18 L/min to 1 L/min). At lower flow
rates (run 1 to run 3), the increase in flow rates led to a small outlet temperature drop (8 K
for both water and N2 outlet temperatures) which led to a significant solar thermal efficiency
increase (15.8% to 47.2%). Run 1 to run 3 were in the region where the re-radiation heat loss is
dominant and the heat removal by the fluids were minimal, leading to a stagnation condition
where the fluids outlet temperatures were inert to the change in flow rates.
Further increase in flow rates (runs 4 to 6) led to a significant drop fluid temperatures while
solar thermal efficiency continued to increase (58.4% to 77.8% from run 4 to run 6). For run 4
to run 6, the temperature difference between the water and N2 outlets were increasing (from
11 K to 30 K) with increasing flow rates. In campaign 2, the fluid rates of fluids were increased
proportionally with a fix flow rate ration (0.08 L(N2)/g (H2O)). As flow rates increased while
the solar power input at the aperture kept constant, the two-phase region in the water tube
increased due to the increased flow rate (see figure 3.16). Since the incident irradiance on
the tube surface did not change, the reduced super heating region led to decreased fluids’
residence time for heat exchange between two tubes resulting in larger fluids’ temperature
difference.
A typical run in campaign 2 is shown in figure 4.9. The inlet temperatures (Tin,water and
Tin,N2) were kept at 288 K. The flow rates for water and N2 were 9 g/min and 0.71 L/min,
respectively. Three lamps (1, 3, and 5 at 85 A) of the HFSS were utilized resulting in a 0.91
kW input power. The inlet pressures of the inlet fluids were kept at 1 atm. At steady state,
the standard deviations of measured temperatures were below 5 K. The outlet temperatures
for the steam and N2 (average over 15 minutes steady state time) were 798 K and 809 K. The
temperature different between the two outlets was 11 K.
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Figure 4.7 – Test setup for campaign 2 and campaign 3 performed under HFSS, LRESE. Cam-
paign 2 is the receiver thermal test without integrating the SOEC stack. Campaign 3 is the
compact reactor test with the SOEC stack and the tubular receiver compact.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8 – (a) Measured temperature evolution vs. time for all 6 runs under various flow
rates. (b) Solar thermal efficiency and fluid outlet temperatures for 6 runs of campaign 2 with
changing flow rates under lamps 1, 3, and 5 at 85 A (power at aperture 0.91 kW). The flow rates
for water and N2 are shown in top x-axis. Run 4 (green) represent the typical run showed in
figure 4.9 with the minimal outlet temperature difference between water and N2 (11 K). Black
squares are the solar thermal efficiencies, black circles for N2 outlet temperatures, and white
filled circles for water outlet temperature.
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Figure 4.9 – Temperatures for a typical run of campaign 2. The dashed vertical line indicates
the start of steady state.
4.3.3 Compact solar reactor testing (campaign 3)
In the campaign 3 (see Figure 4.7), the reactor thermal and electrical performances were
tested in a compact manner. The thermal setup has been extended by directly connecting
the outlets of the solar absorber (the double helical tubes) to the inlets of the SOEC stack
(see figure 4.1). To avoid the re-oxidation of Ni catalyst at cathode of the SOEC stack 5% to
10% H2 (molar fraction) were supplied to the cathode inlet of the reactor. The liquid water
and the hydrogen were mixed before introducing into the cathode inlet. The anode inlet
was swept with N2 (partial pressure of oxygen < 2 ppm). The inlet flows were introduced
with a pressure of 1 atm. After the heating in the solar absorber and the electrolysis in the
stack, the anode flow (O2+ N2/air) was released to the vent whereas the cathode flow (H2 and
steam) was cooled to ambient temperature by a condenser (Alfa Laval AN27-10H, counter flow,
5.5 kW). The H2 was skimmed from the remaining liquid water by a separator. In addition
to the thermocouples for the surface temperature of the solar absorber (T1 to T6), 4 K-type
thermocouples were introduced to measure the temperature of the SOEC stack (Tstack,top,
Tstack,bottom, Tstack,center1, and Tstack,center2). Current-voltage curves of the electrolyzer cell
were measured using a potentiostat (Power Supply EA - PS 8080 - 60 DT, 0 - 80V, 0 - 1500 W,
accuracy < 2%) forcing the current and an auxiliary voltmeter (DC Electronic Load EA-EL
3160-60, 0-160V, 0-400 W, accuracy < 2%) for the voltage measurement.
The required heat rate for the SOEC stack must be smaller than 200 oC/h (Almus AG) to avoid
membrane (YSZ) crack due to thermal stress induced by rapid heating. Figure 4.10 shows the
temperature evaluation for a typical test of the compact solar reactor. To ensure a heating
rate of the SOEC stack smaller than 200 oC, the lamps of the HFSS were turned one by one
(from lamp 1 to 6 with lamp current supply from 70 A to 90 A) with a flow combination of 2.57
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Figure 4.10 – Temperature evolution over the testing time for the thermocouples on the solar
absorber (T1 to T6) and the SOEC stack (Tstack,top, Tstack,bottom, Tstack,center1, and Tstack,center2).
J-V curves were measured at 3 selected flow and irradiation conditions (run 1 to run 3). Blue
block covered region is one of a thermal behavior testing regions.
L/min N2 for anode inlet, 0.174 L/min H2 and 1.555 g/min H2O for cathode inlet. As shown in
figure 10, the whole preheating phase took about 2.75 hours heating up the stack temperature
(averaged over the four measured temperatures on the SOEC stack) from 20 oC up to 560 oC
giving a heat rate of 196.7 oC/hwhich was within the requirement. Themaximum temperature
different within the SOEC stack (different between Tstack,top and Tstack,bottom) was around 42 K.
Hence, for a stack height of 44 mm (see figure 4.3b), the average temperature gradient over the
whole cell can be estimated to be 9.5 K/cm which is close to the acceptable 10 K/cm reported
by Aguiar et al. [155].
3 runs were selected for three different distinct temperatures (average temperature over the
SOEC stack: 783 oC, 707 oC, and 620 oC, see figure 4.10). Run 1 was performed under incident
irradiation at the reactor aperture of 2.4 kW (Lamps 1 to 6 at a current supply of 100 A) with a
flow of 3.5 L/min N2 for anode inlet and 0.36 L/min H2 and 3.11 g/min H2O for cathode inlet
(8 Nml/min/cm2). Run 2 was performed under incident irradiation at the reactor aperture of
2.04 kW (lamps 1 to 6 at a current supply of 90 A) with the same flow condition as the run 1.
Run 3 was performed under the same incident irradiation as run 2 with as flow condition of
2.57 L/min N2 for the anode inlet and 0.174 L/min H2 and 1.555 g/min H2O for cathode inlet
(4 Nml/min/cm2).
The J-V curves for 3 selected runs are shown in figure 4.11. A degraded electrical performance
was found for the SOEC stack at high current density. Take run 2 as an example, the stack
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voltage (line with red circles) was larger than the previously measured data under stable
condition (red dots) when the current supply to the stackwas larger than 6 A. This performance
degradation may relate to the degradation/delamination of electrodes induced by enlarged
temperature gradient over the stack when further increasing the stack temperature during the
thermal testing (the period after the preheating phase and before run 1, see figure 4.10). For
example, the average temperature gradient over the stack was found to be 12 K/cm (with an
average stack temperature of 965 K) which was larger than the required 10 K/cm. However,
significant lower stack voltages were found in the low current region (smaller than 6 A for run
2). This is due to the use of the N2 (partial pressure of O2 < 2 ppm) as the anode sweep gas in
the compact reactor tests compared to using air in the previous tests, leading to significant
reduction in the Nernst potential (see eq. 1.8 which is highly dependent on the partially
pressures of the involved reactants. For example, the Nernst potential calculated using bulk
concentration for H2, O2, and H2O for run 2 in the compact test (red dots in figure 4.11) is 0.58
V per cell while it is 0.89 V per cell for the stable test (filled red dots in figure 4.11) showing a
reduction of 0.31 V (53% reduction). This low operation voltage at low current was also related
to the stack degradation or cell break induced by high internal temperature gradient (12 K/cm)
which needs to be further confirmed and improved in the future.
Figure 4.11 – J-V curves for the selected 3 runs with 3 different averaged stack temperatures.
The thermoneutral operations (cell voltage equal to 1.3V) of the stack are indicated by the
filled black dots. Filled red dots are the data measured under stable conditions for the same
flow (identical flow rate in cathode, while air instead of N2 was used for anode sweeping) and
temperature conditions (figure 4.4b for 8 Nml/min/cm2 and 700 oC)
The compact reactor tests showed that the novel reactor concept can provide a relatively
sufficient stable thermal operation conditions for SOEC stack. The STF efficiency can be
estimated based on the measured compact solar reactor performance. The solar-to-electricity
efficiency, ηSTE, was assumed to be 15% by using commercialized single-crystalline silicon
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PV cells [68] for electricity supplying to the SOEC stack of the solar reactor. The electrical
efficiency for the DC-DC converter, ηDCDC, was 93% as mentioned in section 4.2. For the 3
runs tested in the compact solar reactor mode, the STF efficiency of the compact reactor was
calculated without any heat recovery by assuming an thermoneutral operation (1.3 V per cell)
and an 100% Faradic efficiency. The ηSTF for run1 to run 3 were 5.7%, 4.9%, and 4.3%. If III-V
based PV cell is used as the electrical source, for example a commercial III-V triple junction
cell [10] with of 37% under 200 suns, the ηSTF for run1 to run 3 increased to 7.5%, 6.3%, and
5.2%. For run 2, if the SOEC stack was operated without degradation and coupled to the III-V
PV cells, the envisioned can be 7.9%.
The potential to increase ηSTF further can be achieved by introducing heat recovery. For
example, two heat exchangers can be used to recover heat of the cathode and anode outlets for
preheating the cathode and anode inlets, respectively. Assuming a heat exchanger effective-
ness of 0.7 based on the heat exchanger model in chapter 1 section 1.2.4 and a solar thermal
efficiency of 50% for the receiver (an averaged values based on campaign 2). For run 1, 48%
reduction in required incident solar irradiation was achieved with the ηSTF can be further
improved to 13.7% using III-V based PV cells with SOEC stack data from campaign 3. Similarly,
for run 2 and run 3, the ηSTF can be improved to 10.9% and 15.8%, respectively. The sharp
increase in ηSTF for run 3 shows the importance of the optimization for the flow rates (not
only optimizing for the SOEC stack performance) which could possibly minimize the required
solar energy for heating when the heat recovery is introduced.
4.4 Summary and conclusions
A novel compact solar reactor which couples a double helical tube solar receiver and a 16-
cell SOEC stack in one single reactor was proposed, fabricated, and experimentally tested
for hydrogen production. The SOEC stack was initially tested under well-controlled stable
conditions at GEM’s test bench to characterize the electrochemical behavior of the SOEC stack
under various temperature and flow rate conditions (campaign 1). Higher temperature always
leads to better electrical performance of the SOEC stack. Lower flow rate (e.g. 4 Nml/min/cm2)
showed better stack performance, especially at high temperature (e.g. 700 oC) due to lower
Nernst potential and slightly higher stack temperature. In addition, low flow rate in compact
reactor mode can reduce the required solar power for heating. The thermal behavior of
the solar absorber was tested under various flow rates in campaign 2. A maximum solar-to-
thermal efficiency of 78% was achieved for run 6 with inlet flow rates of 1 L/min N2 and 12.6
g/min water and 0.91 kW incident irradiance at the reactor aperture. Re-radiation heat losses
dominated at low flow rates (for N2 between 0.18 L/min and 0.53 L/min, for water between
2.25 g/min and 6.75 g/min), for which the outlet temperatures were only slightly affected by
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the flow rates (9 K increase with increasing flow rates). In the campaign 3, the thermal and
electrical performancewere tested for the compact solar reactor. The preheating phase showed
good heating rates (196.7 oC/h) and maximum 9.5 K/cm temperature gradient over the stack.
The further increasing in the stack temperature (blue region figure, average stack temperature
965 K) led to high temperature gradient (12 K/cm) which may lead to degradation in stack
performance. Based on the measured performance of the stack, the solar-to-fuel efficiency of
5.3% can be achieved for run 3 (1056 K and 8 Nml/min/cm2) with a single-crystalline silicon
PV. When III-V based PV cells were assumed (37% solar-to-electricity efficiency), the solar-to-
fuel efficiency of the reactor can be improved to 7.5%. Further introduce of heat recovery may
lead to a further efficiency increased can be envisioned to 13.7% (for run 3 with III-V based
PV) by assuming a heat recovery effectiveness of 0.6.
The experimental results show the feasibility of this novel solar reactor concept, featuring
direct steam generation and direct feeding of the reactant and sweep gas to the SOEC stack in
order to reduce the transmission heat losses. This design is expected to enhance STF efficiency,
reduce system complexity, and hence improve system sustainability compared to a separated
approach.
Further improvements of the reactor include fabrication of higher performance SOEC stack
and stable temperature (temperature gradient) control over the stack to avoid the fast degra-
dation induced by fast heating and large temperature gradient over the stack. Our work on
improving the compact reactor is on-going, the improvement will include a better perfor-
mance stack and adding controlled electrical heating system on the solar absorber for the
stabilization of the stack temperature.
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5 An integrated concentrated solar fuel
generator concept1
According to the discussion in chapter 1, the hybrid approach (PV + CST) was found to be
the most promising strategy benefiting both high efficiency heating from concentrated solar
technologies and cheap PV electricity. Typically, a 10% solar-to-hydrogen efficiency can be
achieved by carefully choosing operation conditions using commercialized single crystalline
silicon PV cells.
In the hybrid CST and PV approach, PV, solar receiver, and SOEC are considered to be three
independent subsystems, electrically connected by wires and power electronics (between PV
and SOEC) and fluidically connected by metal or ceramic pipes (between the solar receiver
and SOEC) [160, 44]. These connections lead to transmission losses in, both, electricity
and heat. An estimated temperature drop of 300 K and energy loss 100 W is predicted for
two connecting pipes of 5 cm length each with a 15 cm thick Alumina insulation. All these
losses are expected to reduce the system efficiency by 30% unless highly conductive electrical
networks and well-insulated pipe networks are designed and used. Additionally, this system,
made of several separate components, will require more auxiliary components and balance
of system, expected to lead to increased cost and reduced sustainability. To minimize these
transmission losses and to reduce the system complexity, we propose an integrated solar fuel
reactor design which combines a cavity receiver (cavity chamber and thermal insulations) and
a tubular solid oxide electrolyzer cell (SOEC) (anode and cathode channels and electrodes,
and a solid oxide electrolyte) forming a compact monolithic device. The electricity need of
the SOEC are provided by a concentrated III-V triple junction photovoltaic cell integrated
on the water-cooled aperture of the reactor. The surface of the SOEC cell (see figure 5.1 the
cathode channel outer surface) is simultaneously used as the solar absorber for reactant
heating and the reactant channel. The heated-up reactants are then electrochemically and
1Material from this chapter is in preparation for a journal publication: M. Lin and S. Haussener, “An integrated
concentrated solar fuel generator concept utilizing a tubular solid oxide electrolysis cell as the solar absorber,”
2018.
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thermochemically converted in the SOEC cell.
The solar energy partitioning between heat generation (in the absorber tube) and electricity
generation (in the PV cell) is achieved by varying the radius of the reactor aperture for a specific
size of the focus size.
The feasibility assessment and the quantification of the monolithic reactor performance
under various operation conditions is key for the successful engineering of such a reactor
concept. Various models of SOEC have been proposed [161, 162, 163, 164], assuming the
SOEC is either placed in a well-controlled oven (constant outer surface temperature [165]) or
well-insulated (adiabatic conditions [161, 164]). None of thesemodeling efforts considered the
non-uniform heating conditions of the SOEC, which in turn leads to the spatial temperature
and current variations. The SOEC performance corresponding to these non-uniform heating
induced variations are of importance for the optimized integrated solar reactor design in
terms of both performance and mechanical stability. Another key challenge for this integrated
solar reactor design lies in the mechanical stability of the ceramic absorber/electrolyzer
tube. Thermo-mechanical stresses are induced by the large temperature gradients within the
ceramic absorber/electrolyzer tube, resulting from the non-uniform concentrated solar energy
input and the intermittency of solar energy. To address these problems, the homogeneity of
the temperature inside the reactor is of great interest. Design guidelines for the reactor need
to be formulated so as to avoid unacceptable temperature gradients in the reactor.
In this study, we developed a multi-physics model for the performance prediction of the
integrated solar reactor (see figure 5.1 for the reactor model domain) which solves the various
coupled physical governing equations in 2D by a commercial finite element solver [166]: fluid
flow and spices transport in fluid channels and electrodes, electrochemistry and thermochem-
istry on the electrodes, current distribution on the whole SOEC, and heat transfer over the
entire reactor. The III-V material based PV cell performance was predicted by the equivalent
circuit model which was then coupled directly (direct wire connection) or indirectly (via a
DC-DC converter) to the SOEC.
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5.1 Reactor description
Figure 5.1 – Schematic of the axisymmetric calculation domain for the proposed integrated
solar reactor (not to scale). The dashed red box is the SOEC cell domain. The white thick
arrows stand for species transport and the dashed black lines stand for current flows. The
coordinate 0 point (black dot) is on the aperture (black dot at the aperture domain). The
DC-DC converter only appears in the indirect connected cases.
The multi-layered ceramic absorber tube (which also acts as SOEC cell) is the key component
of the integrated reactor where the reactants (H2O and CO2) are heated electrochemically
converted into syngas while competing with two thermochemical reactions. In the porous
cathode, H2O and CO2 are reduced with electrons into H2, CO, and O
2− (eqs. 6 and 7).
The water reduction reaction (eq. 6) is termed as reaction 1 (R1) and the CO2 reduction
reaction (eq. 7) is termed reaction 2 (R2) in this chapter.
In the porous anode, the oxygen ions are transported through the solid oxide electrolyte (i.e.
YSZ) from the cathode to the anode, where they are oxidized into oxygen and electrons (eq. 8,
termed R3).
Air acts as the sweep gas for the anode. In the case of syngas production, two additional
reversible thermochemical reactions take place, i.e. water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) and
steam reforming reaction (SRR) (termed R4 and R5):
CO+H2O↔H2+CO2, (5.1)
CH4+H2O↔CO+3H2. (5.2)
The PV cell was placed at the water-cooled reactor front, around the receiver aperture, convert-
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ing concentrated solar irradiation into electricity which is either directly provided to the SOEC
or indirectly provided to the SOEC through a DC-DC. The latter approach provides better
power matching between the SOEC and PV. Here, the solar energy partitioning for PV and
solar receiver can be adjusted by tuning the aperture size, and the mean solar concentration
can be different for the PV and solar receiver.
A numerical model for the integrated solar reactor is developed. The model simultaneously
solves the governing equations for each component and couples the different components
(sub-domains) with flux boundary conditions. The calculation domain (figure 5.1) was divided
into several sub-domains: i) the receiver chamber domain (solving for radiative transfer and
natural convection), ii) the tubular SOEC cell domain composed of two channels (cathode and
anode channels), two porous electrodes (cathode and anode), and a solid electrolyte (solving
for charge transport, fluid flow, species transport, and heat transfer), iii) the thermal insulation
domain (solving for heat conduction), and iv) the PV cell domain placed at the front of the
reactor (solving an equivalent circuit model for opto-electronic performance).
5.2 Model development
5.3 Cavity model
At the aperture of the cavity, the spatial distribution of the concentrated solar irradiation is
estimated by a Gaussian distribution and the angular distribution is assumed to be diffuse.
These characteristics largely dependent on the geometry of the concentrator and the position
of the reactor relative to the focal plane of the concentrating facility and is characterized by the
mean concentration (Cap). The receiver aperture boundary was treated as a high-temperature
blackbody surface with an equivalent temperature [44]. The surface integration of the radiative
flux over the receiver aperture gives the total solar power input into the receiver for heating
use (Q˙solar,ap).
The inner surfaces of the receiver cavity were considered grey and diffuse, and the air inside
the cavity was assumed to be a non-participating media in the radiative heat transfer and was
described by a surface-to-surface radiation model [167]. This model was applied to all inner
cavity surfaces and the aperture. The re-radiation loss (Q˙rerad) was defined as the total emitted
power from the inner cavity surfaces toward the aperture. The heat conduction through
the air in the cavity was not numerically computed but estimated with a surface heatsink.
Similarly, also the fluid flow and natural convection was quantified by utilizing an empirical
Nu correlation [135] and was applied to the receiver inner surfaces as heat sink [46]. The
convective heat loss (Q˙nc) was the integration of the convective heat transfer rate over the
cavity walls. The net heat passing into the absorber tube/tubular SOEC was used for reactants
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heating as well as providing thermal energy for chemical reactions (when needed).
5.4 SOEC models
5.4.1 Fluid flow and species transport
The two gas channels and two porous electrodes were modeled as porous media (materials
properties given in tables 5.1, and E.1-E.4). Gas channels were comprised of multiple straight
channels which were used as current collector/distributor and fluid distributor. Instead of
modeling the detailed multi-channel geometry, the gas channels were modeled as porous
domains with porosities (void channel volume over the total volume of the channel domain)
and tortuosities (to be used in the species transport model, eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) [168]. The fluid
flow in the two gas channels and the two porous electrodes were modeled by solving the mass
conservation equation and Navier-Stokes equation with the Darcy extension [169],
∇· (ρu)=QM, (5.3)
ρ
ε
(
u ·∇
u
ε
)
=∇·
[
−pId+
µ
ε
(
∇u+ (∇u)T
)
−
2µ
3ε
(∇·u)Id
]
−
(
µB−1+βF |u|+
QM
ε2
)
u, (5.4)
where u is the superficial fluid velocity, ρ the gas mixture density, QM the mass source term
(zero for gas channels and for porous electrodes based on the local electro- and thermochem-
ical reactions, see below). µ is the dynamic viscosity (obtained from Coolprop [139]), B the
permeability, and ε the porosity of the channels and electrodes.
The species transport in the gas channels and porous electrodes was simulated by solving the
Maxwell-Stefan model [170],
∇· jm,i +ρ(u ·∇)ωi =Ri , (5.5)
where ωi is the mass fraction, jm,i the mass flux relative to the mass averaged velocity, and
Ri the reaction rate related to thermos- and electrochemical reactions. The species transport
model was coupled to the fluid flowmodel (eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) by taking the velocity data and
updating the local species’ compositions for the effective gas mixture properties, which – in
turn – were again used in the fluid flowmodel. The jm,i was calculated by a mixture-averaging
approximation [171],
jm,i =−
(
ρDmki ∇ωi +ρωi D
mk
i
∇Mn
Mn
)
, (5.6)
where Dmk
i
=
(
1
Dm
i
+
1
Dk
i
)
is the effective mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient, Dm
i
=
1−ωi∑n
k =i
xk
Di k
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is the mixture-averagedmulticomponent Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities with the binary diffu-
sivities Di k predicted by Chapman-Enskog theory and the Knudsen diffusion coefficients D
k
i
predicted by Knudsen theory, and Mn =
(∑n
i
ωi
Mi
)−1
the mixture-averaged molar weight.
5.4.2 Charge conservation
Charge transport in electrodes, electrolyte, and gas channels (metal part as the current collec-
tor) is given by [172]:
∇· Jk = Sk , (5.7)
Jk =−σk∇Vk , (5.8)
where k = cc for current collector, io for ionic conductor, and el for electrical conductor, σk the
effective ionic/electronic conductivity, Vk the electrical potential,Sk =
∑
ATPB Ji is the sum of
volumetric current sources (product of the electrochemically active specific surface area, Atpb,
and local current density, Ji ) due to electrochemical reactions. The effective conductivities
and active surfaces areas were predicted using coordination number theory and percolation
theory ( section 5.4.7).
5.4.3 Electrochemical reactions
The two competing electrochemical reactions (H2O and CO2 splitting reactions) were con-
sidered and the potential balance for the two electrically parallel-connected pathways is
formulated by considering the equilibrium potential, E, activation overpotential, ηact, and
ohmic overpotentials, ηohmic.
Vcell = E +
∣∣ηact,ca∣∣+ηact,an+ηohmic, (5.9)
E was predicted by the Nernst equation [58] which comprised of the standard potential (E0)
and the concentration overpotential (ηconc):
EH2 = E0,H2 +ηconc,H2 , (5.10)
ECO = E0,CO+ηconc,CO, (5.11)
whereECO = E0,CO+ηconc,CO , E0,CO = 1.46713−4.527·10
−4T , ηconc,H2 =
RT
2F ln
(
pH2
pH2O
)
+
RT
2F ln(pO2)
0.5
and, ηconc,CO =
RT
2F ln
(
pCO
pCO2
)
+
RT
2F ln(pO2)
0.5 . pi are the local partial pressure of H2, H2O, CO,
CO2, and O2) in the porous electrodes, obtained by solving spices transport equations (section
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5.4.1).
The kinetics of electrochemical reactions were described by the Bulter-Volmer formulation:
Ji ,ca = J0,i ,ca
{
exp
(
2Fηact,i ,ca
RT
)
−exp
(
−Fηact,i ,ca
RT
)}
, (5.12)
where J0,i ,ca =
RT
3F si ,ca is the exchange current density for i = H2O or CO2 (for water or carbon
dioxide splitting reactions at the porous cathode). si ,ca is the cathode surface conductivity for
H2O and CO2 reductions, estimated by empirical correlations [9],
sH2O,ca = γ0,H2O,ca exp
(
−
Eact,ca
RT
)(
pH2O
Keq,H2OpH2
)0.266
, (5.13)
sCO2,ca = γ0,CO2,ca exp
(
−
Eact,ca
RT
)(
pCO2
Keq,CO2pCO
)0.266
, (5.14)
where γ0,H2O,ca and γ0,CO2,ca are the pre-exponential factors, pi the local partial pressures
ofH2, H2O, CO, and CO2 at cathode which are solved by fluid flow and species transport
models, Eact,ca is the activation energy for the cathode, and Keq,H2O and Keq,CO2 are equilib-
rium constants for H2O and CO2 splitting reactions. The equilibrium constants were fitted
to equilibrium calculations in HSC Chemistry 5 [173]. The activation overpotential for 2O
oxidation reaction at the anode is given as [9]:
Ji ,an = J0,i ,an
{
exp
(
2Fηact,i ,an
RT
)
−exp
(
−2Fηact,i ,an
RT
)}
, (5.15)
sO2,an = γ0,O2,an exp
(
−
Eact,an
RT
)
p0.5O2 . (5.16)
Table 5.1 – Modeling parameters for electrochemical reactions [9].
Parameters Vaule
Pre-exponential factor for R1, γ0,H2O,ca 2.1 ·10
11 A/m2
Pre-exponential factor for R2, γ0,CO2,ca 5.25 ·10
10 A/m2
Pre-exponential factor for R3, γ0,O2,an 2.5 ·10
9 A/m2
Activation energy for cathode, Eact,ca 1.2 ·10
5 J/mol
Activation energy for anode, Eact,an 1.3 ·10
5 J/mol
The parameters (pre-exponential factors and activation energy) used in this study are shown
in table 5.1.
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5.4.4 Thermochemical reactions
The reaction rates for WGSR and SRR were predicted using Haberman and Young’s model [57]
and the volumetric reaction rates for WGSR (RWGSR) and SRR (RSRR):
RWGSR = kWGSR
(
pH2OpCO−
pH2pCO2
KWGSR
)
, (5.17)
kWGSR = 0.0171exp
(
−103191
RT
)
, (5.18)
KWGSR = exp
(
−0.2935Z 3+0.6351Z 2+4.1788Z +0.3169
)
, (5.19)
RSRR = kSRR
(
pCH4pH2O−
pH2pCO
KSRR
)
, (5.20)
kSRR = 2395exp
(
−231266
RT
)
, (5.21)
KSRR = 1.0267×10
10 exp
(
−0.2513Z 4+0.3665Z 3+0.5810Z 2−27.134Z +3.277
)
, (5.22)
where Z = 1000
T
−1, R the universal gas constant, pi the partial pressure for each species locally
at the porous cathode solved by the species transport model in section 5.4.1, and T is the local
fluid temperature obtained from the heat transfer model in section 5.4.5.
5.4.5 Heat transfer in SOEC
The steady state energy conservation equation is solved in all SOEC domains (including
cathode and anode channels, electrodes, and electrolyte). The conductive and convective heat
transfer dominates the heat transfer mechanism within the SOEC, while we neglect radiative
heat transfer within the SOEC (radiative heat transfer only led to 2 K changes in the local
temperature [174]). The energy conservation equation is given as,
ρCp u =∇· (k∇T )+Q˙H, (5.23)
where u is the superficial velocity fields in the fluid channels and porous electrodes, calculated
from themass andmomentum conservation equations (section 5.4.1) or set to zero in the solid
electrolyte domain. Q˙H is the total heat source term accounting for ohmic heat generation
(Q˙ohmic) in the electrolyte and porous electrodes, the reversible heating effects of the entropy
change due to electrochemical (R1, R2, and R3) and thermochemical (R4 and R5) reactions
(Q˙rev = Q˙rev,ca+ Q˙rev,an+ Q˙rev,WGSR+ Q˙rev,SRR) in the porous electrodes, and the irreversible
heat generation induced by activation and overpotentials in the porous electrodes (Q˙act and
Q˙conc). k is the thermal conductivity for each computational domain. For porous domains
(two gas channels, two electrodes), k = keff and is the volume-averaged conductivities of the
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solid materials and fluid mixture. The temperature-dependent thermal conductivities for the
fluid mixtures and the solid materials are given in table E.1. A similar method was used to
calculate the heat capacities (cp) and densities (ρ) of the fluid mixtures and the detailed values
used in this study are listed in table E.2 and table E.3, respectively.
The ohmic heat source considered for different domains is given by:
Q˙ohmic =
J2ion
σion
+
J2
elec
σelec
, (5.24)
where Jion and Jelec are the current densities for ionic and electronic, respectively, conducting
phases ( jel is 0 in the electrolyte domain), and σion and σel the effective conductivity of ionic
and electronic, respectively, conduction phases for the porous electrodes.
The reversible heat sources due to the electrochemical reactions are obtained based on the
entropy changes,
Q˙rev,ca =
ATPB,ca(JH2O,caT∆sR1+ JCO2,ca
T∆sR2)
2F
, (5.25)
Q˙rev,an =
ATPB,an JO2,anT∆sR3
2F
, (5.26)
where ∆sR1 , ∆sR2 , and ∆sR3 are the entropy generation for R1, R2, and R3, and JH2O,ca, JCO2,ca,
and JO2,an current densities for R1, R2, and R3, respectively. The reversible heat sources caused
by two thermochemical reactions (R4 and R5) are calculated based on the reaction rates:
The reversible heat sources caused by the two thermochemical reactions (R4 and R5) are
calculated based on the reaction rates:
Q˙rev,WGSR =RWGSR∆hWGSR, (5.27)
Q˙rev,SRR =RSRR∆hSRR, (5.28)
where ∆hWGSR and ∆hSRR are the reaction enthalpies for R4 and R5.
The irreversible heat generation induced by activation and overpotentials in the two porous
electrodes are predicted by the products of the overpotentials and the current densities:
Q˙act = ηact,H2 JH2O,ca+ηact,CO JCO2,ca, (5.29)
Q˙conc = ηconc,H2 JH2O,ca+ηconc,CO JCO2,ca. (5.30)
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5.4.6 Carbon deposition boundaries in C-H-O ternary diagram
The carbon deposition must be avoided due to its deactivation effect on the cathode catalysts
[175, 176]. Along the cathode (from the inlet to the outlet) during the syngas production,
the carbon deposition tendency increases as the steam-to-carbon ratio of the gas mixture
increases [177]. A smart choice of the inlet gas composition, pressure, temperature, and
operation current density is required to avoid carbon deposition in the SOEC. We predicted
the onset of carbon depositions based on a C-H-O ternary diagram, by minimizing the free
energy of the gas mixture, considering 6 species (i.e. H2, H2O, CO, CO2, O2, CH4, and C).
The detailed thermodynamic model of Broers et al. [178] was implemented in an in-house
MATLAB code. The preferable operation conditions were chosen to ensure there was no
carbon deposition at the cathode outlet.
Figure 5.2 – Schematic of the SOEC and the random packing of binary spheres for electrodes.
The definition of the contact angle, θ, is schematically shown on the right side. Example
electron, ion, and species transport at one triple phase boundary (TPB) well as the transport
pathways are shown, for both cathode and anode. The solid-line paths are for ions and the
dash-line paths are for electrons.
5.4.7 Microstructure properties for the porous electrodes
Fluid, low-resistant electronic and ionic transport, and fast reaction kinetics are of crucial
importance for a high-performance SOEC and are largely dependent on the microstructure
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properties of the porous electrodes [179]. We modeled the microstructure of the porous
SOFC/SOEC electrodes as a binary random spherical packing system comprised of void
space, and electronic and ionic conducting particles (see figure 5.2). The microstructure
characteristics, namely porosity, the volume fraction of the electronic and ionic phases (φelec
and φion), and the mean radius of the electronic and the ionic phases (relec and rion), have a
decisive impact on the electrodes’ transport characteristics. The accurate quantification of
its morphological and effective properties, namely the active surface area per unit volume,
tortuosity, effective electronic and ionic conductivities, and effective gas diffusion coefficients,
is therefore crucial for the accuracy of the model. We used the coordination number theory
to obtain the correlations between the microstructure and the effective properties [180]. The
average coordination number for electronic and ionic particles can be estimated as:
Zelec = 3+
(Ztot−3)r
2
elec
ξelecr
2
elec
+ξionr
2
ion
, (5.31)
Zion = 3+
(Ztot−3)r
2
ion
ξelecr
2
elec
+ξionr
2
ion
, (5.32)
where Ztot = 6 is the overall coordination number in a random packing of binary spheres, and
ξelec =
φelecr
3
elec
φelecr
3
elec
+φionr
3
ion
and ξion =
φionr
3
ion
φelecr
3
elec
+φionr
3
ion
the number fractions of electronic and ionic
conducting phases. The coordination number, Zi− j , between i-phase and j-phase particles,
representing the average number of j-phase particles in contact with an i-phase particle, was
calculated as:
Zi− j = ξ j
Zi Z j
Ztot
. (5.33)
The probability of an i-phase particle belongs a percolated cluster of the same phase can be
estimated by [181]:
Pi =
[
1−
(
4.236−Zi−i
2.472
)2.5]0.4
. (5.34)
The effective electronic (i = elec) and ionic conductivities (i = ion) of the porous electrodes are
given based on the percolation theory:
σi ,eff =σi ,0(φi Pi )
1.5, (5.35)
where σi ,eff is the effective conductivity and σi ,0 the intrinsic conductivity of phase i. The
intrinsic electrical conductivities for YSZ, LSM, Ni, and gas channel (steel) are listed in table
E.4. The active surface area of the porous electrode was given as [182]:
ATPB =pisin
2θmin(r 2elec,r
2
ion)ntotξelξionPelecPion
ZelecZion
Ztot
, (5.36)
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where Atpb is the active surface area which is calculated separately for the porous cathode
and anode, θ the contact angle between electronic and ionic conducting particles, and ntot =
1−ε
(4/3)pi(ξelecr
3
elec
+ξionr
3
ion
)
the total number of particles of the porous electrode per unit volume.
In this study, Ni was considered as the catalyst and YSZ as the electrolyte at the cathode
(hydrogen and CO electrode). Similarly, LSM and YSZ were considered as the catalyst and
the electrolyte for the anode (oxygen electrode). The detailed membrane-electrode assembly
(MEA) parameters are listed in table 5.2.
Table 5.2 – Reference geometrical andmicrostructure parameters for the SOECmembrane-
electrolyte assembly.
Parameters Vaule
Thickness of cathode, tca 500 µm
Thickness of electrolyte, te 50 µm
Thickness of anode, tan 50 µm
Porosity of cathode 0.35
Porosity of anode 0.35
Ni particle radius at cathode 0.25 µm
YSZ particle radius at cathode 0.25 µm
LSM particle radius at anode 0.25 µm
YSZ particle radius at anode 0.25 µm
Tortuosity of cathode 2
Tortuosity of anode 2
Particle contact angle, θ 15o
5.5 PV cell model
A simplified 0D two-diode equivalent circuit model [10] was used for modeling the III-V triple
junction PV cells for various conditions (solar concentration and temperature). The active
area of the PV cell was assumed to be the available area on the reactor front (see figure 5.1) and
the PV cell operational temperature was tuned between 25 oC up to 120 oC, depending on the
cooling power applied to the reactor front. The solar irradiation on the PV cell (Q˙solar,PV) was
assumed to be concentrated (CPV) and spatially uniform. The equivalent circuit for a triple
junction cell is shown in figure 5.3. The J-V relation for each sub-cell, neglecting the shunt
resistance, was predicted by:
JPV = JSC,i − J01,i
(
e(q/kB/T )(Vi+JPVAPV,refRs,i )−1
)
− J02,i
(
e(q/(2kBT ))(Vi+JPVAPV,refRs,i )−1
)
, (5.37)
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where JPV is the operation current density of PV, JSC,i the short circuit current density, J01,i =
κ1,i T
3e(−Eg ,i /kBT ) and J02,i = κ2,i T
3/2e(−Eg ,i /2kBT ) the diode reverse saturation current densities
for recombinations in the depletion and the quasi-neutral regions, respectively, and R s,i
the series resistance. We considered an InGaP/InGaAs/Ge triple junction cell from Sharp
[183, 184]. The temperature-dependent bandgap information and the fitted data for APV,ref,
κ1,i , κ2,i ,and R s,i are given in table E.5.
Figure 5.3 – Equivalent circuit model for the III-V triple junction PV cell.
Two PV-SOEC connection schemes were considered: i) the PV cell was directly connected
to the SOEC and the operation point was determined by the intersection of the two current
density-voltage curves (IPV = IEC andVPV =VEC), and ii) the PV cell was indirectly connected to
the SOEC, utilizing a DC-DC converter with a maximum power point tracker with an electrical
efficiency of 93% [185]. In the latter case, the operation point for the EC and PV components
were determined by the power matching between the two components (APV JPVVPVηDC−DC =
AEC JECVEC). The total solar energy incident on the PV cell is Q˙solar,PV =DN I ·CPV · APV. The
Isolar is the direct solar irradiation, assumed to be 1000W/m
2. CPV is the optical concentration
defined as the ratio of energy incident on the solar concentrator to the area of the PV cell (APV).
APV is assumed to fully cover the water-cooled reactor front, except for the reactor aperture.
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5.6 Performance definitions
Two parameters are defined to characterize and quantify the solar reactor performance: the
STF efficiency (ηSTF) and the molar ratio of H2 and CO (RHC) at the cathode outlet. ηSTF is
defined as the ratio between the energy stored in the produced products (H2 and CO) and the
total solar energy input into the reactor:
ηSTF =
2F ·E0,H2
· n˙H2 prod +2F ·E0,CO · n˙COprod
Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV
, (5.38)
where F is the Faraday constant, E0,H2
= 1.23 V and E0,CO = 1.33 V are the equilibrium poten-
tials (or the Gibbs energies for H2O and CO2 reactions, respectively) at 298 K and 1 atm, n˙H2prod
and n˙COprod the produced molar rates for H2 and CO, respectively.
Eq. 5.38 uses the Gibbs free energy of reactions as the numerator, which represents the energy
stored in the chemical bonds of H2 and CO that can be further used for the synthesis of
different chemicals other than extracting heat via combustion. The ηSTF can be also defined
by using the HHV of H2 and CO which we used for chapters 1, 2, and 4:
ηSTF =
H HVH2
· n˙H2 prod +H HVCO · n˙COprod
Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV
, (5.39)
where H HVH2 and H HVCO are the higher heating values for H2 and CO at 298 K. The quanti-
tative impact of different ηSTF definitions is discussed in section 5.8.7.
5.7 Numerical solutions
The numerical models were implemented in a finite elements solver, COMOSLMultiphysics
V5.3. Two independent models were developed: i) the axisymmetric solar reactor model
solving heat transfer in the receiver cavity, SOEC, thermal insulation, and fluid flow, species
transport and thermo- and electrochemistry in the SOEC (model 1), and ii) the 0D two-diode
equivalent circuit model for the PV cell (model 2). The models were solved separately for the
electrical and thermal behavior of each component (i.e. SOEC reactor and PV cell) and then
coupled by assuming an identical temperature for the water cooled front (thermal boundary
condition) and the PV cell (cell temperature).
Model 1 was solved by a fully coupled solver (Newton method) with a direct linear solver
(MUMPS). A relative tolerance of 10−3 was chosen as the convergence criterion to ensure
that the predicted fuel production variation was smaller than 0.1% with a further decrease in
relative tolerance. The mesh elements number used was 23248, based on a mesh independent
study performed at reference conditions. When further increasing the mesh element number,
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the difference in the fluid outlet temperature and the molar fractions of H2 and CO was
less than 0.5%. Note that a boundary mesh was created close to the electrode-electrolyte
interface (8 boundary layers with a stretching factor of 1.5). The current-density versus voltage
calculations for the reference case (current density range of 0 A/m2 to 11000 A/m2 with a
step of 100 A/m2 applied at the outer surface of the anode gas channel) took 55 minutes on a
workstation with 12 cores and 128GB RAM. Three ordinary differential equations were solved
in model 2, using a fully coupled Newton method with a MUMPS linear solver system. A
relative tolerance of 10−3 was used for convergence to ensure a maximum 0.1% difference
in the calculated current densities for a given range of voltages when further increasing the
tolerance.
5.8 Results and discussion
5.8.1 Model validations
Given by the novelty of the reactor concept, no experimental data for the integrated reactor
exist. Instead, the model validation was done based on separate validation of each major com-
ponent, namely the receiver, the SOEC cell, and the PV cell. The receiver model implemented
in this study was previously validated with experimental data (see 3) and is not detailed here.
For the SOECmodel, validation cases for H2 production [3], CO production [4], and syngas
production [5] were performed individually. The experimental data has been reported for
experiments in electrical ovens, where the temperature of the SOECwas controlled and, hence,
a constant temperature was assumed. The model parameters were chosen to be identical to
the references (table E.6 to E.8). In theH2 production case (figure 5.4a), the higher temperature
cases (1223 K and 1273 K) showed good agreement between the experimental and numerical
data with a rootmean square (RMS) of 0.04 V for 1173 K, 0.041 V for 1223 K, and 0.008 V for 1273
K. The maximum relative difference between experimental and numerical cell voltage was
6.7 % and was found at 1173 K and 4000 A/m2. For the CO production (figure 5.4b), the RMS
between the experimental and simulated data was 0.0198 V for a 50/50 CO2/CO composition
case, and was 0.0186 V for a 0.7/0.3 CO2/CO composition case. For the syngas production
(figure 5.4c), the RMS between the experimental and simulated data was 0.06 V for an inlet
molar composition of H2/CO2/H2O to be 0.1/0.6/0.3 and at 1083 K.
The PV cell model is validated with the data provided by Nishioka et al. [6]. Experiments and
our simulations for three solar concentrations (CPV = 1, 17, and 200) and a cell temperature
range (between 298 K and 393 K) were compared. The PV cell efficiency was defined as JPVVPV
CPVDN I
,
with DNI =1000 W/m2. The RMS between the experimental and numerical results was 0.06 V
for the open circuit voltage and 0.8% for the cell efficiency. Themodel showed good agreement
with the experimental data at a solar concentration of 1 for the cell efficiency (maximum
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relative difference of 0.3% at 298 K). At higher CPV (i.e. 17 and 200), the maximum relative
difference between the predicted value and the experimental value grew, and was highest at
the largest temperature and concentration (3.3% at CPV = 200 and 393 K).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4 – Simulated J-V results (lines) and the experimental (dots) [3, 4, 5] for (a) H2
production at three different temperatures (1173 K, 1223 K, and 1273 K), (b) CO production
for two inlet different CO2/COcompositions (0.5/0.5 and 0.7/0.3) at 1173 K [4], and (c) syngas
production for a cathode inlet gas composition of H2/CO2/H2O : 0.25/0.25/0.5 at 1083 K [44].
(d) Simulated (lines) and experimentally obtained (dots) [6] PV open circuit voltage (left y-axis)
and efficiency (right y-axis) as a function of the cell temperature.
5.8.2 Reference case
The reference case was defined for a solar power input to the reactor aperture (Q˙solar,ap) of 100
W (surface average solar concentration Cap = 1273). The solar concentration on the PV cell
was assumed adjustable in a range from of 1 to 1000 (corresponding to an additional between
6.3 to 6300 W), chosen to optimize ηSTF, for direct and indirect PV-SOEC coupling schemes.
The cathode and anode reactant inlet temperatures were assumed at 373 K. The inlet cathode
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stream consisted of fully saturated vapor (the latent heat was assumed to be provided by heat
recovery from the reactor exhaust via heat exchangers) premixed with CO2, CO, and H2 (the
latter two for kinetic reasons). A summary of the modeling parameters for the reference case
is given in table 5.3.
Reference case for the integrated reactor
The J-V curve for the SOEC at reference conditions is shown in figure 5.5a. The SOEC potential
first increased (from 0.9 V to 1.63 V) with increasing operation current density (from 0 A/m2
to 6813 A/m2, zone 1), given by the increase in the overpotentials (ohmic, activation, and
concentration overpotentials) which outweighed the decrease in equilibrium potential (figure
5.5b). A further increase in the current density (6813 A/m2 to 9625 A/m2, zone 2) led to the
decrease in the cell potential (from 1.63 V to 1.62 V), given be the decreasing equilibrium
potential, activation overpotential, and concentration overpotential. These decreases resulted
from the dominating temperature effect. With a further increase in the current density (from
9625 A/m2 to 10375 A/m2, zone 3), the cell potential increased again (1.62 V to 1.64 V). The
increasing concentration overpotential dominated zone 3, resulting from the mass transport
limitation due to the depletion of the reactants (H2O and CO2). The reactants depletion is
clearly visible when comparing the outlet species composition at high current densities (figure
figure 5.5c).
The contributions of the electrochemical (R1 and R2) and thermochemical reactions (R4 and
R5) to the H2 and CO production rates are presented in figure 3d. The electrochemical reac-
tions always dominated the fuel production. For example at 5000 A/m2, the electrochemical
production of H2 and CO was 9·10
−5 mol/s and 5.17·10−5 mol/s, respectively, and the thermo-
chemical production of H2 and CO was -1.24·10
−5 mol/s and 1.17·10−5 mol/s, respectively.
The WGSR was the dominating thermochemical reaction (WGSR rate was 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude higher than the SRR rate, see figure 5.5d). Above a current of 1304 A/m2, the
reaction rate of WGSR was negative (i.e. effectively a reverse WGSR) resulting from increased
cell temperature. The CO production rate was smaller than the H2 production rate in the case
when the current density was smaller than 9250 A/m2. Current densities above 9250 A/m2 led
to higher CO production than H2 product, given by decreased increasing rate electrochemistry
contribution to H2 production with increasing current density resulted from increased con-
centration overdetail for water splitting reaction as decreased equilibrium potential difference
between H2O and CO2 splitting reactions (see eqs. 5.10 and 5.11, and figure 5.5d).
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Table 5.3 – Reactor geometry, anode and cathode inlet conditions, and irradiation concentra-
tion for the reference conditions.
Parameters Values
Reactor geometry
Length of the reactor, L 0.05 m
Receiver aperture radius, rap 0.005 m
Reactor front radius (aperture + PV), rcav 0.015 m
Thickness of thermal insulation, tinsu 0.1 m
Solar power at the aperture, Q˙solar 100 W (Cap = 1273)
Thickness of gas channels, tch 0.5 mm
Cathode inlet conditions
Inlet gas mixture temperature 373.15 K
Inlet gas velocity 0.2 m/s
Inlet gas molar composition H2/H2O/CO/CO2/CH4:0.05/0.45/0.05/0.45/0
Anode inlet conditions
Inlet gas mixture temperature 373.15 K
Inlet gas velocity 0.2 m/s
Inlet gas molar composition O2/N2: 0.21/0.79
Solar concentration on PV cell, CPV 50-600 (Q˙solar,PV = 31.4 to 376.8 W)
The outlet gas composition is important as different molar ratios of H2/CO are required
for different downstream applications. For example, RHC = 2 is desired for the synthesis of
methanol [91]. RHC for the reference case for varying current densities is shown in figure
5.5d and varies between 1.44 and 0.98 for varying current densities between 500 A/m2 and
10375 A/m2. Another important aspect regarding the cathode outlet gas compositions is the
possibility of carbon deposition. Figure 5.6 shows the averaged C-H-O molar fractions for
the cathode outlet for varying current densities (different colors represent different current
densities). The carbon deposition boundaries are drawn for five selected temperatures (890
K, 950, 1000 K, 1050 K, and 1100 K). The carbon deposition boundary moves to the right side
(i.e. allowing for larger fractions of C and enlarging the fully oxidized zone) with increasing
temperature. The average temperature of the SOEC at open circuit condition (JEC = 0 A/m
2)
was 890 K. At open circuit conditions, operation in the fully oxidized zone is predicted (left side
of the carbon deposition boundary) and no carbon depositions are expected. The intersection
points between the SOEC operation curve and the five selected carbon deposition boundaries
(for 890 K, 950, 1000 K, 1050 K, and 1100 K) are marked in red. If the SOEC temperature at the
intersection point is larger than the carbon deposition boundary temperature, the point is
within the fully oxidized zone. The temperatures for each carbon deposition boundary are
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shown in black text and the averaged SOEC temperature for each operation point is shown
in red text. The SOEC cell temperatures were higher than the carbon deposition boundary
temperature for points 1 and 2 (i.e. points 1 and 2 are in the fully oxidized zone and no
C deposition is expected as the predicted outlet temperatures at intersection points were
larger than the C deposition boundary temperatures), while points 3, 4, and 5 were in the
carbon deposition zone. Consequently, an operational guideline to avoid C deposition can be
formulated: the reactor operation current density at reference conditions should be below
8725 A/m2.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5 – SOEC performance at reference conditions. (a) The surface-averaged potential
(left y-axis) and volume-averaged cell and surface-averaged cathode outlet temperatures (right
y-axis) as a function of the current density. (b) The breakdown of the surface-averaged cell
potential into the various overpotentials for varying current densities. (c) The molar fraction
of cathode outlet species for varying current densities. (d) The contributions of electro- and
thermochemistry to the syngas production for varying current densities.
Two PV-EC coupling strategies (direct and indirect connections) were investigated. Figure 5.7a
shows the J-V curves for the SOEC under different current densities and for the PV cell under
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various solar concentrations. The operation points for the direct connection cases are marked
with gray dots and the operation points for the indirect connection cases are indicated with
colored dots (the dots with the same color represents the operation point for the SOEC and
PV). The current density is given per area of SOEC area (i.e. the current density of the PV cell
was normalized by F = APV/AEC = 0.1205 for the reference case).
Seven contributions to the energy balance are defined: the energy loss from the PV ( fPV−loss =
(Q˙solar,PV−APV JPVVPV)/(Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV)), the fluid heating ( ffluid, defined as the total energy
passing through the inlets and outlets boundaries relative to the total solar power input
(Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV)), the energy loss from the cooling front ( fcooling,re, defined as the energy
passing through the water cooled reactor front divided by the total solar power input), the
natural convection loss through the reactor inner surfaces ( fnc = Q˙nc/(Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV)), the
re-radiation heat loss through the aperture ( frerad = Q˙rerad/(Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV)), the energy
loss in the DC-DC converter ( fDC−DC = (1−ηDC−DC)APV JPVVPV/(Q˙solar,ap+Q˙solar,PV)), and the
energy stored in the produced fuels ( fSTF = ηSTF).
Figure 5.6 – The carbon deposition boundaries for 5 selected temperatures at 1 atm and their
intersections (red dots) with the cathode outlet C-H-O curves for the reference case for various
operation current densities. The SOEC surface-averaged temperature and operation current
densities at intersections are indicated in red.
At reference conditions, the indirect connection strategy showed always better ηSTF compared
to the direct connection strategy. For example, ηSTF = 4.3% atCPV = 50 for the direct connection
case while ηSTF = 7.6% for the indirect connection case (absolute difference of 3.3%). This was
due to the oversizing (in terms of potential) of the PV cell for the direct connected case ( fPV−loss
= 19.7% for the direct connection case and 14.7% for the indirect connection case, both at
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CPV = 50 at reference conditions. In the direct connection case, the potential of the PV cannot
be fully utilized. This difference in ηSTF was further enlarged at higher CPV (for example, the
absolute difference was 6.3% at CPV = 385) due to a steeper current density increase with
the voltage at higher SOEC cell temperatures at a higher current density as a result of higher
CPV. CPV = 385 was the maximum required solar concentration on the PV for the indirect
connection case for a full conversion of reactants. The maximum required CPV was 600 for the
direct connection case. This favored a reactor design with the indirect connection strategy for
the reference case.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.7 – (a) J-V curves for SOEC and PV for varying concentrations and corresponding STF
efficiency for directly (grey dots) and indirectly (colored dots) coupled PV and SOEC. Energy
breakdown for the solar reactor for (b) direct coupling and (c) indirect coupling cases. For (b)
and (c), top x axis shows the total solar energy input to the system with Q˙solar,ap = 100 W.
The energy breakdown in figure 5.7b and 5.7c shows dominating PV losses ( fPV−loss, 52.4% for
direct connection case and 41.0% indirect connection case, both at CPV = 385) and high fluid
heating losses ( ffluid, 24.3% for direct connection case and 26.4% for the indirect connection
case, both at CPV = 385). The heat loss from the reactor cavity ( fcooling,re+ fnc+ freread = 11.1%
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for direct connection case and 12.7% indirect connection case, both at CPV = 385 ) chamber
was small compared to fPV−loss or ffluid. The heat loss was increased with increasing CPV due
to the increasing SOEC temperature at a higher current density (figure 5.7a). With the increase
in CPV, the heat losses ( fcooling,re, fnc, and freread) and ffluid decreased due to the increasing
share of Q˙solar,PV in the solar power input to the reactor front (hence a decrease in the share
of Q˙solar,ap). Similarly, fDC−DC the and fPV−loss increased with the increasing CPV as a result of
increased Q˙solar,PV.
Non-integrated system vs. integrated reactor
We compare a non-integrated fuel generation system with the here proposed, novel integrated
generator using the same simulation framework. However, two equivalent domains (a receiver
and a reactor domain) with connecting pipes have to be modeled for the non-integrated case.
The model is adapted by (see figure 5.8 for the schematic): i) solving in the receiver domain
the governing equations for the receiver cavity model and the heat transfer model in the SOEC
cell (which acts as absorber only) while not considering any chemical reaction and reaction-
induced heat sources, and ii) solving in the reactor domain the governing equations for the
SOEC including chemical reactions. The twomodel domains are connected by an insulated
pipe (5 m in length and 15 cm radius, Kaowool 1600 insulation) in which a temperature
drop of 300 K was assumed (for both cathode and anode outlet). This temperature drop
assumption was based on a 2D heat transfer simulation of an insulated pipe (figure E.1) and
our experimental observations in chapter 4 (see figure 4.10).
Figure 5.8 – Three sub-models are considered (dashed black boxes): i) Receiver model which
uses the SOEC cell only as the solar absorber, ii) the insulated connection pipe with a temper-
ature drop of 300 K, and iii) tubular SOEC cell model.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9 – (a) Fluid outlet temperatures under various Q˙solar,ap, and (b) the STF efficiency for
the reference case, case 1, and case 2 with CPV = 100 for both direct and indirect PV - SOEC
connections. Fill cycle dots are for direct connection cases, and the filled square dots are for
indirect connection cases.
In addition to the integrated reactor (as a reference case), we defined two different scenarios
for the non-integrated system: i) a fixed solar power case (case 1), in which Q˙solar,ap = 100 W,
and ii) a case (case 2) in which Q˙solar,ap is increased to ensure a fixed inlet temperature to the
SOEC cell. In case 2, Q˙solar,ap was increased (Q˙solar,ap = 200 W) in order to compensate the 300
K drop in the connection pipes and to ensure the inlet temperatures to the SOEC were equals
to the outlet temperatures of the receiver domain at Q˙solar,ap = 100 W. The inlet temperatures
for the SOEC were 978 K - 300 K = 678 K for the cathode and anode. For case 2, the inlet
temperatures were 978 K for the cathode and anode. The comparison of the three cases at
a selected CPV = 100 is shown in figure 5.9 for direct and indirect PV-SOEC connections. For
the direct connection cases, the operation current density of the SOEC was always 1654 A/m2
while the operation voltages changed between the cases: 1.41 V for reference case, 2.45 V for
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case 1, and 1.28 V for case 2. For the indirect connection cases, the PV cell’s MPPT at CPV = 100
was 2.78 V and 1633.2 A/m2 (normalized to SOEC area). The operation points under indirect
connection are 1.52 V and 2778 A/m2 for the reference case, 2.42 V and 1745 A/m2 for case 1,
and 1.38V and 3060 A/m2 for case 2.
The reference case (integrated reactor) shows better STF efficiencies than cases 1 and 2, for
the direct and indirect connection cases. For the direct connection case, the STF efficiency for
the reference case was 6.8% while it was 6.7% for case 1 and 4.0% for case 2. The STF efficiency
enhancement in the integrated reactor design over the two non-integrated systems (cases 1
and 2) was even larger (11.1% for reference case, while it was only 7.1% for case 1 and 7.6% for
case 2).
5.8.3 Effect of inlet flow velocity
For a fix power input at the reactor aperture (Q˙solar,ap = 100 W), an increasing cathode and
anode inlet flow rate led to two conflicting effects: i) mass transport limitations were allevi-
ated at high current densities, reducing concentration overpotentials, and ii) temperatures
were reduced, increasing the required potential for the electrochemical operation (increased
equilibrium potential, activation overpotential, and ohmic overpotential). As shown in figure
5.11b, the limiting current density current density (marked by dots in color) first increased
with increasing inlet velocity (4970 A/m2 to 19760 A/m2 when increasing the velocity from
0.1 m/s to 1 m/s) due to no mass transport limitations, before it decreased when further
increasing the inlet velocities (limiting current density equals 8760 A/m2 at 1.5 m/s compared
to 19760 A/m2 at 1 m/s, resulting from reduced gas diffusivities at lower SOEC temperature.
The multi-dimensional nature of the modeled allowed us to further distinguish the origin of
the mass transport limitations: either caused by bulk reactants depletion or local reactants
depletion. We loosely define the bulk reactants depletion as the complete consumption of
the reactant in the gas channels, while the local reactants depletion is defined as complete
consumption of reactants at the reaction sites (even though the bulk reactants molar fractions
in the gas channels are well above 0.05). The molar fraction of H2O along the cathode-
electrolyte interface for five cathode inlet velocities at their the limiting current densities
(color dots in figure 5.11a) is depicted in figure 5.11b along with the bulk H2Omolar fraction
(indicated for each case at the left bottom of figure 5.11b). For all five cases, the H2Omolar
fraction are gradually decreased to around 0 (below our threshold of 0.05) from the cathode
inlet towards the outlet. For cathode inlet velocities of 0.1 m/s and 0.2 m/s, bulk (0.02 for
0.1 m/s and 0.025 for 0.2 m/s) and local (0.008 for 0.1 m/s and 0.002 for 0.2 m/s) reactant
depletion was observed with the bulk reactant depletion most probably the origin of the
transport limitation. For the cases with cathode inlet velocities larger than 0.2 m/s, the local
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depletion was the origin of the mass transport limitation. The bulk molar fraction of H2O at
the cathode outlet was much larger (0.176, 0.285, and 0.38 for 0.5 m/s, 1 m/s, and 1.5 m/s,
respectively) than the local molar fractions of H2O at the outlet (0.025, 0, and 0 for these three
cases).
Figure 5.10 – Temperature profiles for five inlet flow velocities at their maximum achievable
current densities for the reference arrangement. The 0 m position on the z-axis represents the
fluid inlet position. The SOEC volume-averaged temperature are indicated on the right side of
the figure.
The effect of the inlet velocity on the STF efficiency of the integrated reactor is shown in
figure 5.11c. For the indirect connection cases at the same CPV, the lower the inlet velocity
the higher the STF efficiency, owing to the higher SOEC temperature at low velocity. However,
higher inlet velocity led to higher achievable STF efficiencies (increased from 11.6% to 20.3%
when the inlet velocity increased from 0.1 m/s to 0.5 m/s) by alleviating mass transport
limitations at high current density. Further increase in inlet velocity (larger than 0.5 m/s) led
to a decrease in the achievable STF efficiency (for example, only 15.9% and 9.5% for 1 m/s and
1.5 m/s, respectively). This decrease in the maximum achievable STF efficiency was due to the
significant lowered SOEC temperature (see figure 5.10 for the temperature profiles) leading to
a significant increase in the cell potential (see figure 5.11a, 2.1 V for 1 m/s and 3.6 V for 1.5 m/s
at the maximum achievable current densities).
In the cases of direct connection, the efficiency curves for velocities of 0.1 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.5
m/s, 1 m/s were nearly overlapped since the operation points were within the plateau region
of the PV J-V curves (see figure 5.11a). However, the operation points for the cases with 1.5
m/s inlet velocity were found to be in the falling region of the PV J-V curves, resulting from
the rather low temperatures (below 700 K for all conditions) which significantly increased
the SOEC potential (around 3 V at CPV = 100). Compared to the indirect connection cases,
the direct cases showed always lower STF efficiency for a given flow velocity and PV solar
concentration due to inefficient use of the PV (leading to high PV losses). An exception was
found for the velocity of 0.5 m/s (blue lines in figure 5a) with CPV in the range of in the range
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of 100 to 450. For these cases, the operation points were close to the MPPT of the PV cell
showing better performance than the indirect connection cases in which the efficiency of the
DC-DC converter (93% efficiency) must be considered. This provides design guidelines for the
integrated reactor which can avoid oversizing of PV cell as well as reduce the complexity of the
reactor (avoid using DC-DC converter) by carefully choosing inlet flow rates and CPV.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11 – (a) Operation cell potential (thick solid lines) and volume-averaged SOEC tem-
perature (thick dashed lines) as a function of operation current density for various inlet flow
velocities (differentiated by the colors), and the J-V curves of the PV cell (thin solid black lines)
for selected CPV. (b) The H2Omolar fraction along the cathode-side triple phase boundaries
at the cathode-electrolyte interface (solid lines) and channel-cathode interface (dashed lines)
for various cathode inlet velocities at their limiting current density with the cathode outlet
averaged H2O molar fraction indicated on the bottom left. (c) STF efficiency for the direct
(dashed lines) and indirect (solid lines) connections cases for varying flow rates and CPV.
In the cases of direct connection, the efficiency curves for velocities of 0.1 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.5
m/s, 1 m/s nearly overlapped given by the operation points which were within the plateau
region of the PV J-V curves (see figure 5.11a). However, the operation points for the cases with
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1.5 m/s inlet velocity were found to be in the falling region of the PV J-V curves, resulting from
the rather low temperatures (below 700 K for all conditions) which significantly increased
the SOEC potential (around 3V at CPV = 100). Compared to the indirect connection cases,
the direct cases showed always lower STF efficiency for a given flow velocity and PV solar
concentration due to inefficient use of the PV (leading to high PV losses). An exception was
found for the velocity of 0.5 m/s with CPV in the range of 100 to 450. For these cases, the
operation points were close to the MPPT of the PV cell, showing better performance than
the indirect connection cases in which the efficiency penalty of the DC-DC converter (93%
efficiency) becomes apparent.
5.8.4 Flow arrangement
Four flow arrangements (schematically shown in figure 5.12a) are investigated in this section:
the reference case (concurrent cathode-anode flow, inlets opposite to the reactor front), flow 1
(counter-flow, cathode inlet opposite to the solar inlet side), flow 2 (counter-flow, inlets at the
solar inlet side), and flow 3 (counter-flow, cathode inlet at the solar inlet side).
In general, counter-flow arrangements led to two low temperature areas (close to the two inlets,
see figure 5.12d) which led to higher heat losses through inlet boundaries, hence, leading to
lower SOEC averaged temperature (938 K and 886 K for flow 1 and 3, respectively, and 831 K and
815 K for reference flow and flow 2, respectively. For the direct connection cases, concurrent
flow arrangements showed smaller cell potentials for a specific operation current density than
counter-current flow arrangements. For example at 5000 A/m2 with direct connection, the
cell potentials for the reference case and flow 2 were 1.62 V and 1.57 V, respectively, and 2.24 V
and 2.29 V for flow 1 and flow 3. It is interesting to note that reference and flow 2 J-V curves
cross at a current density of 7450 A/m2, i.e. at lower current density the operation potential of
the flow 2 was smaller than for the reference case. This was due to the fact that the ηohmic was
higher in the reference case than in the flow 2 (0.57 V for reference case and 0.47 V for flow
2 at 5000 A/m2, see figure E.2). The ionic conductivity of YSZ exponentially decreases with
the increasing temperature (see table E.4). For flow 2, the hot region close to outlet (0 m to
0.017m) showed temperatures (1052 K to 1103 K) even higher than themaximum temperature
(1052 K) leading to even higher ionic conductivity of electrolyte, although the surface averaged
temperature for flow 2 was smaller than reference case (see figure 5.12d).
For the direct connection cases and for all four flow configurations operating with a CPV in
range of 50 to 500, the cell voltages are located in the flat region of the J-V curve of the PV cell.
For a specific CPV (or current density), the operation current density was therefore constant
but the STF efficiency still changed, resulting from the different molar ratio between the
produced H2 and CO (the lower the H2/CO ratio the higher the STF efficiency, see eq. 5.38).
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As seen from figure 5.12b, flow 2 shows the largest STF efficiency, followed by the reference,
followed by the two counter-current flow configurations. This observation is consistent with
the products molar ratio plots for the SOEC cell under various current densities (see figure
5.12c, the flow 2 have the lowest ratio while flow 1 and 3 have the highest).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12 – (a) J-V curves of the SOEC for the four flow arrangements at reference conditions
and J-V curves of the PV for varying CPV. (b) STF efficiency for the four flow arrangements
for varying solar concentrations for the indirect (thick lines) and direct (thin lines) cases.
(c) H2/CO molar ration of the product gas at the SOEC cathode outlet for current densities
between 300 A/m2 and 10000 A/m2. (d) Temperature profiles along the cathode-side triple
phase boundaries at the cathode-electrolyte interface and temperature distribution in the
SOEC for the four flow arrangements at 5000 A/m2.
For the indirect connection cases, we observe the same grouping: reference and flow 2 show
similar efficiencies and so do flow 1 and flow 3. However, the difference between the two
groups is more significant compared to the direct connection cases. The two concurrent
flow arrangements showed efficiencies of ηSTF = 17.7% and 17.6% (for the reference case at
7933 A/m2 and for flow 2 at 7900 A/m2, both at CPV = 300), significantly larger than the STF
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efficiencies of the two counter-current flow arrangements (ηSTF = 12.8% for flow 1 and 12.5%
for flow 3). This resulted from higher volume-averaged SOEC temperature for the concurrent
flow arrangements (see figure 5.12a) which led to lower cell potentials (see figure 5.12c for an
example at 5000 A/m2). Flow 2 was inferior to the reference case forCPV > 280, given by the
higher ffluid (29.4% for reference case vs. 35.9% for flow 2 at CPV = 300). For CPV < 280, the flow
2 showed higher STF efficiencies than the reference case. For example atCPV = 100, the STF
efficiency was 11.1% for the reference case while it was 11.8% for the flow 2, given by the lower
cell potential and especially the lower ohmic overpotential (figure 5.12a and figure E.2).
5.8.5 Molar reactant composition at inlets
For the SOEC cathode inlet, we kept the molar fraction of CO and H2 constant at 0.05 to
keep the reducing environment for the Ni catalysts. The molar fraction of H2O/CO2 was
however varied between 0 and 17. The STF efficiencies for the direct and indirect connection
cases for 5 selected inlet H2O/CO2 ratios and varying CPV are shown in figure 5.13a. The
operation current density for the direct connection cases can be read directly from the top
x-axis and the operation current density for the indirect connection cases is shown in figure
E.3. Generally, lower inlet H2O/CO2 ratios led to higher STF efficiencies, resulting from a
higher CO production (eq. 5.38), at a given CPV (or current density). For example when the
inlet H2O/CO2 ratio increased from 0.125 to 8 at CPV = 300 for the direct connection case, the
CO and H2 production decreased from 1.21·10
−4 mol/s and 1.36·10−5 mol/s, respectively, to
9.27·10−6 mol/s and 1.253·10−4 mol/s, respectively, leading to an efficiency decrease from
12.2% to 10.8%. The efficiency became less sensitive to the inlet H2O/CO2 ratio at high inlet
H2O/CO2 ratio. For example, the efficiency curves tended to overlap when the inlet H2O/CO2
ratio increased above 2, given by the dominating H2 production at high inlet H2O/CO2 ratio
(see figure 5.13b). This was even more pronounced for the indirect connection cases, as
(for a given CPV) the indirect connection cases achieved higher operation current densities.
At high current densities, the H2 generation increased faster than at low current densities
when increasing the inlet H2O/CO2 ratio, resulting from a faster increase in the WGSR rate
(figure E.4a) and a faster increase in the electrochemical H2 production rate (see figure E.4d).
The indirect connection cases showed always higher STF efficiencies compared to the direct
connection cases, resulting from a better utilization of the PV cell and, in turn, leading to
reduced energy losses from PV.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.13 – (a) STF efficiency as a function of the PV solar concentration for direct (solid lines)
and indirect (dashed lines) connection cases under varying current densities, (b) contour plot
of the RHC at the cathode outlet as a function of various inlet gas compositions (H2O/CO2) and
current densities, and (c) the C-H-O ternary diagram for various cathode inlet composition
cases (0.125 < H2O/CO2 < 8) with changing current densities and for five selected carbon
deposition boundaries (for 890 K, 950 K, 1000 K, 1050 K and 1100 K at 1 atm).
Figure 5.13b shows RHC at the SOEC cathode outlet as a function of cathode inlet H2O/CO2
ratio and current density. To achieve RHC, a higher inlet H2O/CO2 ratio was required at higher
current densities, resulting from the increase in the electrochemical H2 and CO production
rates by around 10−4 mol/s when increasing the current density from 1000 A/m2 to 9000 A/m2.
For the same increase in the current density, the absolute difference in the electrochemical H2
and CO production rates only increased by 5·10−5 mol/s (figure E.4d). In order to maintain
RHC = 2, larger H2 production rates were required, requiring, in turn, higher inlet H2O/CO2
ratios.
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Table 5.4 – The intersection points for 7 selected inlet H2O/CO2 ratios and 4 carbon deposition
boundaries.
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The cathode outlet C-H-O compositions for 7 selected inlet H2O/CO2 ratios under varying
operation current densities are shown in figure 5.13c. The variations in SOEC temperature
due to different inlet H2O/CO2 ratios were small (< 20 K, figure E.5). For a straightforward
comparison with the reference case in section 5.8.2, the lower boundary temperature for the
analysis of carbon deposition was chosen to be 890 K, representing the SOEC temperature
with an inlet H2O/CO2 ratio of 0.5 at open circuit condition. Temperatures of 950 K, 1000 K,
and 1050 K were chosen as the reference carbon deposition boundaries. The intersection
points for the 7 select inlet H2O/CO2 ratios with 4 reference carbon deposition boundaries
are shown in table 4 with the points in carbon deposition zone marked in red. The SOEC
temperature at the intersection points should be higher than the carbon deposition boundary
to avoid carbon deposition. Higher inlet H2O/CO2 ratio led to lower probability of carbon
deposition. For example at inlet H2O/CO2 = 8, there is no carbon deposition expected for the
whole range of operation current densities. With decreasing inlet H2O/CO2 ratios, the current
density at which carbon deposition is likely decreases (9663 A/m2 at H2O/CO2 = 2 and 5700
A/m2 at H2O/CO2 = 0.125).
5.8.6 Reactor with multiple in-series SOEC stacks
Figure 5.14 – Schematic of a possible design of an integrated reactor with two in-series con-
nected SOEC cells (inner cell in dashed red box and outer cell in dashed black box). The two
tubular SOEC cells are concentrically arranged.
The cell potential for a single cell SOEC in the integrated solar reactor (single-cell reactor) at
reference conditions was found to be in a range of around 0.9 V to 1.6 V for current densities
in the range of 0 A/m2 to 10000 A/m2. These cell potentials are only 38% to 54% of the triple
junction PV cell’s open circuit voltage (2.97 V at CPV = 50, and 3.17 V at CPV = 600). This
indicates that higher efficiencies are achievable by connecting two SOECs in series to such a
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triple junction PV cell, still ensuring operating close to the PV cell’s MPPT. This enhanced the
STF efficiency of the direct connection cases, leading to comparable or even higher efficiencies
compared to the indirect connection cases (as the loss in the DC-DC converter is omitted
in the direct connection cases). We investigated one example case of a reactor with two in-
series connected SOECs (schematically shown in figure 5.14) with direct PV-SOEC connection
(termed two-cell reactor). The second SOEC was placed concentrically around the first cell,
with the cathodic channel of the outer cell in direct contact with the anodic channel of the
inner cell (these two channels form a bipolar plate). The two SOECs had the same channel,
electrode, and electrolyte thicknesses, and identical length. The cathode inlet fluid velocities
for the two in-series SOEC cells were assumed to be the same.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15 – (a) J-V curves for the two-cell SOEC stacks and the PVs for three different solar
energy inputs (Q˙solar,ap = 125W, 150 W, and 175W) for direct connection cases, and (b) STF
efficiencies (solid lines, left y-axis) and the average stack temperatures (dashed lines, right
y-axis) as a function of the concentration for three different Q˙solar,ap.
For a cathode inlet velocity of 0.2 m/s and Q˙solar,ap = 125 W, the two-cell reactor’s open circuit
potential was 1.7 V and its operating potential was 2.3 V at a current density of 410 A/m2
and an STF efficiency of 4% (CPV = 50). The STF efficiency decreased with increasing current
density (for 0.2 m/s and Q˙solar,ap = 125 W) as the operation points were on the dropping
region of the PV J-V curve (figure 5.15a) given by the low SOECs temperature. This low STF
efficiency was improved by increasing the Q˙solar,ap, which, in turn, significantly increased the
SOECs temperature and therefore reduced the cell potential. For example, the STF efficiency
increased from 4% to 7.9% at CPV = 50 when Q˙solar,ap increased from 125 W to 150 W with a
temperature increase from 807 K to 864 K for SOEC cell 1 and 803 K to 861 K for SOEC cell 2.
For Q˙solar,ap =150 W, the STF efficiency first increased with increasing CPV (resulting from the
increased temperature and reduced overpotentials) but then decreased when CPV was larger
than 100 (resulting from the operation point turning back to the PV falling region). Further
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increasing Q˙solar,ap (from 150 W to 175 W) led to significant efficiency increases (especially at
high current density) resulting from increased temperature and pushing the stack potential
closer to the MPPT of the PV. It is worthwhile to note that at CPV = 300, the STF efficiency
reached 21.7%, which was higher than the highest value achieved for the single-cell reactor
using an indirect connection strategy (18.6% at CPV = 385).
5.8.7 Effect of ηSTF definitions
The two definitions of ηSTF given in section 5.6 are noted as definition 1 (eq. 5.38, based on
Gibbs free energy) and definition 2 (eq. 5.39, based on enthalpy). In general, definition 2
shows larger ηSTF values than definition 1 due to the consideration of latent heat of water in
definition 2. The choice of these two definitions can be decided based on the end usage of
the produced products. Definition 1 can be used for quantifying the systems’ performance
when the produced fuels are used for further chemical synthesis (e.g. methane, methanol, etc),
while definition 2 can be chosen when the produced fuels are used for combustion. The effect
on these two definitions on the final ηSTF values under the reference condition are shown in
figure 5.16 (see section 5.8.2 for the details of the reference case conditions). As expected, the
definition 2 showed higher ηSTF than definition 1. For example, at CPV = 50, the efficiency for
direct connection case with definition 1 was 4.28%, while 5.04% for definition 2. This means a
17.8% overestimation in ηSTF by using definition 2 compared to definition 1 which indicates
that the importance of unification of solar-to-fuel efficiency definitions when comparing
different solar fuel technologies based on the fuel utilization.
Figure 5.16 – ηSTF as a function of solar concentration at PV cell under reference conditions for
both direct (black lines) and indirect (red lines) connections for efficiency definition 1 (solid
lines) and definition 2 (dashed lines)
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5.9 Summary and conclusions
A novel integrated solar reactor concept is proposed in this chapter which integrates a solar
receiver, a tubular solid oxide electrolyzer, and a PV cell for the solar fuel processing under
concentrated irradiation. A numerical model was developed for this integrated solar reactor
in order to do feasibility studies, quantify and assess the performance, optimize the design
and operation for enhanced performance, and assess the potential of this technology. The
model accounted for charge transfer in the membrane-electrolyte assembly, electro- and
thermochemical reactions at the electrodes’ reaction sites, species and fluid flow in the fluid
channels and electrodes, and heat transfer for all reactor components. The STF efficiency,
carbon deposition conditions, and product compositions were investigated for varying op-
eration conditions and designs: reference case condition, flow fluid flow arrangements (two
co-current flow and two counter-current flow), inlet fluid compositions, PV - SOEC coupling
strategies, and two-cell reactor configuration.
At reference condition, the STF efficiency was higher for higher solar concentration due to the
increased SOEC temperature with increasing operation current density. For the single-cell
reactor, the indirect connection strategy generally showed higher efficiency (18.6% atCPV =
385) compared to the direct connection strategy (12.3% at CPV = 385) under the reference
condition. The efficiency advantage of the indirect connection is even larger at higher PV
concentrations. The current density threshold for carbon deposition was found to be 7500
A/m2 at reference condition for syngas production. The single SOEC reactor always favors
the indirect connection between SOEC and PV for better use of triple junction PV cell voltage.
The operation current density need to be carefully chosen in order not to exceed the carbon
deposition boundary based on your inlet gas composition and operation conditions
The increase in the cathode inlet fluid velocity always led to a decrease in the solar-to-fuel
efficiency for indirect connection cases, given by the reduced SOEC cell temperature. However,
higher inlet velocity led to higher maximal solar-to-fuel efficiency (increased from 11.6% to
20.3% when the inlet velocity increased from 0.1 m/s to 0.5 m/s for the reference case) by
alleviationmass transport limitation at high current densities. Further increase in inlet velocity
(larger than 0.5 m/s) led to decreased achievable STF efficiency due to significant temperature
reduction. When choosing the reactor inlet flow rates, an optimal velocity can be found to
alleviate the mass transport limits as well as not significantly lowering the reactor temperature
hence to maximize the STF efficiency.
Flow configuration is essential to the STF efficiency of the integrated reactor. Benefitting from
lower thermal losses from the reaction, the concurrent flow arrangement with the front fluid
inlet position showed better STF efficiency compared to counter-current flow configurations.
At CPV = 300 for concurrent flows, ηSTF = 17.7% and 17.6% for the reference case and flow 2
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under indirect connection, while only 12.8% and 12.5% for flow 1 and flow 3 (counter-current
flows). There is a transition operation current density when the reference case showed better
STF efficiency when operation above the transition value. This gives us useful design and
operation guidelines for reactor engineering.
A large variation in the H2/COmolar ratio (in the range of 0 - 11) in the product stream was
achieved by varying the inlet H2O/CO2 ratio (in the range of 0 - 17), the CPV (in the range
of 0 - 1000), and the operation current density (in the range of 0 - 10000 A/m2). Higher
inlet H2O/CO2 ratios led to lower probabilities of carbon deposition. With decreasing inlet
H2O/CO2 ratio, the carbon deposition threshold current density decreased. Hence the inlet
gas ratio, as well as operation conditions, need to be optimized for the desired products
compositions while avoiding carbon deposition.
The two-cell reactor could achieve even higher efficiency (21.7%) compared to the single-cell
reactor by simply increasing the thermal energy (Q˙solar,ap ) input to the system. At low (0.2
m/s and Q˙solar,ap = 125W), the solar-to-fuel efficiency decreased with the increased current
density as the operation points were on the falling region of the PV J-V curve. The increasing in
Q˙solar,ap could significantly increase the stack temperature resulting in reduced stack potential
and hence increased solar-to-fuel efficiency. By a smart design of solar heating (Q˙solar,ap ) and
solar electricity ( Q˙solar,PV) the direct connection cases could achieve even higher efficiency
than the indirect connection cases.
The observation that the PV cell was highly overdesigned (in terms of open circuit potential)
led to the design of an in-series stacked two SOEC cells reactor design. This two-cell reactor
could achieve even higher efficiencies (maximal 21.7% for CPV = 300 and Q˙solar,ap = 175 W)
compared to the single-cell reactor by simply increasing the thermal energy input (Q˙solar,ap )
to the system. At low (0.2 m/s and Q˙solar,ap = 125 W), the STF efficiency decreased with the
increased current density as the operation points were on the falling region of the PV J-V curve.
The increase in Q˙solar,ap significantly increased the stack temperature, resulting in a reduced
stack potential and, hence, an increased STF efficiency.
In sum, an integrated solar reactor concept was presented in this chapter which integrates a
cavity receiver, a tubular solid oxide electrolyzer (SOEC), and the concentrated photovoltaic
(PV) cell in a single reactor. This integrated reactor aims at overcoming transmission losses
and reduce complexity while increasing the fuel processing efficiency for concentrated so-
lar irradiation. A complete numerical model accounting for various coupled physics was
developed, allowing for the performance prediction of the reactor under various operation
conditions and design configurations. This study also offered initial design guidelines for
the integrated solar reactor, which is useful for the design and engineering of both lab-scale
prototypes (for proof-of-concept demonstrations) and scale-up plants.
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This thesis studied two high-temperature routes for solar fuel processing with special focus on
solar-driven HTE systems and reactors. The techno-economic performance of HTE systems
was optimized under various system designs, operational conditions, and using various
material and device choices. Direct steam generation solar receiver was then investigated in
detailed based on an in-house coupled heat andmass transfer numerical model accounting
for two-phase flow inside the tubular solar absorber as well as radiative, convective, and
conductive heat transfer for the receiver cavity. Based on the model, a compact solar reactor
was designed and demonstrated which was proven to have good thermal performance as
well as promising solar-to-fuel efficiency. Further, an integrated solar reactor concept was
proposed which used a tubular SOEC as the reactor as well as solar absorber to further reduce
transmission heat losses. The novel reactor was investigated with a multi-physics model and
showed better performance than the non-integrated reactor.
In chapter 1, based on the techno-economic model, the hybrid approach (concentrated
solar heating and photovoltaics to provide heat and electricity) was found to be the optimal
strategy to incorporate solar energy into HTE fuel generation systems. This strategy was
found to produce hydrogen at a high efficiency and at a low costs showing a promising
techno-economic performance towards large scale engineering of solar fuel plants. Further
investigation on system 3 found that there is operation temperature for SOEC need to be
optimized that balances the increased thermal receiver losses with the reduced electrolysis cell
potential when increasing the temperature. Designing the system to work at ambient pressure
always favors high system efficiency and low cost. The required product molar ratio (H2/CO)
be achieved by tuning the inlet feeding molar ratio of CO2/H2O, temperature, and pressure for
syngas production. This chapter introduced a flexible simulation framework of solar-driven
HTE systems allowing for the assessment of competing solar integration approaches and
for the guidance of the operational conditions maximizing efficiency and minimizing cost,
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providing pathways for scalable solar fuel processing.
In chapter 2, a competing high-temperature route (i.e. ceria-based TCC), other than HTE, was
discussed and compared. A thermodynamic analysis of five redox cycle designs to investigate
the effects of working conditions on the fuel production. Focus was paid on the influence
of approaches to reduce the partial pressure of oxygen in the reduction step, namely by me-
chanical approaches (sweep gassing or vacuum pumping), chemical approaches (chemical
scavenger), and combinations thereof. The results indicated that the sweep gas schemes work
more efficient at non-isothermal than isothermal conditions, and efficient gas phase heat re-
covery and sweep gas recycling was important to ensure efficient fuel processing. The vacuum
pump scheme achieved best efficiencies at isothermal conditions, and at non-isothermal con-
ditions heat recovery was less essential. The use of oxygen scavengers combined with sweep
gas and vacuum pump schemes further increased the system efficiency. The present work
can be used to predict the performance of solar-driven non-stoichiometric redox cycles and
further offers quantifiable guidelines for system design and operation. Two high-temperature
routes for solar fuel generation was compared at the end of chapter 2 showing that HTE can be
a more promising technology due to lower operation temperature and less harsh requirement
for low partial pressure of oxygen while still achieve identical STF efficiency as TCC.
In chapter 3, a validated numerical model for a solar receiver with indirectly irradiated ab-
sorber tubes for the direct steam generation was developed. The model coupled a 3D receiver
cavity heat transfer model (accounting for conduction, natural convection, and radiation
inside the receiver) with a 1D two-phase flowmodel (solving for two-phase flow inside the
absorber tubes). This generalized numerical frameworks offers an accurate and fast tool for
the performance evaluation as well as engineering design for indirectly irradiated tubular
solar receiver. Two different receiver designs (i.e. receiver 1: with a helical absorber tube,
and receiver 2: with straight, connected tubes) were investigated under various operation
conditions and design parameters, i.e. fluid flow rates, pressure, surface emissivity, inlet posi-
tion, tube diameter, helical shape, and the water-cooled receiver front. Higher solar thermal
efficiency can be achieved for scaled-up receiver by using helical tube as the solar absorber,
the fluid inlet at the receiver front, and a surface emissivity larger than 0.58. This numerical
model enables design and optimization of direct steam generation solar receivers/reactors
with a good accuracy as well as a reasonable computational cost which can be used as a
fast design and prototyping tool of receivers/reactors for high-temperature solar thermal,
thermochemical, and electrochemical applications.
In chatper 4, based on extensive numerical studies in chapter 3, the design, fabrication, and
experimentation of a compact solar reactor (coupling a double helical tube solar receiver and
a 16-cell SOEC stack in one single reactor) was performed. The SOEC stack test was firstly
conducted in electrical oven at GEM’s test bench to characterize the electrochemical behavior
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of the SOEC stack under various temperature and flow rate conditions (campaign 1). Higher
operation temperature led to better electrical performance of the SOEC stack. Lower flow
rate had higher stack electrical efficiency. A maximum solar-to-thermal efficiency of 78%
was achieved with inlet flow rates of 1 L/min N2 and 12.6 g/min water and 0.91 kW incident
irradiance at the reactor aperture. The thermal and electrical performance were tested for the
compact solar reactor showing that the preheating phase showed good heating rates (196.7
oC/h) andmaximum9.5 K/cm temperature gradient over the stack. The solar-to-fuel efficiency
of 5.3% can be achieved for run 3 (1056 K and 8Nml/min/cm2) with a signle-crystalline silicon
PV cell. A solar-to-fuel efficiency of 7.5% can be envisionedwhen III-V based PV cells were used
(37% solar-to-electricity efficiency). A further efficiency improvement can be achieved (9.8%
for run 3 with III-V based PV) by assuming an 30% reduction in incident solar power at the
aperture via heat recovery. The experimental results proofed feasibility of the compact solar
reactor concept with direct steam generation and direct feeding to stack for the minimization
of the heat losses. In addition, future improvements to higher STF efficiency can be achieved
by improving SOEC stack performance as well as introducing of heat recovery.
In chapter 5, an integrated solar reactor conceptwas proposedwhich integrates a solar receiver,
tubular solid oxide electrolyzer (used also as the solar absorber), and a III-V based PV cell for
solar fuel processing under concentrated irradiation. A multi-physics numerical framework
was developed for the solar reactor for performance prediction and design optimization. The
STF efficiency, carbon deposition conditions and two PV-EC electrical coupling strategies have
been discussed under various operation conditions and designs(fluid inlet velocity, fluid flow
arrangements, inlet fluid compositions, and two-cell reactor configuration). The solar-to-fuel
efficiency was higher with higher solar concentration due to the increased SOEC temperature
with increasing operation current density. The indirect connection strategy showed better
efficiency (18.6% at a PV concentration (CPV) equals to 385) compared to the direct connection
(12.3% at CPV = 385) under the reference condition. The current density boundary for carbon
deposition was 7500 A/m2 for syngas production. The co-current flow arrangement with the
front fluid inlet position close to the front (reference case) has better solar-to-fuel efficiency
due to less thermal losses. The product H2/CO molar ratio can be achieved by tuning the
inlet H2O/CO2 ratio, CPV, and operation current density. The decrease in inlet H2O/CO2 ratio
led to a reduction in the carbon deposition threshold current density. The two-cell reactor
could achieve even higher efficiency (21.7%) compared to the single-cell reactor by simply
increasing the thermal energy input to the system while the incident solar energy at the PV
cell unchanged. This studies enables a promising route towards practical engineering of high
efficient HTE solar fuel reactor.
The further successful engineering of the proposed solar reactor concepts depends largely on
the mechanical stability of the SOEC stack/cell under integrated solar reactor mode which
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is directly related to the local thermal stress induced by local temperature gradient [186].
To design integrated solar reactors with robust mechanical stability, thermal management
over the integrated solar reactor together with thermal stress model in 3D is required for a
comprehensive understanding of thermo-electrochemical-mechanical behavior of the reactor.
The thermal stress induced by temperature gradient over the SOEC can be simulated using
Young’s modulus assuming that involved materials undergo elastic deformation [187]. This
numerical framework can be used for scale-up engineering of the proposed solar reactors in
this thesis.
The studies conducted in this thesis are based onmacroscopic reactor/component modeling
and experimentation. The fundamental understanding of the effects of electrodes’ microstruc-
ture on the global SOEC performance is required for the optimal cell design and hence can
further enhance the reactor performance [188]. The effective gas diffusivity, electrode elec-
trical conductivity, intrinsic Knudsen diffusivity, and electrochemical reaction rates can be
characterized based on real [189] or artificially generated [190] morphology of the electrodes
which can then be coupled to the multi-physics numerical model in chapter 5 for more
accurate performance prediction and optimization.
The discussion on chapter 3 indicated that the STF efficiency can be dominated by the effi-
ciency of oxygen removal methods in the reduction step of the thermochemical cycle. Inert
gas sweep route required very high heat exchanger effectiveness (> 0.955) and the mechanical
route (e.g. vacuum pump) suffered from low electrical efficiency at low oxygen pressure.
In addition, both routes can hardly reach an oxygen pressure level of 10−6 atm. The intro-
duction of high-temperature electrochemical oxygen pump (e.g. YSZ-based membrane +
LSM-based electrodes) can potentially provide an atmosphere with oxygen partial pressure
in range of 10−5 atm to 10−30 atm [191, 192, 193, 194]. Hence, the concept of combining the
thermochemistry (e.g. ceria-based redox pairs as the water/carbon dioxide catalysts) and
electrochemistry (e.g. LSM/YSZ/LSM electrochemical cell for oxygen removal) can potentially
overcome the drawbacks of existing thermochemical cycles and high-temperature electrolysis
systems via providing efficient and stable low partial pressure of oxygen environment (com-
pared to thermochemical cycles) and reducing the required electrical input (compared to the
high-temperature electrolysis systems as only the oxygen pumping requires electricity input).
The PV cells discussed in this thesis are either Si-based or III-V based cells which need con-
tinuous cooling to ensure the solar-to-electricity efficiency. In this regards, two distinct tem-
perature zones (high-temperature for SOEC while low temperature for PV cell) will be created
leading to high heat losses as well as large temperature gradient over the reactor. The suggested
future research could be on high-performance semiconductor materials working at elevated
temperatures. For example, the PV cell with pn-junction formed by LSM (p-type)/TiO2 (n-type)
showed a knee voltage of 1.03 V at 723 K which was higher than 0.96 V (the equilibrium voltage
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of water splitting at 723 K) [195] indicating a promising candidate as the electrical source
for water splitting. A high-temperature photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell can be achieved by
coupling the high-temperature PV and SOEC to split H2O and CO2 at elevated temperature
without cooling requirement for the PV. The success of this high-temperature PEC cell relies
highly on the electron-hole separation ability of selected semiconductor materials and the
electrochemical stability of catalysts at elevated temperature (> 700 K). The screening of suit-
able semiconductor materials is essential and can be achieved by using density-functional
theory (DFT) for the computation of the electronic band structure at elevated temperatures
for various semiconductor materials.
To conclude, this thesis focused on paving the way for the optimization, design, and en-
gineering of the HTE solar fuel processing systems and reactors. Modeling frameworks at
multi-scales (system, reactor, and component) were developed to understand the system/re-
actor performance under various designs and operation conditions and hence to offer design
and engineering guidelines for both prototypes and scaled-up plants. The successful demon-
stration of the compact solar reactor, as well as the proposal of the integrated reactor concept
open a novel pathway for solar energy incorporation with HTE for high-performance solar
fuel reactor engineering which in turn advance its future commercialization.
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Appendix A. Definition of energy fractions high-temperature electrolysis systems
Table A.1 – Definition of energy fractions for all three systems.
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B Supplementary data for two-step
thermochemical cycles
B.1 Efficiency curves for carbon dioxide splitting
Figure B.1 shows the efficiency of CO2 splitting at various Tred and pO2,1 for schemes (a) and
(b). Compared to the hydrogen production (exemplary red curve for pO2,1 = 1 Pa), the CO
production showed higher efficiencies (figure B.1a) due to a larger equilibrium constant, i.e
the equilibrium constant was 5.34×10−5 for H2O and 2.05×10
−4 for pO2,1 at 1800 K. Similar
behavior for CO2 and water splitting was observed for the efficiency dependency on Tred and
pO2,1. E.g. scheme (a) had an optimal ∆T for optimal efficiencies, and scheme (b) showed
highest efficiencies at isothermal conditions.
B.2 System performance behavior using ideal mixing model
In the ideal mixing model, the pO2,1 was determined by its demand and hence the correspond-
ing demand for sweep gas was calculated by
n˙N2 =
psystem
pO2,1
n˙O2,4, (B.1)
where n˙O2,4 is the flow rate of oxygen produced by reduction. The pO2,12 was the optimal value
calculated - smaller than pO2,11 - which led to the highest solar-to-fuel-efficiency. The baseline
parameters used in ideal mixing models were identical to the ones used in the schemes using
counterflow arrangement (table 2.1).
Figure B.2 shows the efficiency variation for various working conditions. Figures B.3 and
B.4 show the corresponding energy breakdown. Schemes (a) and (b) showed increasing
efficiencies with increasing Tred. For both schemes, the largest efficiencies were observed at
isothermal conditions (for pO2,1 < 1 kPa). The scheme (a) showed significant lower efficiency
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.1 – Optimal ηSTF and corresponding ∆T for various Tred and pO2,1 combinations for
(a) sweep gassing (scheme (a)), and (b) vacuumpumping (scheme (b)). The solid lines indicate
the efficiency at corresponding Tred and pO2,1 for isothermal operation (∆T=0). The red lines
show exemplary performance for a water splitting system at pO2,1 = 1 Pa.
compared to scheme (b) which was explained by the large quantity of sweep gas needed in the
ideal mixing arrangement (i.e. the maximum efficiency for scheme (a) was below 0.15 and for
scheme (b) around 0.3).
Figure B.5 depicts the impact of εg on the efficiency at condition of pO2,1 = 10 Pa under various
working conditions for scheme (a) and (b). Larger εg led to higher efficiency. This increase
in efficiency was more pronounced at higher εg which was analogous to the results for the
counterflow arrangement. For scheme (a), εg was required to be higher than 0.98 to achieve
the 10% efficiency. While, for scheme (b), the 10% efficiency could be obtained with εg of 0.95
at temperatures of 1800 K. Scheme (b) showed superior performance compared to the scheme
(a).
Figure B.6 shows the effect of εs on the efficiency at Tred = 1800 K and pO2,1 = 1Pa for various
∆T . The increase of εs showed no effect on the efficiency as the Q˙gas,red, Q˙gas,ox, and Q˙heat loss
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.2 – Optimal ηSTF and corresponding ∆T for various Tred and pO2,1 combinations for
(a) scheme (a), and (b) scheme (b) using an ideal mixing arrangement. The solid lines indicate
the efficiency at corresponding Tred and pO2,1 for isothermal operation (∆T=0).
dominated the energy consumption while Q˙solid was minor in scheme (a). For scheme (b), an
increase in εs led to larger efficiencies. This efficiency enhancement reduced as ∆T increased
further (∆T > 25 K) due to an increase in Q˙gas,ox and decrease in the ceria flow rate resulting
from increasing ∆δ.
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Figure B.3 – Energy balance for scheme (a) at 1 kW solar power input under various working
conditions: (a) isothermal cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred, (b) optimal cases at Tred = 1800
K for varying pO2,1, (c) cases at pO2,1= 1 Pa and Tred = 1800 K for varying ∆T , and (d) optimal
cases at pO2,1= 1 Pa for varying Tred.
Figure B.4 – Energy balance for scheme (b) at 1 kW solar power input under various working
conditions: (a) isothermal cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred, (b) optimal cases at Tred = 1800
K for varying pO2,1, (c) cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa and Tred = 1800 K for varying ∆T , and (d) optimal
cases at pO2,1 = 1 Pa for varying Tred.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure B.5 – Solar-to-fuel efficiency for isothermal conditions at pO2,1 = 10 Pa and varying Tred
and εg, for (a) scheme (a), and (c) scheme (b); and non-isothermal conditions at pO2,1 = 10 Pa
and Tred = 1800 K for varying ∆T and εg. The maximal efficiencies for each εg are marked by
the dots.
(a) (b)
Figure B.6 – Solar-to-fuel efficiency as a function of ∆T for various εs at pO2,1 = 10 Pa and Tred
= 1800 K for (a) scheme (a), and (b) scheme (b). The optimal cases are indicated by the dots.
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C Supplementary data for tubular re-
ceiver modeling
C.1 Effect of flux distribution at aperture
A Gaussian distribution of the incidence solar irradiation (equation 3.2) was assumed at the
receiver aperture. The effect of the uniformity of the distribution was investigated by varying
its standard deviation (δ).
(a) (b)
Figure C.1 – (a) Fluid outlet temperature (black lines) and solar-to-thermal efficiency (red
lines) as a function of δx , and (b) composition of heat losses for receiver 1 (solid lines) and
receiver 2 (dotted lines).
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C.2 Effect of the thin wall thickness
The thin wall thickness was varied from 10−3 to 10−8 mwith themaximum fluid outlet temper-
ature difference below 1 K. The temperature variation was within 0.1 K when the wall thickness
was smaller than 10−5 m.
Figure C.2 – (a) Fluid outlet temperature (black lines) and solar-to-thermal efficiency (red
lines) as a function of δx , and (b) composition of heat losses for receiver 1 (solid lines) and
receiver 2 (dotted lines).
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D.1 Technical drawing for the reactor frame
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure D.1 – Technical drawings for the reactor steel frame: (a) the front view showing the
water-cooled front and reactor aperture, (b) side view for A-A, and (c) back view of the reactor.
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D.2 Technical drawing for the bipolar plate
Figure D.2 – Bipolar plate design for both cathode and anode side with the channel width of
1.5 mm and the rib width of 0.5 mm (Almus AG).
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E Supplementary data for a novel inte-
grated solar reactor concept model
E.1 Thermal conductivities
Note that the thermal conductivities for composite electrodes were assumed to be inde-
pendent of their solid compositions. xi is the molar fraction of fluid species i and ki is the
temperature dependent thermal conductivity obtained by a free thermodynamic database,
Coolprop [139].
Table E.1 – Thermal conductivities.
Parameters Values
Conductivity of Ni-YSZ cathode [196] 5.84 W/m/K
Conductivity of LSM-YSZ anode [196] 1.86 W/m/K
Conductivity of YSZ electrolyte [196] 2.16 W/m/K
Conductivity of steel channel [161] 27.5 W/m/K
Conductivity of fluid mixture cathode [161]
∑
i=H2,H2O,CO,CO2,CH4
xi ki
Conductivity of fluid mixture anode [161]
∑
i=O2,N2
xi ki
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E.2 Heat capacities
Table E.2 – Heat capacities.
Parameters Values
Heat capacity of Ni-YSZ cathode [196] 600 J/kg/K
Heat capacity of LSM-YSZ anode [196] 607 J/kg/K
Heat capacity of YSZ electrolyte [196] 400 J/kg/K
Heat capacity of steel channel [161] 200 J/kg/K
Heat capacity of fluid mixture cathode [161]
∑
i=H2,H2O,CO,CO2,CH4
xi cp,i
Heat capacity of fluid mixture anode [161]
∑
i=O2,N2
xi cp,i
E.3 Fluid and solid densities
Table E.3 – Densities .
Parameters Values
Density of Ni-YSZ cathode [196] 3030 kg/m3
Density of LSM-YSZ anode [196] 3310 kg/m3
Density of YSZ electrolyte [196] 5160 kg/m3
Density of steel channel [161] 6500 kg/m3
Density of fluid mixture cathode [161]
∑
i=H2,H2O,CO,CO2,CH4
xiρi
Density of fluid mixture anode [161]
∑
i=O2,N2
xiρi
E.4 Intrinsic electrical conductivities
Table E.4 – Intrinsic electrical conductivities.
Parameters Values
Conductivity of YSZ, σ0,YSZ [59] 3.34 ·10
4exp(−10300/T ), S/m
Conductivity of Ni, σ0,Ni [161] 3.27 ·10
6−1065.3T , S/m
Conductivity of LSM, σ0,LSM [161]
(
8.855 ·107/T
)
exp(1082.5/T ), S/m
Conductivity of steel gas channel, σ0,ch [197] 1.04 ·10
7-0.005T, S/m
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E.5 Model parameters for the III-V PV cell
The temperature dependent bandgap is given by [198, 199]:
Eg = Eg (0K)−
αT 2
T +σ
(E.1)
where α and σ are constants determined by the materials (see table E.5). The alloy semicon-
ductors’ band gap is calculated based on the compositions [200]:
Eg (A1−x Bx)= (1−x)Eg (A)+xEg (B)−x(1−x)p (E.2)
where A and B are the two alloy compositions, x is the molar fraction of alloy B in the composi-
tion, and p is an alloy dependent parameter correcting the nonlinear behavior. The detailed
parameters that used in the PV cell model are listed in table E.5. Note that the shunt resistances
were neglected during the data fitting and the series resistances were considered identical for
each sub-cell and hence a total series resistance is accounted, Rs =Rs,1+Rs,2+Rs,3.
Table E.5 – Parameters for the PV cell model [10]
Parameters Sub-cell 1 Sub-cell 2 Sub-cell 3
Material GaP InP GaAs InAs Ge
Eg(298 K, eV) 2.857 1.411 1.519 0.42 0.7437
α, eV/K 5.771·10−4 3.63·10−4 5.405·10−4 4.19·10−4 4.774·10−4
σ, K 372 162 204 271 235
Alloy composition In0.49Ga0.51P In0.01Ga0.99As Ge
p, eV 1.018 1.192 0
κ1, A/m
2 5.51·10−3 9.73·10−3 2.61·10−3
κ2, A/m
2 8.20·10−3 20.7·10−3 2.61·10−3
Rs,Ω 0.0370
APV,ref, m
2 0.49
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E.6 SOEC model validations
Note: All other parameters which are not listed here are identical to the reference case condi-
tions in section 5.8.2.
Table E.6 – SOECmodel validation for hydrogen production [3, 11].
Parameters Value
Operation temperatures 1173 K, 1223 K, and 1273 K
Operation pressure 1 bar
Pre-exponential factor for anode exchange,current density 2.051·109 A/m2
Pre-exponential factor for cathode,exchange current density 1.344·1010 A/m2
Activation energy for anode 1.2·105 J/mol
Activation energy for cathode 1.0·105 J/mol
Electrodes’ porosity 0.48
Electrodes’ tortuosity 5.4
Average pore radius 1.07 µm
Average particle radius 1.07 µm
Electrolyte thickness 1000 µm
Cathode thickness 100 µm
Anode thickness 100 µm
Cathode inlet gas molar composition (H2O/H2) 0.6/0.4
Anode inlet gas molar composition (N2/O2) 0.79/0.21
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Table E.7 – SOECmodel validation for CO production [4].
Parameters Value
Operation temperatures 1173 K
Operation pressure 1 bar
Exchange,current density 3.25 A/cm2
Exchange current density 1.3 A/cm2
Activation energy for anode 1.2·105 J/mol
Activation energy for cathode 1.0·105 J/mol
Electrodes’ porosity 0.35
Electrodes’ tortuosity 3.25
Average pore radius 0.5 µm
Average particle radius 0.5 µm
Electrolyte thickness 10 µm
Cathode thickness 315 µm
Anode thickness 20 µm
Cathode inlet gas molar composition (CO2/CO) 0.5/0.5, 0.7/0.3
Anode inlet gas molar composition (N2/O2) 0.79/0.21
Table E.8 – SOECmodel validation for syngas production [5].
Parameters Value
Operation temperatures 1083 K
Operation pressure 1 bar
Pre-exponential factor for anode exchange current density 2.11·1011 A/m2
Pre-exponential factor for cathode exchange current density 5.275·1010 A/m2
Activation energy for anode 1.2·105 J/mol
Activation energy for cathode 1.0·105 J/mol
Electrodes’ porosity 0.35
Electrodes’ tortuosity 3.5
Average pore radius 1.0 µm
Average particle radius 2.5 µm
Electrolyte thickness 90 µm
Cathode thickness 40 µm
Anode thickness 40 µm
Cathode inlet gas molar composition (CO2/H2O/H2) 0.3/0.6/0.1
Anode inlet gas molar composition (N2/O2) 0.79/0.21
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E.7 2D CFD simulation for an insulated pipe
The pipe with 4 mm outer radius was insulated with alumina of 15 cm thickness. The thermal
properties of the alumina was taken from [201]. The pipe inlet conditions were 1.555 g/min
flow rate of water vapor at 1200 K. The predicted outlet temperature of the water vapor was
964 K (average over the outlet) and agreed well with our experimental data, which showed a
300 K temperature drop under the identical conditions.
Figure E.1 – Modeling domain and temperature distribution (in K) for an insulated pipe (4 mm
in diameter, 5 cm in length).
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E.8 Cell voltage partitioning with different flow arrangements
Figure E.2 – The cell voltage breakdown for the reference case and flow 2 with reference case
in thin lines and the flow 2 in thick lines.
E.9 Cathode inlet gas compositions
Operation current density for SOEC with different inlet gas compositions.
Figure E.3 – Operation current density of the SOEC under various PV solar concentrations and
molar ratios of H2O/CO2 at the cathode inlet for indirect connection cases.
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E.10 WGSR vs. eletrochemical reactions
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure E.4 – Contour plots for (a) the WGSR contributions, (b) electrochemical hydrogen
generation, (c) electrochemical CO generation, and (d) the H2 and CO production difference
due to electrochemical reactions under various molar ratios of H2O/CO2 at the cathode inlet
and current densities. The RHC = 2 is indicated in solid black line and the dashed line is for the
cases when the electrochemical generation of H2 and CO are equal.
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E.11. SOEC temperature
E.11 SOEC temperature
SOEC average temperature under various cathode inlet ratios of H2O/CO2.
Figure E.5 – SOEC average temperature as a function of current density under various inlet
ratios of H2O/CO2 (differentiated by colors).
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